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I enclose some proposed legislation dealing with tort reform. I would appreciate your written
comments.
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Front the legislative arena
OMA prepares a full
legislative package

"We're not ready to drop
the whole load in the
press at this time."

Phillips urges counties to
protecttheir money

Pharmacists fight for
access

AOI won't be going first

"There's potential in
purchasing coops for
sm nll htrsineeses."

The Oregon MedicalAssociationis preparing legislationon a wide variety of subjects,
"a bit more thanwe typicallydo," said ScottGallant government affairsdirector. Having
john Kitzhaber,MD,in the governor's chair isn't the reason, he said, "We've had threeor
four legislativecommitteemeetings this year and have met with various representatives
from differentgroups, specialtyand county societies."

Gallant would not reveal the legislative proposals, "We're not ready to drop the whole
load in the press at thispoint."

However, Oregon H""lth Forum obtained a copy of OMA's draft legislation. It was pre
pared by the its legalcounsel,Cooney & Crew.

Here are the majorpiecesof that draft package:
• Limitcivilliabilityfor malpracticeto gross negligence for a physician, podiatrist or sur

geon.
• Establisha comparative negligencestandard that includes all participants in an event,

not just the affectedparties.
• Abolish tortcausesof action forpregnancy or birth and prohibit claims for consequen

tialdamages.
• Give physiciansaccessto Boardof MedicalExaminers investigatory materials prior to

board or subcommittee appearances.
~

• Give hospitals the discretion to deny admitting privileges to nurse practitioners, but
not necessarilyon the same basis they deny privileges to other medical providers.

• Allow voluntary purchasing alliancesfor groups with 25or more members.
• Give antitrust inununity to two or more physicians who form a cooperative and allow

them to setprices forhealth care services,refuse to deal with competitors, acquire and
maintain a monopoly in health care servicesand receivethe fullbenefitof immunity un
der federalantitrust laws.

• Prohibit the Boardof DirectEntry Midwifery from prescribing,administering medica
tions,ordering lab testsand require two midwives on site forall out-of-hospital births.

• Abolisha requirement that medicalassociationsoffer continued education on workers"
compensati69, . ~

.,Make peer review activities and information confidential and inadmissible in court ex
cept for proceedings initiatedby physicians to contest adverse actions by a health plan. '0'

.Sen. Paul Phillips(R;Tigard) told the Associationof Oregon Counties on Nov. 17 he
doesn't expect to '*" substantive changes during the 1995session."The intellectual power
isn't there," said Phillips,who will chair theSenate Government Financeand Tax Policy
Committee;He also warned county officials that revenue sharing money is in danger,
"Get out there and protect it." There'llalsobea restrictionon agencies to increase their
fees,Phillipssaid. "That bill will come through very quickly." '0'

Pharmacists never giveup. Since1987, they've tried enacting legislationgiving patients
freedom of access. Their chanceslookeven dinuner this time becauseof a highly organ
izedcampaign led by the big HMOs. "We aren't giving up," said Chuck Gress, executive
director,Oregon State PharmacistsAssn. "Ifour members can agree to the same terms and
conditions as other pharmacies, people should have freedom ofaccess." ""i;.'

The state's largestbusiness group, AOI, isn't eager to take the firststep to create volun
tary purchasing alliancesand will not seek legislation. Instead, AO! is waiting to see what
state officials come up with, said KevinEarls,health care lobbyist.Under current law, em
ployers cannot band together solely to purchase insurance, but they can form Multiple Em
ployer WelfareArrangements known as MEWAs.

The Department of Consumer and BusinessServices(DCBS), in concert with Vickie
Gates, health plan administrator, isspearheading an effort to change the law. The only
question leftunanswered is how many alliancesshould there be. Gates apparently favors
a large statewide group that includes state employees (SEBB and BUBB), while OCBSoffi
cials lean toward smaller alliances.

'There's potential in purchasing coops forsmall businesses," said Gates. "The experi
ences in Californiaand Floridaindicate they can make a differenceby offering administra
tive advantages toemployers, giving morechoice to employees and producing cost
savings. Besides, it's one more way to strengthen the voluntary market." ~"
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COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
APPEAL PROCESS ADJUSTMENTS TO 1995-97 ANALYST RECOMMENDED BUDGET

Other Funds
IGeneral Fund : Lottery Funds Incl. Lottery Federal Funds Total Funds Positions FTE

AGENCY REQUEST BUDGET 92,568 0 8,000 0 100,568 2 0.71

Analyst Changes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00

ANALYST RECOMMENDED BUDGET 92,568 0 8,000 0 100,568 2 0.71

APPEALS ADJUSTMENTS (BY PROGRAM UNIT)
No Appeal Adjustments

PERS ADJUSTMENTS:

Program Unit 100: Administration
Base: (3,208) (3,208)

TOTAL PERS ADJUSTMENTS (3,208) 0 0 0 (3,208) 0 0.00

GOVERNOR'S RECOMMENDED BUDGET 89,360 0 8,000 0 97,360 2 0.71

OUTSTANDING ISSUES: None.

DAS:FPA Page 1 of 1 12/15/9409:09:38 F:IWPIGRBIAPPEALICOURTWB1



JOINT STATEMENT

DATE: January 19, 1995

TO: Oregon State Bar
Board of Governors
Public Affairs Committee

The OTLA and the OADC, through their members, represent

opposite sides in civil disputes. Both agree that the present

Oregon system for dispute resolution based on civil jury trials

works well and should not be fundamentally changed. The much

publicized problems of courts in other states do not exist in

Oregon. Oregon dockets are kept current by the combined efforts of

trial lawyers and the judiciary. This cooperative effort is

reflected in the Council on Court Procedures which reviews,

comments on and makes recommended changes in the Rules of Civil

Procedure. Both the OTLA and the OADC support processing all

proposed rule changes through the Council. Procedural rules

interrelate and a balanced workable set of procedural rules is

necessary for the efficient resolution of disputes.

Both the OTLA and the OADC are in favor of constructive

dialogue on ways to improve the present system, as long as any

changes do not impair the right of all citizens to have their civil

disputes brought before a jury for resolution in a fair and

efficient manner.

THT/OADC.016
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(503) 9R6-1640

January 25.. 1995

VIA UPS
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SCf'l2IOr Ken~
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Senator relci SDrenson
SCDalCt Dlck. Sp.tiu~er
Senator' Shirley Stull

Mr. TholU3S Tongue
Dunn, Carney, Allen,Higgins& Tongue
Suite 15UO
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Portland, Oregon 97204

Gentlemen:

VIAUPS

Thankyoufor thepromptness with which the OAne responded withconuucnts on the eai'l)' concept
statemcms relatingto tort reform issues that will likely bebefore the Senate Committee on Judiciary this legislative session.

I am enclosing fer your immediate review the latestLegislative Counsel draft of two billsrelating to tort
reform. Thesebills were "dropped" today. Thefirst deals witha number ofchanges to statutory attorney fees provisions
and would amend several of theOregon Rules of CivilProcedure, The second bill abolishes theprivateright nfactionfor
civil RiCOclaims.

Weanticipate that thefim public hearingbefore.the committee on these bills will be on Thursday,
February 2, 1995 at 3:30PM. Therewillbea subsequent hearing on February 9, 1995 and additional worksessions
following thosehearingswhere the committee will hear testimony byinvitation. Although weare aware. that the Council on
Coun Procedures maynot havesufficient timeto review these proposed changes pursuant 10 its usualprocedures, Senator
Bryantis veryanxious and committed to receiving anycomments from the Council, even in lUI informal manner, After you
havean opportunity to review thesedrafts, if you feel it would be worthwhile to meet informally and discuss the proposed
changes, pleasecall and I willarrange a meeting withSenator Bryant. Wewould besJad to meetwithyoubefore 1I,c date
of thefirst bearing. To accommodate yourschedule wewould be willing 10cometo Portland and meetwith you in the
evening.

Please call me ifyouhave lilly questions, or if I can beoffUIther assistance.

"
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MEMORANDUM

P002/011

TO

FROM

DATE·

SUBJECT

••

Procedure and Practice committee

RJN

January 31, 1995

Meeting of the Tort Legislation Sub-committee of
the Procedure and Practice committee on January 30,
1995

=_~====.amc===== ._•••_.===========================R==========
Persons present were Dan Harris (by telephone), Richard Lane,

Robert Neuberger, Denise Stern, Vicki Hopman Yates. Excused: Mark

Clarke. Also attending: Robert Udziela, oregon State Bar Board of

Governors.

Bob Udziela informed us that the OSB Board of Governors was

interested in thorough input from all relevant committees and

sections of the Bar. That is, the Board would like to hear from

the Practice and Procedure committee in detail regarding

legislative proposals even. where other committees may have

concurrent jurisdiction. The Board, however, is not looking for

input from our committee with regard to the judicial selection

proposed revisions. Only two bills out of a package that will

ultimately include six or eight bills have been introduced. Bob

encouraged the committee to advise the Board regarding the

proposals in the December 6, 1994 draft of the Oregon Litigation

Reform Proposals even though the proponents may make changes before

the bills are actually introduced.

The sub-committee reviewed SB 385 regarding attorneys fees and

sanctions. with regard to S5 386 (LC 1892) regarding ORICO, the

committee proposed that the full committee appoint a sub-committee
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of persons knowledgeable about RICO to study the proposals

regarding RICO. The sub-committee members did not feel comfortable

with their knowledge and experience regarding ORICO to comment on

the proposals. If the full committee lacks SUfficient members

knowledgeable in RICO to study the proposals, we should ask for

input from other members of the Bar. One name mentioned was John

MCGrory at Davis wright Tremaine. We also discussed our member

Scott Elliott who is knowledgeable about RICO.

Regarding the totality of the proposals expected to be

introduced in the 1995 session, the sub-col!ll!littee concluded that

the oregon civil Justice System functions extraordinarily well.

Trial dockets in most counties are current with less than a year

from the time of filing to disposition. The Oregon Rules of Civil

Procedure and the statutes governing the conductive cases and

trials work well, efficiently and with reasonable cost to the

litigants. Through the hard work of the trial bar, the Judiciary,

and the council on court Procedures, the Oregon State Bar, previous

sessions of the Legislature, this system has been improved. Some

of the highly publicized anecdotal problems elsewhere either do not

exist in Oregon or have previously been remedied.

Accordingly, the sub-committee does not believe that major

changes are necessary Or wise. The sub-committee does favor some

of the proposals (especially if they can be amended) that would

make clear that frivolous cases, defenses, and motions are not

welcome. The sub-committee agreed that litigants and their lawyers

shOUld be accountable and reasonable for their conduct litigation.

However, accountability and responsibility extend to society in
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general and people who owe debts or have committed wrongs should

not escape accountability and responsibility.

Many of the proposals of S5 385 are in the form of amendments

to the Oregon Rules of civil Prooedure. The sub-oommittee opposes

any amendment to these rules without matters previously being

oonsidered by the Council on Court Procedures. Bob Udziela,

however, informed us that it was not likely that the Legislature

would defer to the Council this session. Accordingly, the

oommittee went on to oonsider the proposals of SB 385.

Offers of Compromise.

section 1 of the bill would amend ORCP 54 in two ways. First,

it would amend Rule 54D to provide that where a previously filed

action was dismissed with prejudice and then rafiled, the court

must award attorneys fees incurred by the defendant in the action

previously dismissed. The sub-oommittee did not feel this

amendment is needed. Sufficient protections are currently exist

and would be added in other amendments regarding frivolous filings

and offers of oompromise. However, the committee was not

unalterably opposed to this proposal as long as it is not amended

to oover actions dismissed without prejudice. However, it does

need to be made reciprocal so that it would apply to both

plaintiffs and defendants.

The bill would next amend Rule 54E to allow thirty days to

respond to an offer of compromise. The response time could be

extended by court order only for thirty days and only upon a

showing that the adverse party had unreasonably resisted discovery

during their initial thirty day period. A plaintiff who did not do
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better than the offer of compromise would be responsible for

attorneys fees and expert witness fees and other costs from the

date of the offer of compromise.

The sUb-committee was in favor of improving the effective use

of offers of compromise but believes that amendments are necessary:

1) The proposal needs to be made reeiprocal. A plaintiff

should be able to make an offer of compromise making a defendant

responsible for attorneys fees, costs and the like if the defendant

does not do better at trial than the offer of compromise,

2) The restrictions upon the court granting extensions of

time and the grounds for which the court can grant extensions

should be deleted. The court should be able to exercise its

discretion in determining the amount of time and the reasons for

granting an extension:

3) Neither party should be responsible for expert witness

fees: and

4) A cut off date for offers of compromise should be

included. The sub-committee noted that: the full committee has

previously recommended to the Council on court Procedures that the

time for responding to an offer of compromise be fifteen days. At

that time, some members of the committee were concerned that offers

of compromise should not be made so close to trial as to prevent

their effective use (i.e., offers should be made sUfficienUy

before trial to allow for settlement before fees and expenses

associated with immediate pre-trial preparation are incurred).

,The bill would also add a new section to Rule 54 empowering

the court to order settlement conferences. The sub-commit1:ee
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supports this proposal but questions whether the amendment goes far

enough. The proposal not make settlement conferences mandatory nor

does it specifically authorize the court to compel representatives

of parties or lienholders to attend settlement conferences.

Sanctions and Attorneys Fees.

Section 2 of the bill would amend ORS 20.105 to make an award

of reasonable attorneys fees mandatory rather than discretionary.

The sub-committee did not specifically consider this proposal. The

full committee may wish to oppose the portion of the bill that

would strike the existing language that allows the court to tailor

the amount of thea reasonable fees to be "appropriatea in thea

circumstances."

section 3 of the bill would amend ORS 20.125. The current

statute gives the court the discretion to award costs against an

attorney whose deliberate misconduct causes a mistrial. The

amendments would require the court to assess not only costs and

disbursements, but also reasonable attorneys fees. While the sub

committee did not feel that the deliberate or intentional cause of

mistrials is a problem, the sub-committee does not oppose the

proposed.

Section 4 would amend Rule 17 regarding sanctions. The

proposal does not specifically track FRCP 11 but it sponsors claim

that it is based upon the Federal Rule. The sub-committee approves

of changes to the current sanctions rule, but believes that

amendments are in order. Denise Stern, is stUdying the sanctions

proposal for the Litigation Section's sub-committee and will report

further to the Procedure and Practice Committee.
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The sub-committee believed that the following amendments to

the proposal are necessary:

1) The committee supports the proposed language requiring an

attorney to exercise reasonable care in making inquiries to insure

that the filing of any pleading or motion is justified. The

committee opposes the language that the attorney certify that his

or her determination was "based upon the persons~ knowledge,

information and belief•••• " (emphasis added). A reasonableness

standard should applYI

2) The sub-committee is concerned about sub-section C(4)

Which would allow an attorney or party to file a pleading but not

certify that it was supported by evidence. This is a loop hole

that could result in all filings not being certified as beinq

supported by evidence based upon reasonable inquiry~

3) Sub-section 0(1) contains a joint liability clause makinq

all partners of a law firm jointly liable for the acts of any

partners, associate, or employee. The sub-committee is not opposed

to joint liability, but does not believe that lawyers should be

subjected to a special standard joint liability. This is

especially true in view of the fact that the proponents will be

introducing amendments to the joint and several liability statute~

and

4) Sub-section 0(3) of the proposal gives a party twenty-one

days after notice by the adverse party to amend or withdraw the

pleadinq or motion. The sub-committee aqrees with the mechanism but

also believes that prOVisions such as contained in ORB 30.895(2)

should be considered. That statute provides an exception to
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liability for misuse of civil proceedings where a lawyer is

required to file a lawsuit close to the statute of limitations.

The statute allows a lawyer 120 days to investigate the case.

summary JUdgments.

Section 5 of the bill would make an award of attorneys fees,

expert witness fees, and all cost contributable to discovery

available for a prevailing a party who filed and won a summary

jUdgment motion.

The sub-committee recommends that the entire proposal

regarding summary judgments should be stricken. Alternatively, the

provision should be made reciprocal so that a party who loses a

summary jUdgment is responsible for. the other side I s attorneys fees

and costs. References to an award for "expert witness fees" should

be deleted. The sub-committee also favors deleting an award of

"all costs attributable to discovery."

The committee was partiCUlarly concerned, as was the sub

committee of the Litigation Section, that the proposal would

encourage the unnecessary filing of summary jUdgment motions.

Attornev Fee Awards in Small Agtions.

Section 6 would provide an English Rule or loser pays rule for

claims of $20,000 or less. The sub-committee opposes this

provision. Smaller claims should not be discriminated against.

The proposal poses a partiCUlar threat of depriving ordinary

citizens and businesses of access to justice. The sub-COmmittee

also believes that the proposed (and to be revised) amendments to

Rule 54 regarding offers of compromise and to Rule 17 regarding

sanctions will adequately protect parties.
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The sub-committee opposes the repeal of 20.080 which allows

for an award of attorneys fees and actions of less than $4000,

including counter claims (which is not included in the proposed

rule). The sub-committee also opposed the repeal of ORS 20.098

which allows an award of attorneys fees in breach of warranty

actions where the amount of controversy in $2,500 or less.

Reeiprpgity of Attorney fee Awards.

The bill contains 130 pages of amendments to 1.31 current

statutes that provide for attorneys fees to a prevailing plaintiff.

Tom Howser is stUdying the individual proposals for the Litigation

Section Board. Dan Harris will collaborate with Tom on behalf of

our sub-committee.

Inqeneral, the sub-committee was concerned about making

remedial attorney fee statutes reciprocal on a wholesale fashion.

The goals of this proposal are achieved with amendments to Rules 17

and 54.

Conqlu!iion.

While the sub-committee feels that some of the proposals

contained in SB 385 are meritorious, the sub-committee also

believes that many of the proposals paint with too broad a brush.

More precision is needed to prevent a host of adverse consequences.

The lack of opportunity for deliberative consideration by the

Council on Court Procedures is of concern. Much of SB 385

threatens to close the courthouse to middle class citizens and

small businesses. The punishments and sanctions proposed by the

bill are not in proportion to the limited and infrequent problems

/ that concern the bill's proponents.
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Denise L. Stem
Allumft)'-ut-luw
7430 S.E. Milwaukie Ave.
P.O. B"" 82244
Pcrtland, OR !17282"()244

Gregory R. Mowe
Stoel Rives Boley Jones & Grey
900 S.W.SthAVllI1Ue
Portland, OR 97204-1268

RE: RevisiOllS to ORCP 17

DlWGreg:

TO 15033461564

February I, 1995

POlO/Oil

I have compared theproposed changes to ORCP17wi1l1 PRCP 11 andWashington Civil Rule 11
(CR II). In general, 1he proposed changes to ORCP 171rac:k theFederal Rule. However,1I1ere
is at leastoneins1ance in whichfue proposed rule increases theburden ofprooffor the potential
violator.

In fue proposed rule, as wellas under 1he current version, a party makes certain certifications to
1he court. The cruxoftherule is contllined in subsection C., fue Certification provisions. In many
respects, subsection C simply repeats thecwrentslandards. However, Subsection C also

·im:orpora1cs languago from PRCP 11 and CR 11.

The cwrentruleonlyapplies to 'everypleading, motion ando1her paper.... The proposed ru1e
would alsoapplyto lII1 attorney or partywho submits an argument, i.e.. fue proposed rule would
applyto oralassertions. 'ihis tracks ....RCl' 11 and CR 11.

Under fue oumnt rule, fue attorney or partymake.certa.in oertU'icalll. bued on 'the bestoffue
knowledge, information and beliefof1b.e person'. Theproposed ruleis based on the person's
'best knowledge'. I do nothave a olearideawhat'beat knowledge' is and I would certainly not
like to litigalll1hat issue. The 'bestknowledge' cOIICllpt is unique to 1he proposed rule and would
seem to impart a higher burden ofproof. Also, under fue proposed rule, 1I1e required IDvestiganon
is an inquiryfullt is 'reasonable Wlder 1I1e clrcumslances' as opposed to the current'rellsonsble
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inquiry'. [do notsee a substantive difference in the phrases. Thenewterminology tracksFRCP
11 andCR 11.

Subsection C(2) o1'1I1e proposed ruleis identical to 1I1e present rule.

Subsection C(3) is basedon FRCP 11 and specifically adda1llat 'claims, defenses, and 01l1er legal
positions' are covered by 1I1e rule. It alsochanges 1I1e burden of certification from certifYing tbat
a position is warrantedby a 'good fai1l1' argument for the extension... ofexisting lawto certifYing
thata position is w8lTll!lted by a 'noofrivolous' argument for1he extension... of existing law. 80111
of1l1ese ciwlges track PRCP l l, The difference between a burden ofprooffora 'good fai1l1'
argument as opposed to a 'nonfrivolous argument' is confusing but seems negligible at best.

Subsection C(4) adds1hat faetuaJ allegations andotherfactual assertions mustbe supported by
evidence. Thisis basedon PRCP 11. The remainder of C(4) and (5) is veryloosely based on
FRCP 11. 'lhese subsections genera1ly provide thata partyor attorney can specifically identifY
allegation or assertions, or denials offactual assertions, thattheattorney doesnot wish to certifY.
In effect, theseprovisions gutORCP 17 by allowing an attorney to file a non-certifled pleading.

The sanction provisions in 1I1e proposed rule are significl1lllly different from thecurrentrule. The
proposed rule tracks PRCP 11.Under1I1e proposed rule, 1I1e motion for sanctions mustbe served
on1I1e opposing party 21 days prior to the jmpositilll1S of sanctions. During 1he 21 day period the
opposing party mayamend, withdraw or comet 1lle pleading. If sanctions areawarded, the law
fum is jointlyliable torany sanction imposed unless jointliability would be unjust. A sanction
may be awllltled forallumllYs Cees and llxplllllleS incurred and 10 deter CUllin! conduct.

As we discussed in subcommittee, a reciprocal attorney fee provision maydiscourage a
proliferation ofunwarranted ORCP17motions.

Ifyou haveanyquestions, please do IIOt hesitate to contact me.

.
Yours truly,

Denise L. Stem

co:. Robert NCllberger



Joint Senate / House Subcommittees on Civil Process

in Support of Senate Bill 385

February 2, 1995

Co-chair Bryant, Co-chair Parks, and members of the joint

sUbcommittees, for the record, my name is John DiLorenzo. I am a

Portland attorney and am appearing here today on behalf of the

Oregon Litigation Reform Coalition in support of Senate Bill 385.

The Oregon Litigation Reform Coalition was formed for the purpose

of assembling separate coalitions from the private sector in

support of various proposals which will be coming before you during

this session of the legislature. As you will surely note, the

coalition has assembled a broad and significant array of businesses

and individuals who are supportive of the concepts contained within

Senate Bill 385. Those individuals and organizations are scheduled

to testify today and next Thursday in support of the bill.

Because they will have much to contribute by way of personal

examples and their evaluation of the impact of the present

litigation ciimate in Oregon upon their lives and businesses, I

will focus my presentation on a description of the bill and will do

my best to outline the rationale which underlies the major

statutory changes proposed by Senate Bill 385. In addition, I hope

my testimony will be useful as an overview to assist you in

spotting particular issues which you may care to address in further

hearings.

1



WHAT THE BILL DOES

Senate Bill 385 consists of a number of parts each of which

have headings in bold print for ease of identification. The bill

addresses offers of compromise and settlement beginning at page 1,

sanctions for false or frivolous pleadings and other misconduct

beginning at page 3, it provides for attorney fee awards in small

actions (an access to justice provision) beginning at page 7, and

addresses reciprocity of attorney fee awards or, what has been

called a modified loser pay rule beginning at page 7.

In total, Senate Bill 385 is designed to streamline

litigation, to encourage settlements of disputes at stages prior to

trial and is further designed to enact a modified loser pay rule by

providing an incentive for the prosecution of small claims which

have merit and to address the extremely unfair and coercive impacts

of oregon's one way fee shifting statutes. One way fee shifting

refers to the practice of allowing only those who have brought

lawsuits an award of their attorney's fees if they prevail but not

allowing an award of attorney's fees to defendants who successfully

defend their claims.

OFFERS OF COMPROMISE, SETTLEMENT AND PREVIOUSLY

DISMISSED ACTIONS

The first portion of the bill concerns offers of compromise,

settlement and previously dismissed actions. One of the purposes

of this part is to discourage the initiation of claims which were

previously dismissed on their merits. Some businesses and

individuals have experienced situations where the very same claim

2



which was previously dismissed is filed by the same plaintiff upon

retaining new counsel. Should a plaintiff refile a case which has

already been dismissed, the court is directed to enter an order
-

coinpensating the defendant for the attorney's fees which were

incurred in the previous case.

This part also encourages early settlement of civil cases by

allowing a defendant to make an offer of jUdgment prior to trial.

If a plaintiff rejects the defendant's offer of judgment and does

not improve his or her position at trial, any entitlement to

attorney's fees which the plaintiff may have by way of contract or

statute is cut off as of the date of the rejected offer and the

defendant's entitlement to attorney's fees begins from the date of

the rejected offer through trial. The purpose of this provision is

twofold: (1) It encourages defendants to make real offers of

settlement (there is no tactical advantage to make a low-ball

offer), and (2) It encourages plaintiffs to focus upon their cases

at earlier stages prior to trial and to take a hard look at the

offers which are so made. The provision which is at page 3

beginning at line 6 of the printed bill is strikingly similar to

Alaska civil Rule 68. This rule which is attached at tab 2 of your

materials was adopted in Alaska in 1959.

This concept is not new or radical. In fact, it was included

in the report submitted in July of 1986 by Governor Goldschmidt's

task force on liability. You will find in your materials at tab 3

excerpts from that report suggesting a very similar ' format for

encouraging offers of compromise.

3



SANCTIONS FOR FALSE OR FRIVOLOUS PLEADINGS

In 1987, the legislature made some effort to curb the filing

of frivolous lawsuits by allowing courts in their discretion to

impose sanctions. However, the provisions are rarely utilized by

the trial courts. Any practicing oregon defense lawyer will likely

tell you that the chances of gaining sanctions against parties who

file frivolous lawsuits are close to nil under the current Oregon

Rules of civil Procedure.

Senate Bill 385 therefore proposes a modified form of the rule

which controls frivolous cases filed in the federal court, Federal ~.~

f~c U
Rule of civil Procedure 11. Beginning at page 4 of the bill,~

attorneys and parties who file or submit papers in court must make~

certain certifications that the allegations were made upon the

person's best knowledge formed after making all inquiries that are

reasonable under the circumstances. This means that depending upon

the circumstances an attorney and party must first conduct some

investigation prior to making allegations in a lawsuit. This

provision parallels that in Federal Rule 11.

The bill also permits the award of sanctions against parties

or counsel who have made false certifications. Once again, this

section begins with the federal rule, changes some discretionary

language, and also provides as a measure of sanctions not only a

sufficient amouht to discourage repetition of the offending conduct

but, in addition, a compensatory element, an award of the moving

party's reasonable attorney's fees. Sanctions may not be imposed

if within 21 days after the motion is served, the party or attorney

4



amends or otherwise withdraws the material which thereupon corrects

the false certification.

I have provided in your materials at tab 4, a copy of Federal

Rule 11, and at tab 11, a compendium of recently decided federal

cases showing how Federal Rule 11 can effectively discourage

frivolous lawsuits. In particular, the Business Guides v.

Chromatic case stands for the proposition that the reasonableness

of a counsel's inquiry is gauged by an objective standard. The

Danik case shows how Rule 11 will compel sanctions Where a

plaintiff conducts no reasonable factual inquiry prior to filing

the case. The other cases illustrate the way in which Rule 11

protects parties from allegations that their adversaries are

totally unprepared to prove.

ASSESSMENT OF ATTORNEY'S FEES UPON ENTRY OF

SUMMARY JUDGMENT

The next portion of the bill beginning at page 6 provides for

an assessment of attorney's fees upon entry of summary jUdgment.

A successful motion for summary judgment which resolves all the

claims and defenses of another party allows the moving party an

award of attorney fees. The award of the fees can be avoided by

the other party by withdrawing, amending or voluntarily dismissing

the claims or defenses that are challenged in the motion for

summary jUdgment within twenty days before the scheduled hearing on

the motion. This provision encourages parties to resolve such

matters privately.

/ / / /
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MODIFIED LOSER PAY

The final portions of the bill beginning at page 7 provide for

a.modified user pay system. The concept consists of two sections:

First, a section allowing attorney fee awards in small actions or

what we have referred to as an access to justice rule; and

secondly, a section providing for reciprocity of attorney fees

awards where one party only is entitled to the awards under Oregon

statutes.

The concept is referred to as "modified loser pay" because it

does not impact the typical personal injury case where the amount

at issue is over $20,000; it does not affect a contract case where

the amount at issue is in excess of $20,000 and where the contract

between the parties provides the meohanism for such an award. Some

of the examples which have been discussed recently in the press,

the Pinto case, and other typical negligence cases are just not

impacted under this bill one way or the other.

The modified loser pay rule is designed to do two things:

First, it is designed to encourage the filing of meritorious

claims; second, it is designed to discourage the filing of non

meritorious claims; third, it recognizes that defendants as well as

plaintiffs seek to vindicate important legal rights through the

litigation of their claims. For every claim of right by a

plaintiff there is a reciprocal and equivalent claim of right by a

defendant. If all are truly equal under the law, C\ defendant

should therefore have just as much of a right to be left unscathed

following the successful completion of a case as should a

6



plaintiff.

The access to justice rule allows attorney I s fees to the

prevailing party in any common law contract or tort action where

the amount pled as damages does not exceed $20,000. There are many

occasions when, a client will approach a lawyer with a contract

claim in the $12-20,000 range. Unless there is a contractual

entitlement to an award of attorney fees, these claims are just not

worth pursuing. That is because even though the plaintiff is in

the right, a significant portion of her recovery will be eaten up

by his attorney's fees. The other side of course knows this and so

inequities occur in this range. Senate Bill 385 will correct these

inequities by allowing the plaintiff with a small claim as much

access to the court system as a plaintiff with a large claim.

The final portion of the bill provides for reciprocity of

attorney fee awards where only one party is entitled under Oregon

law to an attorney fee award. These types of laws are known as one

way fee shifting laws. They allow the prevailing plaintiff to

recover attorney's fees but do not allow the defendant to recover

fees even if the defendant completely vindicates himself at trial.

Attached to your materials at tab 6 is a listing of those one

way fee shifting laws currently on the books which are impacted by

this bill.

It is important to note that the bill does not affect all one

way fee shifting laws. For instance, this bill does not address

the workers' compensation statutes. The bill does not address many

provisions relied upon by the Bureau of Labor and Industries to
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resolve wage claims. Where fee shifting statutes exist between

units of government, the bill does not alter those provisions. The

bill does, however, affect many other one way fee shifting

statutes. These statutes can be divided roughly in thirds.

The first third relate to actions by the government against

individuals and businesses. There is no reason why the government,

upon prevailing, should be entitled to an award of its attorney's

fees and yet a defendant who successfully defends a case against

the government should be entitled to nothing. Changing these one

way fee shifting statutes to two way statutes will eliminate the

coercive effect a government plaintiff can have upon the private

sector.

The next third pertain to statutes which relate to

transactions of a commercial character. For instance, one statute

allows the prevailing party attorney's fees where the defendant

transports more than five coniferous trees without a permit.

Another statute allows only a prevailing plaintiff/shareholder

attorney's fees to enforce the right to examine certain books and

records of a corporation. Another allows only the prevailing

plaintiff attorney's fees in an action involving the sale of a

horse that is drugged or tranquillized. There is no reason why

defendants who vindicate their rights should not be as entitled to

an award of attorney's fees in these circumstances as plaintiffs

who vindicate theirs.

The final third consists of consumer legislation which involve

one way fee provisions. Although one way fee shifting has been

B



justified in the past as a mechanism to encourage consumers to file

claims, those who testify will tell you that the pendulum has

shifted way too far. Because the prevailing defendant (who need
..

not be a mUlti-national corporation, but, rather, be a barbershop

or a florist shop owner) is entitled to no award upon prevailing,

cases which are filed by plaintiffs have an inherent settlement

value notwithstanding their merits. This is because the best

defendant can ever do in such a case is to pay his or her counsel

to defend the claim.

The two way fee shifting proposal contained within Senate Bill

385 is not dissimilar to Alaska's fee shifting model. Included in

your materials at tab 7 is a copy of Alaska Civil Rule 82. The

Alaska system of fee shifting provides that prevailing plaintiffs

are entitled to attorney's fees generally as a percentage of the

amount of their judgment. In addition, prevailing defendants may

recover thirty percent of their actual attorney's fees after trial

or twenty percent of their actual attorney's fees if there is no

trial. The court in Alaska has discretion to increase the amounts

under certain circumstances.

You should adopt the two way fee shifting proposal contained

in Senate Bill 385 for a number of reasons. These reasons are not

my invention; they are generally recognized and validated among a

community of nationwide legal scholars.

ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF TWO-WAY FEE SHIFTING

1. Two-way fee shifting is fairer than one-way fee shifting

/ / / /
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Two-way fee shifting is fairer than one-way fee shifting

because two-way fee shifting recognizes that defendants, as well as

plaintiffs, are seeking to vindicate important legal rights through

litigation of claims. See Mark S. Stein, Is One-Way Fee Shifting

Fairer Than Two-Fee Shifting?, 141 F.R.D. 351, 354-359 (1992).

stein argues litigation provides a forum for "the resolution of

conflicting claims of entitlement or right." re , at 355. He

writes: "For every claim of right by a plaintiff there is a

reciprocal and equivalent claim of right by a defendant." Id.

2. Two-way fee shifting reduces the tendency of attorney's fees

to thwart the sUbstantive goals of contract and tort law

The goal of contract and tort law should be to compensate

genuine victims without charging innocent parties. See Gregory E.

Maggs & Michael D. Weiss, Progress on Attorneys Fees: Expanding

the 'Loser pays' Rule in Texas, Hous. L. Rev. 1915, 1925 (1994).

When a loser is not required to pay the winner's attorney's fees,

the legal system thwarts this goal. Under the American Rule, a

successful plaintiff sees his jUdgment substantially reduced by the

amount he has to pay his lawyer. similarly, a successful

defendant's victory is only partial, having spent a large amount of

money to defend himself against what ultimately was a meritless

claim. As Maggs and Weiss write:

The English Rule, by contrast [to the American Rule],
compensates genuine victims without charging innocent
parties. If the loser of a private civil case paid the
winner's fees, a prevailing plaintiff would keep the
entire amount of any jUdgment won, and thus receive full
compensation. Similarly, a defendant would not pay
anything after successfully defending a lawsuit; the
plaintiff bringing a meritless suit would have to pay all

10



of the legal cost and the defendant would walk away
unscathed. consequently, the English RUle does not
distort the principles of contract and tort law like the
American Rule.

3; No fee shifting encourages meritless litigation

No fee shifting encourages meritless litigation because,

unlike two-way fee shifting, it does not increase the cost of

losing. See Gregory E. Maggs & Michael D. Weiss, Progress on

Attorneys Fees: Expanding the 'Loser Pays' Rule in Texas, Hous. L.

Rev. 1915, 1926 (1994) (contrasting incentives and disincentives of

British and American Rules), Steven Shavall, Suit, Settlement. and

Trial: A Theoretical Analysis Under Alternative Methods for

Allocation of Legal Cost, 11 J. Legal Stud. 55, 58-62 (1992)

(demonstrating greater economic incentives to bring suits under the

American Rule than British Rule). Two-way fee shifting thus gives

plaintiffs cause to think twice before bringing a meritless

lawsuit. For plaintiffs with contingent fee arrangements, the

prospects of paying the other sides attorney's fees may be the only

disincentive to bringing a meritless claim. Likewise, the

possibility of having to pay the plaintiff's attorney's fees will

dissuade many defendants from mounting meritless defenses.

4. One-way fee shifting encourages frivolous lawsuits by

plaintiffs

Whereas no fee shifting does not provide disincentives to

either plaintiffs or defendants, one-way fee shifting only

incentivizes plaintiffs to bring merit less claims. See' Gregory E.

Maggs & Michael D. Weiss, Progress on Attorneys Fees: Expanding

the 'Loser Pays' Rule in Texas, Hous. L. Rev. 1915, 1926-1227
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(1994) (contrasting incentives and disincentives provided by two

way and one-way fee shifting); steven Shavall, suit. Settlement.

and Trial: A Theoretical Analysis Under Alternative Methods for

Allocation of Legal Cost, 11 J. Legal Stud. 55, 58-62 (1992)

(demonstrating that prevailing plaintiff rules have higher economic

incentives to bring suits than either the American Rule or the

British RUle).

5. Two-way fee shifting encourages the litigation of meritorious

claims. especially small ones

Two-way fee shifting encourages the litigation of meritorious

claims generally because plaintiffs who believe in their claims

have an added incentive to pursue them--they get to keep all they

recover. Likewise, an innocent defendant is more likely to

maintain his defense in spite of his legal costs, knowing such

costs are recoverable from the plaintiff. See Gregory E. Maggs &

Michael D. weiss, Progress on Attorneys Fees: Expanding the I Loser

Pays' Rule in Texas, Hous. L. Rev. 1915, 1926-1227 (1994)

(discussing incentives of two-way fee shifting).

Moreover, two-way fee shifting benefits plaintiffs whose

claims are small. In noncontingent fee arrangements, generally a

greater proportion of smaller claim as compared to a larger claim

will be consumed by attorney's fees. Also, two-way fee shifting

provides no disincentive to those who can least afford to pay for

an attorney. Id.

6. Two-way fee shifting will encourage the use of alternative

methods of financing legal costs

12



In countries that have adopted two-way fee shifting,

alternative methods of financing legal costs have developed:

employer supplied legal insurance; privately purchased legal
.'

insurance; and prepaid legal service plans. Although there is some

use of these alternatives in the United states, adoption of two-way

shifting should increase their availability here, which would be of

great benefit to less wealthy individuals.

experience in Great Britain and Europe. Id

CONCLUSION

This has been the

You will hear much testimony over the next several weeks

concerning this bill. The proposal presents a host of issues for

you to resolve, many of which, in the final analysis, will have to

be determined by your own views of fairness and basic philosophy.

I hope Senate Bill 385 embraces those views. I urge your favorable

consideration of Senate Bill 385.
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Dear Tim:
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later than the middle of next week.

Very truly yours,
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ee w/enc.: Thomas Howser
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Gregory R. Mowe
Stoel Rives Roley Jones 8< Grey
900 S.W. 5th Avenue.
Portland. OR 97204-1268

RF.: Revisions to ORC!' 17

Dear Greg:

TO 15033461564

February' I, 1995

P003/012

Thavecomparedthe proposed change~ to ORC!' 17 with FRC!' 11 andWa~hington Civil Rule II
(CR 11). In general, the proposed cha.nges to ORCP17 trackthe Federal Rule. However, there
is at leastone instance in which the proposed rule increases theburden of prooffor the potential
violator,

In the proposed rule. as wen as under the current version, a partymakescertain certificatinns to
the court. The crux ofthe rule is contained in subsection C., the Certification provisions. In many
respects, subsection C simply repeats thecurrent standards. However, Subsection C also
incorporatea language frum FRCP 11 and CR 11.

The current rule nnly applies to 'every pleading, motion andothel' paper...' The proposed rule
wouldalso apply to an attorney or partywho submits an argument, i.e., the proposed rule would
apply to oral assertions. Thistracks FRCP II andCR II.

Under the current rule, the attorney or party makes certain certificates bued on 'the best of the
knowledge, infonnation andheliefofthe~'. The proposed rule is ba.~ on the penon's
'best knowledge'. I do not havea clear idea what 'bestknowledge' is and I would certllin.Iy not
like to litigate that issue. The 'best knowledge' concept is unique to the proposed rule and would
seem 10 imparl a higherburden ofproof. Abu, unlit:!: !h. proposed rule, !he required investigation
is an inquirythat is 'reasonable under thecircumstances' as opposed to thecurrent 'reasonable
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inquiry'. I do not see a substantive difference in the phrases. Thenew tenninologytracks FRCP
11 andCR 11.

Subsection C(2) of the proro~ed rule is identical to the present rule.

Subsection C(3) is basedon FRCP 11 and specifically adds that 'claims, defenses, and other legal
positions' arecoveredby ihe rule. IIalso~hanges the burden of eertificatkm from ~tlflifying thai
a position is warranted by a 'good laith' argument for theextension... of existinglaw to certifYing
thata position is warranted hya 'nonfiivolous' argument for theextension... of elCisting law. Roth
of thesechanges track FRCP II. The difference between a burden ofprooffor a 'good flIi1h'
argument as opposed to a 'nonfrivolous argument' is confusing but seemsnegligible at best.

Subsection C(4) adds that factual allegations and other factual assertions must be supported by
evidence. This is based on FRCt' 11. Theremainder of C(4) and (5) is very loosely based on
FRCP 11. These subsections generally provide thata party or attomey can specifically identifY
allegatiorr or assertions, or denials of factual assertions, that theattorney does not wish to certifY.
In effect, thtlStl provisions gutORCP 17 by allowing an auorney to Iile a non-certified pleading,

The sanction provisions in the proposed role are significantly different from the current role. The
proposedrole trlIcks FRCP II. Under meproposed role, me motion for sanctions must be served
on the opposing party ZI days prior to the impositions of sanctions. During the 21 day period me
opposing party may amend, withdraw or correct the pleading, Ifsanctions are awarded, lit" law
firm is jointly liable for any sanction imposed unless joint liability wouldbe unjust. A sanction
may he awarded for attorneys fee.~ and expenses incurred and to deter future conduct.

As we discussed in subcommittee, a reciprocal attomey fee provision may discouragea
proliferation of unWarflll1led ORCP 17 motions, .

Ifyou have any questions, please do nothesitate to contact me.

Yours !rUI)',

Denise L. Stem

ee: Robert Neuberger
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Portland. Oregon 97204

Re: Judicial Administration

Dear Greg:

Attached is a draft policy statement relating to the proposed amendment of ORCP 47 to be
considered by the Judicial Adminilltration Committee. If Tcan be of auistance, do not
hesitate to call.

Very tnlly yours,

GARVEY, SCHUBER.T & BA'R.

. ~.
By '-_--

RERlabd
Enclosure
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To:

TO 15033461564 P006/012
503 226 ~2S9 P.~3

From: Judicial Administration Committee's Legislative Subcommittee

Re: Analysis of Proposed Legislation Relating to Summary Judgment Motions and
Settlement Conferences

Section S lIf Senate Bill 3851 would amend ORCP 47 til allow the eourt to award
costs and fcclI to a party who successfully prevails on a summary judgment motion.
Specifically, "the court shall enter judgment against the party who did not prevail for
reasonable attorney fces, expert winless fees and 1I11 costs attributable to discovery in the
action". 1\ party prevails under the proposed legislation if "the summaryjudgment adjudicates
ali claims and defenses of the party in favor of the party."

The underlying rational of the sweeping changes proposed in the Lawyer litigant
Aceeuntability Act is to truncate "frivolous law suits". The proposed changes to ORCP 47
will not address Ihe liling of frivolous lawsuits because there is no roOI connection between
frivolous lawsuits and the sununary jUdgment process. There are numerous reasons II

summary Judsment motion may be granted and II ~lIcce$sful summary judgment motion does
not necessarily mean that II peny's case or claims were frivolous,

More troubling than the faet that this amendment docs not really address the problem
at issue. is that there may be unintended adverse effects upon the judicial system and costs to
litigants as a result of the amendment. This amendment will probably encourage the filing of
summary judgment motions. There is no down side: for a party who files a summary
judgment motion. If the party prevails, it obtains attorney fees and recovery for items that
may not have been otherwise recoverable including expert witness fees and costs incurred
during diseevery. If the party who tiles a summary judgment motion loses, it is not penalized
for trying.

This amendment would he more consistent with the spirit of this legislative reform, if
costs were taxed to the moving party who does not prevail. In this way, the practice of filing
mvolous summary judgment motions, in order to recover the costs of discovery and attorney
fees, would be inhibited.

I\lso,this amendment cnuld have the effect of increasing litigation costs (or litigant~
since it could become a regular practice for all parties to a suit to file for summary judgment
in light of the: real economic: benefit to be gained if nile prevails.

Finally. this amendment poses an access t\~ justice issue. The group of litigants with
the most II) lose under .the amendment would be individuals who tile suits against larie
corporations. Corporations have the resources to wage expensive legal battles and do so. If a

1 Senate Sill laS is one portion of the comprehensive legislative package being introduced
to the Legislature commonly knoVYlI lIS the lawyer Litigant AccllImtability Ac:t.
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corporatlons prevails on a summary judgment motlon against an individual, the individual
risks losing more that his or her claims. A corporation's hill for experts. discovery and its
attorneys fees could financially cripple the average wage earning citizen. For that reason. this
amendment is bad policy. 'rhe judicial system must remain accessible to all and should not
unfairly punil'h II citizen for seeking resolution for his or her problem within the court system.

Mimda\Qrv Settlement Conferences

Weare in favnr of the provisions in Senate 13i11 385 for mandatory settlement
conferences. We hope and expect they will have some impact in encouraging settlement al
appropriale times wd in appropriate cases.
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STOEL RIVES BOLEY JONES & GREY

MEMORANDUM

January 31, 1995

TO:

FROM:

CLIENT:

MATTER:

RE:

FILE

GREGORY R. MOWE

Professional Activities

OSB Litigation section Executive Committee

Analysis of section 1 of Senate 5ill 385

Section 1 of S5 385 proposes several amendments to
ORep 54. The first proposed amendment. adds a new section ORCP
540(2), which provides as follows:

"If a plaintiff who previously fUed
an action that was dismissed with prejUdice
subsequently commences an action based upon
or inclUding the same claim against 'the
same defendant, the court shall enter an
order requiring the paymant of all
attorneys fees incurred by the defendant in
the action previously dismissed."

since a dismissal with prejUdice operates as a bar to a further
action on the same claim, the intended operation of this
amendment is not clear. In any event, the proposed amendment
imposes a substantive liability for attorneys fees which might
not otherwise exist (~, if the prior action did not entitle
the prevailing party to attorneys fees). Since not all
dismissals are the result of dilatory conduct on the part of
the plaintiff, we recommend some room for trial court
discretion. Thus, the proposed amendment might be modified to
read

"If a plaintiff who previously filed
an action that was involuntarily dismissed
subsequently commences an action based upon
or inclUding the same claim against the
Same defendant, the court shall enter an
order requiring payment of all attorneys

PDXS·Ol065.1 99010 0000
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fees incurred by the defendant in the
action previously dismissed, unless the
court finds exceptional circumstances
miti9atin9 against such an award."

A second major proposed change to ORCP 54 is in the
offer of compromise language contained in ORCP 54E. Initially,
the proposed language mOVeS up the latest date of an offer of
compromise from 10 days prior to trial to 30 days prior to
trial. We have no substantive objection to the earlier
deadline (ORS 35.346(2)(a) currently provides for a 30 day
pretrial offer in condemnation actions). However, the
amendment will have the effect of reducing a defendant's
flexibility in tim1n9 of offers.

The proposed amendment to ORCP 54Eallows the offer
to be accepted within 30 days after it is made. This change
may create an internal inconsistency in the rule, which
currently requires that an offer be accepted and filed in court
within three days of service. Allowing an offer to remain open
for 30 days may be contrary to a goal of reducinq litiqation
expense. An intermediate period of 10 or 15 days might be a
reasonable compromise.

The most siqniflcant substantive amendment to
ORCP 54E is a provision granting a defendant recovery for'
reasonable attorneys fees and reasonable expert witness fees
incurred after the date of the offer if 'the claimant does not
recover a judgment more favorable than the offer. The proposed
change with respect to attorneys fees should be clarified as to
whether or not attorneys fees may be recovered by a defendant
in a case in Which a plaintiff would not be entitled to
attorneys fees. The provision for expert witness fees is
problematic, as it would appear to be nonreciprocal (~,
allowing expert witness fees only to a defendant and not to
plaintiffs), and because recoverable costs are traditionally
dealt with on a systematic and consistent basis by the Council
on Court Procedures.

If the intent of the proposed legislation is to shift
a defendant·s attorneys fee. onto a nonsettlinq plaintiff in a
case in which attorneys fees would not otherwise be awarded, we
suqqest that the rule be made reciprocal (and neutral as
between plaintiffs and defendants) by allowing a claimant to
make an offer of compromise by way of a pretrial demand, with
the same potential consequences for a defendant if the offer is
not bettered at trial.

The final proposed change to ORCP 54 is a new
section F providing for settlement conferences at any time at

,DX3·9106'.1 99.70 0080
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the request of any party or on the court's motion. We support
this proposed amendment.

GRM/dlc

PDX3·9106S.1 99170 0010 3
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TO:

FROM:

CLIENT:

MATTER:

RE:

S'l'OEL lUVES BOLEY JONES & GREY

MEMORANDUM

February 2, 1995

FILE

GREGORY R. MOWE

Professional Activities

OSB Litigation Section Executive Committee

58 385, Attorney Fee Reciprocity

Sections 6-138 of draft SB 385 all modify statutory
attorneys fee award provisions. The major modification is to
adopt a "loser paysi' rule on attorneys fees, with certain
exceptions.

A number of the proposed changes are unobjectionable,
However, in many cases the proposed amendments provide
reciprocal attorneys fees under statutes now providing remedies
and attorneys fees to plaintiffs otherwise subject to economic
or social disadvantage. An archetypal example is ORB 346.630
(Act § 65), which currently allOWS a blind person to recover
compensatory damages or $200, plus attorneys fees, from a
landlord Who refuses to rent a dwelling unit on the basis of
possession of a guide dog.

. Other examples of varying inequality in economic
bargaining position inclUde consumer breach of warranty claims
for less than $2,500 (ORB 20.098, proposed to be repealed under
§ 7 of Act), persons subject to unlawful discrimination (§§ 11
and 15 of proposed Act), purchasers of securities (§§ 24-25),
corporate shareholders (§§ 32-35), purchasers of consumer goods
which are wrongfully repossessed (§ 38), borrowers impacted by
lender's violation of escrow requirements (§ 41), residential
tenants (§ 49), persons Whose communications have been
unlaWfully intercepted (§ 55), financial institution customer
whose records are wrongfully disclosed (§ 57), low income
tenant (§ 60), physically impaired person Whose assistance
animal is stolen or attacked (§ 66), physically impaired tenant
(§ 67), consumer suing automobile manUfacturer under oregon's'
"lemon law" (§ 94), consumer suinq for unlawful trade practices
(§ 96), consumer suing for unlawful collection practice (§ 97),
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consumer suing for discrimination by creditor (§ 103), consumer
suing automobile dealer for nondisclosure of prior sale
(§ 104), franchisee suing franchisor for statutory .fraud
(§ 106), employee suing for unpaid wages (§ 109-111), insured
suing insurer (§ 129-131), party injured by gross neqligence or
willful misconduct of public u~ility, railroad, air carrier, or
motor carrier (§ 132), telephone customers damaged by various
statutory violations (§ 133-34), and purchaser of vehicle
subject to odometer tampering (§ 137-38).

While distinctions can be drawn among the above
classes of plaintiffs, it is also clear that the legislative
purpose in most instances was to promote remedies for
consumers, employees, handicapped persons, and others through
potential recovery of attorneys fees. In many cases, the
statutes also provide treble damages or minimum statutory
penalties, which provides additional evidence of legislative
intent to deter or vindicate abuses of such individuals.

If applied broadly to the extent proposed inSB 385, .
the "loser pays" principal will operate to deter access to the
judicial system. The same inequality in resources and
bargaining power Which initially influenced the legislature to
adopt a statutory attorneys fee provision will now operate to
place disparate economic risk upon consumers, employeas and the
other purported beneficiaries of statutory protection.

GM/dlc

PIlX3-910U.1 99870 0080 .
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February 6, 1995

TELEPHONE (503) 226·3232

FAX (503) 2'14-9457

OREGON. WA$HINGTOt-f e, Al.ASKA

WATS .. 1-900-45:2-212:2

POZZI WIL.SON ATCHISON
ATTORNEYS AT L.AW

14,:,"101 FLOOR STANDARD PLAZA

1100 S.W. SIXTH AVENUE
PORTLAND. OREGON 97204·1087

DONALD ATCHISON
\ LAWRENCE BARONt
GREGORY A. BUNNELL.
JODI! A. BUSHMAN
KIMBERLEV CHAPUT
JOHN M. COL.ETTI
LORI E. DEVENY
DANIEL C, DZluaA"',
MEAGAN A. FLYNN
SUSAN L. FRANK
DANIEL R. GUGGENHEIM'"
DAVID A. HYTOWITZ
TIMOTHY J. JONES
KEVIN KEANEyt
JEFFREY $. MUTN\CK
ROBERT J. NEUBERGER
PETER W. PRESTON
RICHARD S. SPRINGER
JOHN S. STONE
KEITH. E. TICHENOR
ROBERT K. UDZIELA
DONALD Fl...WILSON .\ •

~ancy Avanz~no-Chapman

Kathryn Chase
Mark Cl.arke
scott Elliott
Daniel Harris
Barrie Herbold
Richard Lane
Harrison Latto
Ronald Roome
Linda RUdnick
Bill Sime
Vivian Raits Solomon
Denise Stern
Lyle Velure
Vicki Hopman Yates

Dear Friends:

We are now scheduled to meet with Senator Bryant and Max
Williams on Tuesday, February 7, 1995 beginning at 5:30p.m. at the
Senate Republican Caucus lobby area by the elevators on the second
floor of the Senate Wing.

Bob Oleson is checking with Chip Lazenby to see about moving
our meeting with Chip. Bob is also trying to see if he can have
Chip appear at our next regularly scheduled meeting on February 18,
1995. If we are able to meet with Chip tomorrow, I will send
another fax.

However, I ask that everyone be in the Republican Caucus lobby
area no later than 5:00p.m. tomorrow so that we will have time to
discuss our presentation to Senator Bryant.

RJN:ds
cc: Greg Mowe 220-2480

Susan Grabe 684-1366
Bob Oleson (503) 371-9540
Carl Myers (503) 399-9780
Professor Maury Holland (503) 346-1564
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Od\ D 'C Oregon Association
~ ofDefense Counsel

February 9, 1995

Senator Neil Bryant, Chairman
Senate Judiciary Committee
S401 State Capitol
Salem, oregon 97310

Dear Senator Bryant:

On behalf of the OADC, this letter is sent to
you as a representative of the committee hearing
Senate Bill 385. Attached is a description of the
OADC and a general statement adopted by the OADC
Board which addresses issues contained in Senate
Bill 385. It is the position of the OADC Board that
matters pertaining to changes in the Oregon Ru~es of
Civil Procedure (ORCPl should, pursuant to existing
Oregon statute, ORS 1. 725 through 1.750, be
processed through the Council on Court Procedures.
S5 385 proposes changes in the ORCP and as a matter
of policy the OADC opposes legislative action on
ORCP changes without prior review and recommendation
by the Council.

Addressing SB 385 on the merits, the OADe
expresses concerns with the following prov~sions of
the first draft:

1. Offers of Compromise.

The OADC Board is supportive of the stated
purpose to encourage defendants to make offers of
settlement and to encourage plaintiffs to evaluate
their cases prior to triaL The Board believes,
however, that the proposal would not achieve the
stated purposes, and may discourage settlement Of
cases. All trial lawyers .know that the facts on
which claims or defenses are made can and do change
while an action is pending. For instance, a
plaintiff's general back pain may be first diagnosed
as a herniated disc after a lawsuit is filed.
Likewise, a cOndition thought to be serious may be
re-evaluated to a less serious condition as time
progresses. The proposal does not allow for changes
in circumstances after an offer is made.

Trial Lawyers Defending lOu inthe Courts ofOregon
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Senator Neil Bryant, Chairman
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Under the proposal, as written, defendants
would be motivated to make nominal offers of
compromise immediately after every suit is filed.
Defendants then would be disinclined to settle,
believing that they may be able to recover attorney
fees if the plaintiff does not prevail~ In other
words, cases may well be tried for issues related to
attorney fees rather than the merits.

Oregon trial procedure does not incorporate Ii

number of the time-consuming and expensive
provisions contained in the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, in particular, interrogatories. Nor does
Oregon permit, as Washington does, depositions of
expert witnesses prior to trial. As a result,
Oregon's system does not require full disclosure
prior to trial by either party of all of their
evidence. The OAnC would expect plaintiffS who
receive SUCh an offer of compromise ~g then send a
letter in return asking the defendant to identify
all witnesses, exhibits, etc. so that the offer can
be evaluated. There would be no corresponding duty
on the part of the plaintiff to make a similar
disclosure. The courts could justifiably hold that
a defendant had "unreasonably resisted efforts to
obtain discovery" if a defendant did not fully
respond to a plaintiff lawyer's request for all
evidence so as to evaluate a settlement offer •

•
The OAne is concerned that while the statute as

drafted benefits defendants only, that in later
. legislative sessions, substantial efforts will be

made to make the statute reciprocal. The OAne
believes that rights to attorney fees has a
likelihood of discouraging settlements, or at least
making cases more difficult to settle. At present,
95% of civil cases are resolved short of trial. If
that percentage were to drop materially, the burden
on the court system would be dramatically increased
with delays and costs.

2. Mandatory Settlement Conferences.

The OADC Board supports the concept of
mandatory settlement conferences, but believes that
this concept has been implemented as far as
practical in the circuit courts of the state at
present. Those jUdicial districts that do not have
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mandatory settlement conferences do not because they
do not have the judicial resources to conduct the
conferences. ' Mandating judicial settlement
conferences would strain already scarce judicial
resources. Presently, between 95% and 98% of civil
cases are disposed of short of trial.' Mandatory
settlement conferences, if requested by one side,
may result in some additional settlements, but there
is a concern by the OADe that it may come at a high
price in jUdicial resources unless additional
resources are made available through the jUdicial
budget. Parties presently have available private
mediation services at no cost to taxpayers.

3. 'False or Frivolous pleadings.

ORS 20.105 now provides that courts may
award reasonable attorney fees for frivolous claims
or defenses. In the experience of the OADC Board
members, this statute has been very seldom exercised
because the problem does not exist. The OADC
challenges the proponents to provide examples of
situations where a court refused to exercise its
discretion to award attorney fees under this
statute. The proposed change seems to imply that
the judiciary is not doing its job. The OADC Board
believes that the judiciary has done its job and
that the reason that there are few, if any,.
instances of awards under the statute is tqat there
is little basis for asserting that frivolous claims
or defenses are a problem in this jurisdiction.

Section 4 of SB 385 would expand upon the
present Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure regarding the effect of signing pleadings,
motions or other papers and representations to the
court. The OADC Board challenges the proponents to
show material instances of abuses that are not
adequately addressed under present Oregon law. The
Oregon law in this area is ORCP 17. The OADC Board
supports retention of the existing Oregon rule.

Claims for sanctions take judicial time
and cost the litigants legal expense. Such claims
lengthen the time to resolve cases and make cases
harder to settle, The OAnC believes that abuses in
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other jurisdictions are not present in Oregon and
that the present Oregon system works and should be
maintained.

4. Attorney Fees to Prevailing Party in
summary Judgment Actions.

The OAne Board supports summary judgment
as an efficient means of resolving bona fide
disputes. Many times disputes are solely questions
of law and are submitted to the court on cross
motions for summary judgment. This is a recognized
and effective way of getting a decision in areas
where the law is in dispute. To provide attorney
fees to the prevailing party who happens to resolve
an action by summary judgment as opposed to trial,
does not make sense. Presently, it is hard to get
Oregon jUdges to grant motions for su:mm:ary judgment.
Defense attorneys believe that judges would be more
reluctant to grant them if an attorney fee award was
added to the consequences of a motion being allowed.
If such a motion was not opposed or if what was done
in opposition was frivolous, there is presently
means to address that concern through ORS 20.105.

5. Award Attorney Fees to
in all Contract and Tort Cases
$20,000.

Prevailing Parties
Seeking Less Than.

•

",

This concept, on the surface, is
attractive. Experience shows, however, that small
cases can be just as expensive to process as larger
cases. Small cases are now processed in many
counties through court annexed arbitration to
speedy, efficient results. To add attorney fees in
these cases will incline the litigants to want to
try the cases rather than settle them and would
discourage settlement. Few small cases are now
tried. If more were tried" there would be a heavy
increase in the court workload and the entire docket
would be affected. The availability of attorney
fees would promote the filing of more small cases
and increase case filing's. The OAnC opposes the
proposal.
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6. Modified Loser-Pay Rule.

It would be helpful if the proponents of
this measure would explain why it is that claims
against insurance companies are not included within
the Bill. If the concept is truly to make the loser
pay, then claimants against insurance companies who
can presently recover attorney fees under 742.061
should have attorney fees awarded against them if
they lose. The OADC Board inquires as to why that
and other provisions presently providing for
attorney fees to one party and not the other have
been omitted. '

In general, the OAne Board is against the
adoption of the so-called English Rule for the
reasons set .forth in the article by Professor
Herbert Kritzer in the November, 1992 American Bar
Association Journal. A copy of that article is
attached for your reference.

In summary, the OADC Board is in favor of
maintaining access to justice and the present system
of resolving civil disputes, utilizing jury trials.
The OADC does not believe that adoption of a "loser
pays" system is in the best interest of the public
as a whole.

Respectfully subm~tted,

F~t:Z-
President

OIlllC.055
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The Oreg-on Association of Defense Counsel ("OADC"1 is a
voluntary g-roup of approximately 500 lawyers throug-hout the State
of Oreg-on, who primarily defend civil. damage lawsuits brought
against private citizens of Oreg-on, private businesses,
professionals, and pUblic bodies, some of whom are self-insured,
while others are insured by private insurance companies.

This involvement of OADC in the legislative process results
from a long-standing- commitment of the OADC and i·ts members to
support or oppose legislation affecting- the judicial system. Our
objective has and continues to be that no legislation should be
passed unless it will generally improve the jUdicial process, and
not unreasonably increase the economic burden our citizens have to
bear.

Neither the OADC, nor its members who will appear on ouz
behalf, are paid by any client, insurance company, or otherwise to
present information and testify befOre the legislature. In a
number of instances, theOADC has and will continue to oppose ill
conceived leg-islation, even if it would generate additional
lawsuits and therefore additional business for O~C members.

The OADC believes that legislation, especially that dealing
with the judicial system, should be balanced and not benefiting a
particular interest group to the detriment of the general welfare.

OADC members believe that the legislative process, especially
as it relates to the judicial system, should not be a political
one, nor one which is influenced by which group can spend the most
money or make the most noise. Rather, it should be influenced by
common sense, reasonable analysis, and the effect such decisiqns
have upon all the citizens of Oregon.
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DATE:

TO:

February 9, 1995

Joint Judiciary Committee Members

The OADC, through its members, represents defendants in civil

disputes. The OADe believes that the present Oregon system for

dispute resolution based on civil jury trials works well and should

not :be fundamentally changed. The much publicized problel1ls of

courts in other states do not exist in Oregon. Oregon dockets are

kept current by the combined efforts of trial lawyers and the

jUdiciary. This cooperative effort is reflected in the Council on

Court Procedures Which reviews, comments on and makes recommended

changes in the O:regon Rules of Civil Procedure. The OADe supports

processing all proposed rule changes through the Council.

Procedural rules interrelate and a balanced workable set of

procedural rules is necessary for the efficient resolution of

disputes.

The OADC is in favor of constructive dialogue on ways to

improve the present system, as long as any changes do not impair

the right of all citizens to have their civil disputes resolved in

a fair and efficient manner.

'tkr IDADe. 011
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"Are the disincentlvea ofllr
ElIlrlish rule really so lIreat if I .
potential plaintiffhas a stro!li' U
Vice :President Qu.a;yle hll6 azgu~
that ...loser-pays rule actually..wi
enable persons to pU1"8\le SU1q
elaimathat are not l'lnllllciallymilk
under the usual American conli>
gent fee atrellgement. .

'lb evaluate that COl1tenlion;imIt

relate<\: f4 ~ecident claims by their
. me!l1bers. Most oneil, those claims

are work-related, althoughmany ue
ioll8 provide fun~ for izUaries 00'
curringoutside thowork settin~.

About 29 percent of aCCIdent
eAaes In EDg!.and an:; pursued by
6olicif4rs ntained by uniOnlL If a
claim Ieuneuccessful, theunion PI\YS
'both Bides'legal coots; if the claim is
successful, the' claimant's =ion
retslned GoUcltor ill po1d by the
defendant.

Solicitors retainel1 by the un
ions are s=erall1 reprd.ed lIS ex-

. trellIelY e1fecti\l.. in. no SlDall pari:
beca\Ule they do DIlt M\le to _ttY
about skittiSh c:Uente ,.ho fear pay.
iDg" out substantial som.s if their
We4 are 11Dt1lCCeIl8fut .

The third. method of avoiding
the rieb oftl.e E~Usb l'uleI. legal
expense insUl:lllW:. At present, only

• abOll' 2 pereent or all easee are
•pursue<l by peteaIl.S with G'll.ch insur
ance.N'cmethe1eas, WI1fl!DCe znakes.
a slgnijiClU1t~ce in D.O\O' soU
citors handle ceeea, llt'lmaJily· be
c:ause cUents need not be eoncemed
about COIIts.

The English
rule appeals to
its supporters

as a me~hanism
for dealing with
what some have
described as an
overly litigious

American
so~iety.

The division oithe English legal
pto!es,,;,;n Int<> l'ftHr.lt.nr.. Aft",

baniaten helps to explainhaw
plall.\titrs reacttobQingat uctua1 risk.
for litigat.lOl1 costa. .

IrI. England, I!Oliciton; are re
splll:liible for most of the pretrial
preparll.tiOD of WllS, whlle barril- .
tmi arareepQllSlble for trying casee.
BanilIte:nJ t7Plcally do Bot become
involvadlncuesuntll trialdates are
appro~.

Altbo~h llClDlO 40 percent of
perGlll1ll1 i:t\lwY liu.Jents are pri
vately fllAeted, It is the perception of
b=iGtere thatth~ rarelydeal with .

• privately fundad aintiffs. This can
pa:r pari:of their costs, but most pay . cmIy mean that e \:her tbl!l&e types of
little or nothing. An eatimated 28 'litig;mte are mtIfQ.1Ike1y to nacb.
perCODt of persona! in,IutY plaintlff"s -settlement!! earlier or that \hey are
mceive legal aid.. more IIbJ.y to abandlll1 theircaS81l if

Lit.:ilrllnts ",ho receive legal al4 settlemente are not reacheiL
are Dot subject, except in rue ClUeo, WhUe earlyecttllllllellts mllY be
to the risks of the Eaglish l'll1e. the result.of generclUl offere, it is
Oatside of matrimonial. cascs, most . more likely tliat plalntiJ'fs are in
Iltigante nceiving dvillegal aid are c1Inedto acceptwh4te...eris olrere4to
plainliiflScollfronliillginstltutional de- avoid the rl4kofcoat.!lhlftillg.
fc:n.dauts, ....hich CAtlnot .."""ver legal 'lb quote Judge Devliii araltl,
e:l:penees even If they prevail (the the unaaeieted litigant ""mu.st tske
justificatioll is that these pari:le.s are what Is oflared f4 hlm end. be glad
better able to bear the c:asts than ill that he has (ot somethb\a.-
the LelTalAid fund). 1'lesearcb on negotiation and

Second, other Iltlge.nte avoid. ,settlemellt in England sr:rorts
the dowlIJlide of the English rule Devlin. Repeat player de Ilnts
throueh their trad.e Wlions. Gener· take advantage or the riek alfemon
ally, unions provide both legal repre-' of priVAtelY funded. one ahot plaiu
sentAtiob for tJlelr metrlbere and tiJFsby eng"8ingin berd bUfain!nlll;
absorb litigation coste. '1;'p1cal1y, defcndants either refilM to make
unions limit fWldinll" f4 litigation offers or make offers considerably. . . '." . .
S6ABAJOURNAI./NOVEMBER 1992 '. '. •
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linea persOnoCmoaerate means who' ,Under a :reasimably pure fee·
bas ,uffcrcd a loss of$1.000. You; as shifting qst:em such as England'.,
hi.attorney. aavise him thathis case ,the coste of legal expenee insurance
I. very strong, virtually a sure win· ,for Incll'lli4uals Ue generatly quite

, nor at uial. modest because wW'anee is ~rtl-

I
Under the English rule, you videdonly agalllst the coste oflosi1lg.

would explain that if your cllent These~llYstemsemployCase.

wills. the defendant would hav.e to screening-procedures tha~ effectively
pay your clienl's legal costs. You ll1so remove the doubtfUleases.
would inform your olienl thllt, iI:!., the If'theEngUsb \'Ule wereadopte4
unlikoly (perhaps one eMnce il:!. 10) in the UIl1tet!. States, similar

i avent that the other., "Ide won the scheme. mig!lt be deve1Dpod., 1'er
_, your ollent wou@. have to pay bxp. including post-incldel1t pillm!
Ihe other side's legal'e:.oste 8.l'I\Ou.flt.- bll$ed On some pe'Oentage of the
lug to,Gay, $5,000, reOOVet1. '

It is hard 1:0 Imagine II. t:l'Pical ~But"'lll'hatifitweretheeol1tin·
risk-avusc,one.shatplaintiffwllling gent fee lawyer, not his or her plain- ,
III risk $5,000 to recover a $1,00(; tift" client, who was at risk far costs?
10$5.even ae highly favorable adds. U TbhIcowdoccur etther throughstat
the &MO~nt at Stake were $10,000 DT' ~tory reqll1Iements or by simply
S"..5,OOO, most midcile-ll'lcomll indi" incozporatiDB" the risk for the otner
Yiduals stili would be rc!w:t.lI.Ilt to side's costs hito standlU'd conllnsent
put $5,000 to $10,000 on the Une to fee retainer agreetIlents.
pDm1e ellen a strong ease. ,WhIle the President's CcWleil

..Row would the English rule On Ccmpetitiveness has not floated
.pply to cues decIded prior to such a proposal, It has !leen sug·
tilal? . gested inother qnarte1's.

'(J'ncler the rule, c:o.~ £01).- th~ ThIs type of coskhifting ar-
event; that is, at any po1llt at "'bien rangement probably would d1!lCOW'
••me aspect of & ease Is decided, the ageepeeulative 1itlllatien chat aa.
wlS associated with that particular vances unique leg-al theories or Dew
_ion "re I15sessed to the loser: cauaesofactiOll, tD.UIIdampeningl:he
Quayle's proposal would apply this entmprene~ria1 tendenel.es of the
principle to discovery modons. p1alntill' bar. At the other exlnllle,
Shou1cll:he rule also apply to other the i!llPael: on more l:1lutiDe SIllIes
ptt-tria1 maneuvers t,rpieally made would. depend on whether lawyers
by defendlu1ts, such as demllZ'fefli, screened outweakeases.
moliOtls to d1smlss 01' motl.ollS tor If a significant proportion of
I1/lDlI>l!l7judgml!l1tC....hich are l.IIzgely CIlIie5 filed ate "frivolo",: thea put
nnSllceessful)? tinll' the lawyen bri~ tl!eII'1 at

l- Woulcl the Enl:lillh rule extend risk for the other side's legal costs
to all reuonllble costs Incurred In ahowd t1:d..... the frequenoy ofsuch
plllsec:uling or defendinG' a suit, in- eaees, bacause defendants who
c!gd!l1/: expenses for suob. Items II!l amna\y believe thoy would Win. at
UjlOft witne5S fees, day-ln-the-lUe trial wo~ldbe less In.,]l..e.c! to settle,
tillaoe anel aeddllllt r-oc:onstruetion lind plllintilrla.wyel'll W\Iulll. be reIue-
models? '. tant to risk puraullll: caSeB to tria.l.

Under tho American rule, only OnthoGtberhi:o.c!,theal:.llityto
CIl1Irt rees 1mI generally eonslclered recov.... eosbl as WII11 8.ll damages
=iIS, ,..htle jUl'lsdictiol1ll following from ilef@danta should eueourage
Ik. LlIlioh :rule typically Include all plaintilfla'll/Ym; to take Oil tIwkinds
three elements. of smaller CllSe.tI tilat are not as

.. atl:taclive Wlder the contingent fee

Astrlkinll characteristic of the 6)'Stam.
American bar is its entNpre- Since fOutil:le caaeJI far outnu.m.
neurial spirit, Tbere Is Doth- ber lbe more 81'ec:ulll.tlve CUB$, this

ilg oamparable m the 'English legal l:flle of modlfied English l'U1e ....ould
profession, 'IIIlllch hi!ri.orically haa almostcertaJnlyll1Creuethe&Il1C1Uht
boen reluctant to seck aut or develop of liLigal1~n.
""" ereas of practIce or causes of
letlon. A etually, this type ~f moc1iflcd

Particularly for rol1tine cases English \'Ule potentially could
with amaller d!lmage amounts at work to the flnllllcial benefit
Is$lle. in which liability eould be of plaintl.fflao;oyefS.
ull!JiSed with a de!lT"e of certainty, Under this,system, lawyers eauld
on.mlght e),l'cct the Ametieu.n plain- dlstlnllUlSI\between the eommiesion,
till' bar to develop some type of (the petcentllg~of the reeovex:y they
~.tual insurance system that would receive from their clients), which
pm!eet litigants from the downside would cover the risks a.nd coste of
ris1< associated With e.case,. . bandling cas.... and an boutly fee

To opponents,
the rule is a

nightmare that
threatens to

deny many victims
their rightful

compensation
and put many
la~ers into ,

finoRcial
• •cnsts,

they wowcl recetve from losiJl( par
ties irI the eases.

. There should not l1eeeasaril;y bll
e. t1:duetiOI:!. il:!. the commission pll1cl

.out of a client's recover)' simply
becausel:he defendant is Z'Oqairecl. to
pay lbe...mni1:!.8'la,."..a :-easotulble •
hourlY fee. The comblnatfon of the
eommlwon alia the fee eowi':l «NO!'
aA extoncled pa.ckap of:service&1'
'lI!.ded by the laW)'er to the p1altitlff, '
incIudingpayfn!l"thedefeu4ant"11eosts .
on behalf of the plaintiff in a losing
ease and absorliing the plamtm's
expeI18ell. • •

Critics might argue that this
would.constituta s windfall for plam
tiff lawyers, but that would oClCUr
only rarely, particularly If cost
s'blltin!l" were simply a part of the
negotiated settlement In cases that
do not go to trial.' '.

••

"
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. "Since going to trilll is II money- fee alTangemenLs. "in the United States);

losing proposition in mostcontingent- Should there be a single fee rate However. American COUTO I a.
fue cases. combining some level of for particular tJIPOS nfleG'sl services. generally not su'Uctured to iI :lul.
Cee-shifting with a percentage com- or should rates "ary depending on that type ofilltl1I'ltlediaty proee l!o.k
mission probably would represent a the experience and skllls of lawyers. a result. judges would likely e !'O!i
fair fee in most tried cases: The Drthe natu:re ofthe cases? ence a significant impact Cram tad<·
potential for exeegsive iees wauld lzlitsl,,:oposal.PtesidelltBush's ling the extensive litigation lhll
exist only 1.llr the small segment of" Coun.d.l on COl:l1l'etitlvonQ$S seeIes to would arise over settinlf eVel't, J~'"
very largeeases, inwhich fee llInounts Line...e.OOC aspect of the costs e~ua- legal fees and costs,
are already considerable. tion by making ene- slde's llabdity Esl:ablishing sta.lldardstoll.~

Assumins:: that eontingellt tee equal to Ita own expendiLure oftime, work In lltlpLion. ;ll1d fOl' th, to"
13wyers would act in a risk-neutral In other words. if party A lost tbe thatcanbec:harged.n':Iyl'llvel )len·
Casroon: this Arneriel'l<llc:ed Engllsh ca.se, its liability to l'arLy B would be tia! benefits. even in the absent ,or,
rule ,would favor l>m.aller. routine Umited to the amount ot l.ime that fee-shlftl.ng system, However. 51lth
causes of action that lU'C not eu... party A epenton thec:ase. multiplied slandani>.,.ca'imot ex;st wlthou ill,,"
Nnt!y economically YiabIe for most at Somehourly l"lJ.ta. ' stancal eests, 'beth to the systel IaJll
plaintifr ~wyers at the elIpezlSe of " TIlls seemlugl,ysimple solution to lItigants themselves,
more speOi1lativecases, il:l which the is ftal1iht with dltliculUes: What Viewed from afar•.~e EI g\isII .
llInO\Ults at risk· ve large and tba COlIStitutes the time spont on the rulo appeals to its support.el'f ,.. •
probabilityof~smuch harderto cue? Should it include time spent in mechanism for dealing With ttitcl
predict. aett1elJlentnegotlaUo/Ul? ll:owshould sonle have desc:ribed as all' lel\r

time spent by aU,!'J'Ott stslIbe ealeu- litigious American society. ~) ils

O ne of the most comple.'( is- lated (lind what ifa lawyer did work opponents. the rule is II nighl.nlrt :
SUCll ari&inG fivm. the possi- that ecrulc1 have been done by a that threatens to deny maD,)" vi tim!
ble implementaf.ion of II. fann paralegal)? the1r rightful compensa.tion (1111 pul

of the Euglish rule in this CO\UlttY Significant litigation over fee- mlLtl)" la"'J'enil iDt.o fmll!!<:ial crllls.
invol"",theproee85ior""ttingOUIlounts sblrong statl<iaris would be inevita- The truth is that tI;ese .opes
of legal \!Oats to be .paid by losing ble to resolve the:<e iSl5UeS, , and fears about the English t1llI
plU'ties, Allother Question: Who would have IIOmevalidit.Y_
, WhUll lllial Ee"" ,lmd c:o.ts aN heardisputes over fees to be shifted? Supporters and oppunetl /I or

now determined privately between JUdges in England do not han- the rule must look beyond S fll!lle .
lawyers and their clients, greater dIe t'OUtllledisputesoverCea;rather. images and lllUI1y&as u they·gr Il'ple
oonsicleratlon"'ould h,ave to be given they lIrC hmd1ed by taxing mllsl:ez:1; with the c"':l!:~ties that .. ell •
under a 'coslo-6hifUng rintiple to the or registrars (roughly equivalent to funda.menw ge would brllg fb
underlying l'e&sonab !mesa of those =m=agfll=tra:::::tes~~or~co:.:Uzt~::.co::m.::m:.:::::16S1:::;::·o.::n:::etD::-:::::the::;:Am:;::::"::ri;:cn;:Il::;;J;:us:::::.;tlc=" ~lIy~s::;te::IIl::.:.., 2
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MEMORANDUM

P.2

TO

FROM

RE

DATE

SPECIAL JOINT SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE SENATE AND HOUSE
JUDICIARY COMMITTEES

OREGON STATE BAR PROCEDURE & PRACTICE COMMITTEE

TORT LEGISLATION - SB 385

February 19, 1995

The Procedure and Practice Committee is a committee of the

Oregon State Bar that has been charged with the responsibility of

studying and making recommendations regarding procedures governing

civil cases in Oregon. Under the guidance of the Bar's Board of

Governors Public Affairs Committee, this committee is responsible

for appearing before legislative committees regarding recommended

statutory changes that affect procedural rights, statutes that

affect the evidence code, uniform trial court rules, and local

court rules. The Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee has

specifically requested that the Procedure and Practice Committee

study and report on the legislative proposals pending before the

special Joint Subcommittee of the Senate and House Judiciary

Committees on Civil Process.

The Procedure and Practice Committee is composed of lawyers

from diverse areas of practice, geographic location, gender, and

length of practice. We appreciate the special invitation extended

by the Joint Subcommittee and the opportunity to report our

findings.

1
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SB 385

We oppose SB 385 as being unnecessary and detrimental to the

civil rules and procedures presently in place. However, as

requested by the Subcommittee, IF SB 385 is to be passed, we offer

the following analysis, in hopes that any rules that are enacted

operate properly and avoid unintended consequences. Our

committee's purpose is not to criticize the proponents or drafters

of the SB 385. We hope that the Joint Subcommittee and the

proponents of BB 385 will accept our analysis in the spirit in

which they are offered.

Notwithstanding our overall opposition to SB 385, we support

the concept of strengthening the sanctions regarding frivolous

suits, defenses, motions, and appeals; and the enactment of a rule

regarding settlement conferences. We are opposed to the remaining

provisions of SB 385 for the reasons stated below.

Oregon has an enviable record in successfully dealing with,

and discouraging, frivolous filings. Many of the publicized

problems found in other states do not exist in Oregon.

Nonetheless, the Procedure and Practice Committee believes that the

proposed amendments to Rule 17 (BB 385, Section 4) would make it

clearer to lawyers and litigants alike, that frivolous lawsuits,

defenses, motions and appeals are unwelcome and will not be

tolerated in Oregon.

We believe that these issues should first be considered by the

Council on Court Procedures who have the benefic of expertise of a

cross section of the state jUdiciary, as well as members from

2
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private business and legal practitioners. Because of the diverse

backgrounds represented, the Council is well equipped to deal with

these complicated procedural issues. Referral to, and thorough

consideration by the Council is particularly important to

preventing unintended consequences.

FRIVOLOUS PLEADINGS

The Procedure and Practice Committee supports the philosophy

and intent of the amendments to ORCP 17C: tough sanctions for

frivolous lawsuits, defenses, motions, and appeals (SB 385, Section

4). Our committee, however, offers the following suggestions and

amendments:

1. Subsection cri) of the amendment (i.e. SB 385, §4 c u i ,

"Certifications to Court") currently provides that:

"certifications are based on the person's best knowledge,

information, and belief, formed after making all inquiries

that are reasonable under the circumstances." It is our

concern that the modifier "best" in the amendment will present

problems of enforcement and interpretation. It appears to

create strict liability. The proposed Subsection C (1) goes on

to use the standard of "reasonable under the circumstances"

test, which is found throughout the law. The committee

recommends that the word "best" be stricken from SB 385, §4

C (1), page four, line 33 and be replaced by the phrase

"reasonable knowledge, information and belief, formed after

making a reasonable inquiry under the circumstances". This

standard will allow the parties, the lawyers, and the court to

3
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use the benefit of well-developed case law and experience

regarding "reasonableness";

2. As drafted, SB 385, §4, Subsection C(4) creates a dangerous

loophole to the general requirement that a lawyer or party

certify that a pleading is properly grounded in fact and law.

As currently proposed, the subsection would permit a party or

attorney to state that they are not willing to certify that a

particular assertion is supported by evidence, but that the

assertion will ultimately be supported by evidence after

further investigation and discovery. We are concerned that

this subsection could lead to an abuse, in the form of regular

use and overuse of subsection C(4). That is, the loophole

will swallow the rule. Accordingly, the subsection should be

deleted. One possible solution is to incorporate the language

of ORS 30.895 (2). That statute provides an exemption to

liability for misuse of civil proceedings where a party is

reqUired to file a pleading because of time limitations. This

statute gives a party and lawyer 120 days to investigate and

then either re-plead or withdraw the pleading without

incurring sanctions;

3. SB 385, §4 Subsection D(l)("Sanctions") contains a joint

liability clause. While the Procedure and Practice Committee

is not opposed to joint liability, lawyers should not be

subjected to a special standard. The Joint Subcommittee is

considering other legislation regarding vicarious liability

and joint and several liability. Whatever standard the

4
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legislature adopts for society in general, should apply in

Rule 17 (S8 385 .§4) ;

4. One of the great concerns regarding stiffer standards and

penalties for frivolous pleadings, historically, has been the

fear that such laws would lead to unnecessary and frivolous

motions for sanctions. Such filings would clog the dockets of

the courts, resulting in less time for litigants with

meritorious cases and slow the resolution of all cases. A

reciprocal attorney fee amendment may discourage the

proliferation of unwarranted Rule 17 motions.

5. Currently, before ORCP Rule 21, 23 and 36 through 46 motions

are filed, the moving party is required to meet and confer

with the other party in hopes that the issues can be solved

without court intervention. (UTeR 5.010) We suggest that

along with the meet and confer requirement, ORCP 17 D (3 or 5)

be amended to require service upon the opposing attorney, of

a statement of particular facts and specific points and

authorities in support of any future sanction motion. If a

sanction motion is later filed with the court, the moving

party may not raise new issues or facts which were not

addressed in the statement of partiCUlar facts and specific

points and authorities.

OFFERS OF COMPROMISE

We are unanimously opposed to the attorney fee provisions of

SB 385. However, it is our belief that IF changes are made to

enact the right to attorney fees in all or most civil matters, the

5
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place to make such changes is in ORCP 54 E. The reason for this

belief is that attorney fees should only be awarded after ALL

parties have had an opportunity to conduct discovery on the issues

presented in the lawsuit. Generally, personal injury suits are not

filed until close to the running of the statute of limitations, two

years after the injury occurred. In contract cases, the law allows

the filing of a lawsuit anytime within six years after the breach.

If the loser pay statutes are enacted, the attorney fees incurred

by the Plaintiff for up to six years before an action has been

filed against the Defendant will be considered recoverable under

the loser pay provisions. It is our belief that §1 of SB 385 will

not promote early settlements. In contrast, it will promote the

early and continued expenditure of attorney's fees by one or more

of the parties.

IF the legislature intends to enact an attorney fee provision

to ORCP 54 E, the following amendments are necessary to prevent

unwanted consequences. Some of the amendments are consistent with

statements made by SB 385 proponents on February 2, 1995. other

amendments are intended to give the courts adequate room to tailor

application of amended Rule 54 to the parties and their conduct.

These amendments reflect a distinction between frivolous and

meritorious cases. Rule 17 will deal harshly With, and impose

severe sanctions against litigants and lawyers who file frivolous

court papers. Such harshness is not appropriate when dealing with

meritorious cases. The amendments proposed below are intended to

6



assure that the remedies imposed are appropriate to the

circumstances:

1. The proposal (SB 385, §1, E) should be made reciprocal. Where

a plaintiff makes an offer of compromise, a defendant rejects

the offer, and the plaintiff obtains a judgment more favorable

than the offer, defendant should be liable to the plaintiff in

the same manner that a plaintiff who does not do better than

a defendant's offer of compromise;

2. The restrictions upon the court granting extensions of time,

and the grounds for which the court can grant extensions,

should be deleted. The court should be able to exercise its

reasonable discretion in determining the amount of time and

the reasons for granting an extension for a party to respond

to an offer of compromise;

3. No party should be responsible for a prevailing party's

reasonable expert witness fees. To enact such a rule would

promote the early involvement of experts which will not

necessarily promote settlement, but will increase litigation

costs and delay;

4. Any offer of compromise that has fee shifting implications

should be allowed only after' both sides have adequate

information to make a reasonable evaluation of the case;

5. A cut-off date for offers of compromise should be included to

prevent last-minute offers of compromise falling on the eve of

trial. That is, an offer of compromise should be made

sufficiently before trial to allow for settlement before fees

7
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and expenses associated with immediate pretrial preparation

are incurred. We, therefore, recommend that an offer of

compromise not be allowed to be made later than that which

would prevent the opposing party from making a timely

response, well in advance of trial. Accordingly, we suggest

that no offer of compromise shall be made within 30 days

before trial and the time to respond to an offer of compromise

be shortened to 14 days. We agree that the three day response

time in the current ORCP 54 E is too short. However, 14 days

rather than the proposed 30 days, is sufficient to afford a

party the opportunity to evaluate and respond to the offer;

6. The proponents of SB 385 testified that they model their

proposal upon Alaskan law. They also testified that they did

not oppose caps on attorney fees. Accordingly, IF the

legislature is going to amend the ORCP 54 E to allow for

recovery of attorney fees, we recommend amendments to SB 385

based upon Alaska Rule 82 (a) and (b) regarding caps on

attorney fees as well as factors that the court should

consider in determining the amount of attorney fees. In

addition, we recommend that additional factors be added to

those listed in the Alaska Rule of Civil Procedure, 82(b) (3).

The factors listed in Alaska Rule 82(b) (3) are as follows:

"(A) the complexity of the litigation;
(B) the length of trial;
(C) the reasonableness of the attorneys' hourly rates

and the number of hours expended;
(D) the reasonableness of the number of attorneys used;
(E) the attorney's efforts to minimize fees;
(F) the reasonableness of the claims and defenses

pursued by each side;

8
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(G) vexatious or bad faith conduct;
(H) the relationship between the amount of work

performed and the significance of the matters at
stake;

(I) the extent to which a given fee award may be so
onerous to the non-prevailing party that it would
deter similarly situated litigants from the
voluntary use of the courts;

(J) the extent to which the fees incurred by the
prevailing party suggest that they had been
influenced by considerations··apart from the case at
bar, such as a desire to discourage claims by
others against the prevailing party or its insurer;
and

(K) other equitable factors deemed relevant."

Our suggested additional factors are as follows:

a, The factors contained in the statement for

attorney fees in the Oregon Uniform Trial

Court Rules;

b. The parties' conduct that gave rise to the SUbject

of the litigation. In other words, the court

should be able to consider that a party committed a

crime or similar bad act in fixing the amount of

the attorney fees (e.g. , drunk drivers and

defendants who sexually molested tnei~ victims

should not be en~itled to the same attorney fees as

a typical prevailing defendant); and

c. The conduct of the parties with respect to the

litigation, both before and after suit was filed.

That is, the court should consider whether the non-

prevailing party was 'coopexative • acted

professionally, and acted reasonably. For example~

the court should be able to consider whether a non-

9
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prevailing party unnecessarily prolonged the trial

or conducted vexatious discovery. The court should

also be able to consider whether the party

negotiated in good faith. That is, a party that

was willing to settle consistent with the

settlement jUdge's recommendations should not face

as heavy an awar.d, if any, of attorney fees as a

party that did not.

Notwithstanding these guidelines, we do not believe that an

award of attorney fees, is appropriate in every case. Nor do

we believe that an attorney fee cap on attorney fees will

solve the effect of the current bill in every case;

7. As currently drafted, the offer of compromise proposals apply

to all civil cases. The legislature should expressly exempt

family law and class action cases from the attorney fee

amendments of ORCP 54 E; and

8. We also recommend the deletion of the last sentence added to

Rule 54 E. (BB 385, Section 1 E). We agree that the amount of

attorney fees should not be considered in determining whether

a party received a judgment more favorable than their offer of

compromise. However, this is already the law in Oregon. In

fact, Oregon law currently allows a party making an offer of

compromise to state whether or not the amount offered includes

costs, disbursements, and attorney fees. We recommend that

this useful feature of Oregon law not be affected. This is

10
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best accomplished by deleting the last sentence that the

proponents would add to Rule 54 E.

SETTLEMENT CONFERENCES

The committee supports the adoption of ORCP 54 regarding

settlement conferences. We are concerned, however, that the

proposal does not go far enough. The proposal could be improved by

giving the court authority to order that institutional or corporate

parties, have the person or persons actually available who are

responsible for deciding settlement issues. It would also be

helpful to give the court authority to compel attendance at the

settlement conferences, of lienholders such as workers 1

compensation carriers and health insurers, at the parties' request.

ENGLISH RULE - LOSER PAYS

We understand the frustrations of people who feel that they

are the victims of a frivolous claim or defense. However,

historically the English Rule (ie. loser pays) creates many

problems and fails to solve the problems its proponents intend. In

1980, the Florida Medical Association convinced its state

legislature to adopt the English Rule by arguing that it would

discourage the filing of cases and that it was fair to require the

losing party to make the winner whole. pive years later, the

Florida Medical Association returned to the state legislature

asking that the statute be repealed because the English Rule had

been so detrimental. Litigation costs had risen. The Florida

Legislature complied with the request and repealed the English Rule

statute in 1985.

11
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Even England is unhappy with the rule. Respected conservative

and pro-business commentators have urged repeal in Britain because

the rule is a drain on public assistance programs and perpetuates

big government programs such as legal aid and the welfare state.

In England, families with annual income of $45,000 qualify for

legal aid and are thus protected from personal liability under the

English Rule. In the United States, legal aid is not available in

personal injury claims. Indivi.duals with annual incomes of over

$7,200 and families with incomes over $14,500 are not eligible for

legal aid.

We have been unable to find any evidence to support the view

that the adoption of the English Rule would fare any better in

Oregon regardless of whether it is limited to small cases or

adopted as a part of ORCP 54.

Section 6 of SB 385 is particularly unnecessary in cases under

$20,000. In most Oregon counties, such claims are diverted into

mandatory arbitration programs. Further, some counties are

utilizing court annexed mediation to resolve these small cases

without the need for either arbitration or trial. Thus, the courts

are making great strides in achieving the goals that the proponents

seek. In addition, the litigants with the assistance of their

attorneys are increasingly using voluntary private mediators for

claim resolution, both before and after the claim has been filed.

Private mediations are particularly effective, in part, because the

parties have a vested interest in reaching a resolution, as they

are incurring a shared cost of the mediator.

12
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In conclusion, Sections 6 and 7 of SB 385 regarding attorney

fee awards in small actions are not necessary. The amendments to

Rule 17 will adequately serve the in~ended purpose of Sections 6

and 7. In addition, small cases already contain the greatest

built-in incentives to settle. That is, the amount in controversy

is small and the risk of incurring significant attorney fees and

litigation expenses on each party's behalf, is great. Thus, the

parties already have a significant incentive to settle. In fact,

over 90% of such cases which are filed, settle. Further / a

significant number of such small claims are settled before a

lawsuit is filed. These built-in incentives exist even where a

party is represented on a contingent fee basis. For example, a

party that has suffered property damage already stands the risk of

incurring significant legal expenses which are not contingent. The

plaintiff is responsible for its own litigation costs regardless of

the outcome of the case. Most of these costs cannot be recovered

from the defendant, even with a successful verdict. Such a

plaintiff also runs the risk of not being compensated for the loss

it has already suffered. Thus, a plaintiff who has retained

counsel on a contingent fee, is still the. real party in interest

both legally and practically. Small cases need the least extra

incentive of any type of case to be settled. The additional

requirement of settlement conferences will also encourage earlier

settlements without the need for adoption of the English Rule.

We also oppose Section 7, which would repeal ORS 20.080 and

20.098.

13
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RECIPROCITY OF STATUTORY ATTORNEY-FEE AWARDS

The adoption of Sections 8 through 138 amending 130 separate

attorney-fee statutes should be analyzed on a case-by-case basis.

The proponents of SB 385 categorized the existing attorney-fee

statutes into three categories:

1. Statutes that currently award attorney fees in favor of

the government when it is a prevailing party;

2. Statutes that allow the award of attorney fees in favor

of a particular type of business in specified cases; and

3. Statutes providing for an award of attorney fee to

consumers, crime victims, and certain disadvantaged

persons in specific cases.

We have great concern about a wholesale making of the third

class of statutes reciprocal. Each of these statutes were passed

to level the playing field regarding a disadvantaged group of

persons, or to make a particularly culpable class of wrongdoers in

a particular case liable for attorney fees.

We are also concerned that a wholesale and indiscriminate

amendment of statutes that p'rovdde a right of attorney fees to

various individuals, will have unintended and unwanted

consequences. For example, some of the statutes currently provide

for an award of attorney fees against a criminal and in favor of

the victim of a crime. Making statutes reciprocal would place the

legislature and the State in the curious position of appearing to

support criminal and other reprehensible conduct.

14
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MISCELLANEOUS ATTORNEY-FEE PROVISIONS

As previously discussed, the amendments to Rules 17 will more

than adequately clamp down on the rare frivolous filing, and will

promote the fair and efficient resolution of meritorious cases.

SB 385 contains a number of amendments to specific statutes and

rules that become redundant and dangerous once Rule 17 has been

amended. Accordingly, the Procedure and Practice Committee

recommends that these miscellaneous provisions contained in SB 385

§1 subsection D(2) §2, and §3 either not be adopted or that they be

severely limited.

A. Previously-Filed Actions

Section 1, subsection D(2) of SB 385 would amend Rule 54 D by

adding a new provision to cover lawsuits that have been filed after

the same subj ect matter had previously been the SUbject of the

lawsuit that had been dismissed on its merits and with prejudice.

The members of our committee have been unable to find any real-life

examples of this problem, and believe it to be a rare occurrence.

The only example that we could imagine is a situation that could

come back to haunt well-intended business litigants. Under the

doctrines of issue and claim preclusion, parties sometimes later

find out that a settlement or judgment in an earlier case precludes

suit in a related matter. The doctrines of issue and claim

preclusion (also known as res judicata and collateral estoppel) are

quite complicated. The. proposed rule would set an unnecessary trap

for litigants who are acting in good faith.
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B. The Willful Disobedient Statute

Section 2 of the bill would amend ORS 20.105 to make an award

of attorney fees in certain limited circumstances mandatory instead

of discretionary. Section 2 would also delete an important

limitation in the law that the court should award reasonable

attorney fees that are "appropriate in the circumstances." The

committee vigorously opposes the amendment that would delete the

language "appropriate in the circumstances." Instead of amending

ORS 20.105 as proposed, the joint subcommittee may want apply

amended Rule 17, revised by our proposals.

C. Summary Judgments

Section 5 of SB 385 would amend ORCP 47 to make an award of

attorney fees, expert witness fees, and all costs attributable to

discovery available for a prevailing party who filed or won a

summary judgment motion. We recommend that the entire proposal

regarding summary judgments be stricken. The issue will more than

adequately be taken care of by the amendments to Rule 17.

Summary judgments are just one of the many ways in which a

case can be brought to a conclusion. Singling out summary

jUdgments will have a deleterious effect on the civil justice

system. Litigants and lawyers would be wrongly motivated to file

motions for summary judgment, the vast majority of which will be

denied, and many of which may be frivolous. These additional

filings will impose a significant burden on the available time of

the courts, resulting in delay in the court's other dockets. Such

a flood of summary judgment motions is not to be encouraged, and
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will cost the courts and parties much in the way of added delay and

expense. In a close case, a court may deny a motion for fear of

burdening a reasonable party with attorney fees. The denial of a

motion for summary jUdgment is generally not reviewable on appeal.

In the last ten years, the bench and bar have strived to

educate one another about the appropriate and inappropriate uses of

summary jUdgment. Those efforts have largely been successful. The

proposed amendments contained in SB 385 will unnecessarily increase

litigation costs, delay, and likely encourage the filing of

unnecessary and frivolous pleadings. We do not believe that

summary jUdgments deserve this encouragement. We therefore oppose

the amendments in Section 5 of SB 385. However, IF the joint

subcommittee intends to enact ORCP 47 I, the proposal should be

made reciprocal so that a party who files but loses a motion for

summary judgment, will be responsible for the opposing party's

attorney fees and costs.

We also strongly urge you to delete the ability of the court

to award "expert witness fees" and "all costs attributable to

discovery. " Providing expert fee awards is especially unwarranted

in light of the provisions of ORCP 47 E. ORCP 47 E allows a

party's attorney who is opposing a motion for summary judgment to

submit an attorney affidavit setting forth what the attorney

believes his/her eA~ert would say in response to the motion for

summary judgment. This attorney affidavit obviates the need for an

affidavit from the actual expert. In such a case, expert fees

should not be awarded.
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CONCLUSION REGARDING SB 385

We unanimously oppose SB 385. While we agree with the goals

of discouraging frivolous filings and encouraging speedier

resolution of lawsuits, we are concerned that many of the

provisions of SB 385 paint with too broad a brush. Notwithstanding

our opposition, and pursuant to the request of the subcommittee, we

have analyzed SB 385. However, the points that we have made in our

analysis do not cure the fundamental defects in SB 385.

SB 385 will result in significant clogging of court dockets.

The courts' time would be diverted from other necessary duties,

such as criminal cases and meritorious civil cases. Oregonians

currently enjoy perhaps the speediest civil docket in the country.

The ability of the courts to push cases to trial is perhaps the

single most effective encouragement towards settlement. A delay in

the time between filing and trial creates a delay between the time

of filing and settlement. These delays will cause significant

costs, not only to the litigants but also the courts and the

public. We are particularly sensitive to these concerns because

additional court time will be required to deal with criminal cases

in view of the passage of Measures 10, 11 and 14.
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OREGON STATE BAR LITIGATION SECTION REPORT

ON

SENATE BILL 385

A. Introduction and Overview.

SB 385 significantly modifies existing Oregon
substantive and procedural law relating to awards of attorneys
fees, sanctions, summary judgment, offers of compromise and
previously dismissed actions. The Litigation Section generally
opposes the Bill as drafted, reflected in the specific comments
which follow. The Section also offers the following overview
of the issues raised by Senate Bill 385:

1. The Oregon civil Justice System functions reasonably
well. Oregon civil filings have not increased dramatically in
recent years, and cases move promptly to resolution (generally
within one year of filing). An increasing number of civil
disputes are settled through court and private mediation.

2. The Council on Court Procedures is uniquely qualified
to consider and propose changes in procedural rules. As
reflected by the specific comments below, the Section believes
that Senate Bill 385, as currently drafted, may have
unintended consequences in many instances of increasing rather
than decreasing litigation activity and costs. Deliberative
review of the proposed legislation by the Council on Court
Procedures would reduce the likelihood of such inadvertent
impacts.

3. SB 385 contains some positive ideas. Modification of
the sanctions provisions of ORCP 17 to more closely comply with
Fed R Civ P 11 is in general a reasonable approach to attorney
misconduct. The proposed amendment to amend ORCP 54 to
authorize a court to order settlement conference is a positive
change.

4. Some of the provisions of the Bill, primarily the
proposed amendment to ORCP 47, relating to summary judgments,
could we,ll have an unintended effect of encouraging the
proliferation of litigation. Summary judgments are not
appropriate to resolve factual disputes and are rarely granted
in Oregon state courts. However, the opportunity for fee
shifting in a case in which attorneys fees are not otherwise
recoverable would encourage the filing of summary judgment
motions even with a low probability of success.

5. The provisions of the Bill pr'ovi.dLnq for reciprocal
attorneys fees raise significant issues of access to justice.
The Section has no objection to attorney fee reciprocity in a



number of instances, but does have substantial concern about
amendment of the statutes providing attorney fees and other
remedies to consumers, employees and other individual subject
to comparative economic or social disadvantage. While
reciprocal fee shifting may deter some frivolous litigation, it
will also chill meritorious litigation. Low and middle income
consumers will be understandably reluctant to pursue even the
most meritorious claim if there is even a slight risk of
financial ruin through an open-ended liability for a corporate
defendant's attorneys fees. Concerns for deterring frivolous
litigation can more equitably be addressed through amendments
to ORCP 17.

6. Notwithstanding our Section's general opposition to
"loser pays" legislation, it is our belief that if changes are
to be made with respect to attorney fee shifting, the
appropriate place to make such changes is in ORCP 54E. Any
amendment to ORCP 54E to provide fee shifting, however, should
be made reciprocal to allow either party to invoke an offer of
compromise, and should be tempered by an attorney fee cap or
judicial discretion to limit fee awards.

7. To the extent that SB 385 seeks to encourage
settlement and reduce litigation expense, the Section believes
that amendments to ORCP 54 are more likely to accomplish such
result than a general "loser pays" rule. The reason for this
is that ORCP 54, if amended, will require a settlement offer as
a condition for an award of attorneys' fees. A general "loser
pays" rule, on the other hand, may actually make settlement
more difficult, as the impact of a potential award of
attorneys' fees tends to drive the parties' settlement
positions farther apart. Additionally, in those instances in
which the parties have a disparity in economic bargaining
position (as in the case of a consumer and an insurance company
or financial institution), the economic risk of an adverse
attorneys' fee award tends to increase over the course of the
litigation. The economically stronger party could thus
rationally delay a settlement offer, or make none at all, in
order to maximize its economic leverage.

B. Specific Comments.

1. Section 1.

Section 1 of SB 385 proposes several amendments to
ORCP 54. The first amendment, to ORCP 54D(2), requires payment
of attorneys fees upon refiling of a claim previously dismissed
with prejudice. Since a dismissal with prejudice normally
operates as a bar to a further action on this same claim, the
intended operation of this amendment is not clear. The Section
does not oppose this amendment, but would oppose any extension
of mandatory attorneys fees to dismissals without prejudice,
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since not all dismissals are the result of dilatory conduct on
the part of a plaintiff.

The second major proposed change to ORCP 54 is in the
offer of compromise language contained in ORCP 54E. The most
significant substantive amendment to ORCP 54E is a provision
granting a defendant recovery of reasonable attorneys fees and
reasonable expert witness fees incurred after the date of an
offer if the claimant does not recover a judgment more
favorable than the offer. The Section interprets the proposed
amendment to allow an award of attorneys fees to a defendant
even in cases in which attorneys fees would not otherwise be
recoverable by either party.

We believe ORCP 54E, as amended, will adversely
impact access to our courts by Oregon citizens, and about
fairness of the non-reciprocal aspect of the Bill as currently
drafted, in that a defendant can trigger fee shifting in a non
attorneys fee case against a plaintiff which fails to accept a
reasonable settlement offer, but a plaintiff would not have the
same opportunity. The Section also believes that the practical
benefits of the amendment to ORCP 54E would be enhanced by
allowing a claimant as well as a defendant the opportunity to
make an offer of compromise. A claimant's offer would simply
be in the form of a mirror image of a defendant's offer (i.e.,
an offer to accept an entry of judgment in favor of the
claimant and against the defendant for a specific amount), with
the same potential for fee shifting if the defendant failed to
obtain a more favorable judgment at trial.

The Section also believes that attorney fee liability
should be tempered in order to discourage over-lawyering of
cases, and to lessen the likelihood of catastrophic impact on a
lower or middle class litigant who in good faith fails to
improve on a settlement offer. In this regard, the protections
of Alaska Rule 82(a) and (b) appears to be reasonable .
(presumptive award of 20 or 30 percent of actual attorneys'
fees, subject to variation by Court upon consideration of a
number of factors, including efforts to minimize fees,
reasonableness of claims and defense pursued by each side, and
vexatious or bad faith conduct) .

The Section opposes recovery of expert witness fees
under ORCP 54E. Such fees are not usually considered
recoverable costs, and we see no reason to single out such fees
for non-uniform treatment under a single procedural rule.

SB 385 also moves up the latest date of an offer of
compromise from 10 days prior to trial to 30 days prior to
trial. The Section has no substantive objection to an earlier
deadline, but does note that it may reduce a defendant's
flexibility in timing of offers. The proposed amendment also
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allows the offer to be accepted within 30 days after the time
it was made. This change creates an internal inconsistency in
the rule, which currently requires that an offer be accepted
and filed in court within three days of service. Allowing an
offer to remain open for 30 days (particularly if the offer is
made 30 days prior to trial) may also be contrary to a goal of
reducing litigation expense. An intermediate period of ten to
15 days would appear to be a reasonable compromise, at least
for offers made late in the litigation.

The final proposed change to ORCP 54 is a new
Section F providing for settlement conferences at any time at
the request of any party or on the court's motion. The Section
supports this proposed amendment.

2. Section 2.

Section 2 amends ORS 20.105 to provide a mandatory
award of attorneys fees as a sanction for bad faith claims.
The Section does not oppose this amendment.

3. Section 3.

Section 3 amends ORS 20.125 to require imposition of
attorneys fees against an attorney who causes a mistrial
through deliberate misconduct. The Section does not oppose
this amendment.·

4. Section 4.

Section 4 amends ORCP 17. Many of the proposed
changes track with Fed R civ P 11. The Section does not oppose
the proposed change, but believes that certain further
amendments are in order. First, some consideration should be
given to the special circumstance in which an attorney is
required to file a civil action immediately prior to expiration
of a statute of limitations. ORS 30.895(2), relating to
wrongful use of civil proceedings, permits a 120 day period for
further investigation and evaluation of a claim if the lawsuit
was filed within 60 days of running of the statute of
limitations. This situation could be addressed by modifying
the proposed text of ORCP 17D(3) to allow a period of time
greater than 21 days (perhaps 60 or 90 days) for amendment or
withdrawal of a pleading if the pleading was initially filed
within 60 days of running of the statute of limitations.

Second, the Section has some concern that the
sanction procedure of proposed ORCP 17D will encourage
proliferation of sanction motions. Although Oregon state and
federal courts have generally been successful in maintaining
civility among litigants, sanctions litigation under current
Fed R Civ P 11 has proliferated and assumed a life of its own
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in many federal courts. A reciprocal attorneys fee provision
on sanction motions would tend to discourage casual filing of
such motions.

Third, the Section is concerned about two aspects of
certification of pleadings under proposed ORCP 17C. A
requirement that certifications be based on "best" knowledge,
information and belief presents problems of enforcement and
interpretation. On the other hand, subsection C(4) creates a
loophole which allows a party or an attorney to avoid
certification entirely. This loophole could easily swallow the
rule. A possible solution would be to replace the word "best"
with the word "reasonable" in subsection C(l), and delete the
certification exception from 'subsection C(4). Harshness
remaining in subsection C(4) could be moderated by amending the
first sentence to read as follows:

"A party or attorney certifies that
the allegations and other factual
assertions in the pleading, motion or other
paper are supported by evidence, including
reasonable inferences therefrom."

5. Section 5.

Section 5 of SB 385 would amend ORCP 47. It requires
a court to award costs, attorneys fees, and expert witness fees
for a party which prevails on summary judgment against all
claims or defenses of the other party. The Section opposes
this amendment.

As a policy matter, the proposed changes to ORCP 47
bear at most a tenuous relationship to the filing of frivolous
lawsuits. Summary judgment motions are generally granted on

'narrow legal grounds, and are not the appropriate forum for
resolving factual disputes. Negligence and other tort claims,
even those greatly exaggerated, are generally unlikely
candidates for summary judgment.

The Section is more troubled by the likely practical
impact of this amendment. The amendment will in all
probability have the unintended adverse effect of clogging the
judicial system and increasing costs of litigation. The reason
for this is that summary judgment will represent an opportunity
for fee shifting in cases not otherwise subject to attorneys
fee or expert fee liability. There will be no downside for a
party which files a summary judgment motion. If the party
prevails, it shifts attorneys and expert fees which would not
otherwise be recoverable. If the party loses, it is not
penalized for trying. A reasonably predictable result will be
that expensive and time consuming summary judgment motions will
be filed in all but the most frivolous cases. Given the
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frequent pronouncements of the Oregon appellate courts that
summary judgment is not a favored procedure and is not an
appropriate forum for resolving contested issues of fact, the
most likely result will be to increase litigation costs for all
litigants.

The proposed amendment also raises an access to
justice issue. The group of litigants most at risk would be
individuals filing lawsuits (or defending lawsuits) against
corporations or insurance companies. If a corporation prevails
on a summary judgment motion against an individual, the
individual risks losing more than his or her claims. Given the
financial risk to a litigant of modest resources, summary
judgment procedure could become a club by which litigants of
modest means are intimidated from pursuing even valid claims or
defenses.

Finally, if the Legislature nevertheless determines
to amend the summary judgment rule to provide for attorneys
fees to a prevailing party, the amendment should in fairness be
made reciprocal to allow costs and attorneys fees to a party
which successfully defeats a summary judgment motion. Such a
further amendment would discourage automatic filing of summary
judgment motions in every case.

6. Sections 6 and 7.

Section 6 provides for attorneys fee awards to the
prevailing party in claims of $20,000 or less. The Section
opposes this provision. Any form of "loser pays" rule hampers
equal access to courts, because it creates greater risk on
lower and middle class persons who cannot risk a major loss,
even if they have a reasonable claim or defense. The amended
Rule 54 provisions regarding offers of compromise offer an
alternative deterrent to frivolous cases (i.e., a defendant in
a frivolous action can make a nominal offer upon receipt of a
complaint, thus triggering a potential attorneys fee
liability). The Section also opposes this amendment because it
runs counter to other legislative efforts to resolve small
claims in forums other than the courts, such as mediation,
arbitration and small claims court.

The Section opposes repeal of ORS 20.098, a consumer
protection statute which providep an award of attorneys fees to
a successful claimant on a breach of warranty action where the
amount in controversy is $2,500 or less. The statute operates
to remedy an imbalance in resources between consumers and
manufacturers. Adoption of a reciprocal attorneys fee rule for
such cases would restore the imbalance.
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7. Sections 8-138.

Sections 8-138 modify statutory attorneys fee award
provisions to create a "loser pays" rule. The Section strongly
opposes .wholesale adoption of such amendments.

While a number of the proposed amendments are
unobjectionable (in that the Section can discern no strong
policy reason for a one way attorneys fee provision), it is
also clear that a significant number of the affected statutes
provide remedies in consumer actions, employee actions, and
actions by handicapped and other disadvantaged persons. The
statutes represent a considered legislative decision to "level
the playing field" between major business and institutional
interests and low and middle income citizens. A loser pays
rule will create a substantially greater economic risk for low
and middle income citizens and will thus adversely affect
access to justice in our state.

While there may be some reasonable room for debate as
to which statutes reflect prior legislative policy remedying an
imbalance in bargaining position between low and middle income
citizens, on the one hand, and businesses, insurance companies
and institutions, on the other hand, the section opposes the
following proposed amendments:

section 11 ORS 20.107 Unlawful Discrimination

Section 12 ORS 30.075 Wrongful Death Claims

Section 15 ORS 30.580 Discrimination in
Accommodations

section 19 ORS 30.860 Discrimination - Foreign
Governments

Section 21 ORS 30.864 Student Records Disclosure

Section 23 ORS 30.960 Liquor Liability

Section 24 ORS 59.115 Securities Law Violation

Section 25 ORS 59.127 Securities Law Violation

Section 27 ORS 59.670 Funeral Homes and Bonding
Companies

Section 29 ORS 59.925 Mortgage Brokers

Section 30 ORS 62.335 Claims Against Coops by
Shareholders

7



Section 31

Section 32

Section 33

Section 35

ORS 62.440

ORS 65.207

ORS 65.224

ORS 70.415

Claims Against Coops by
Shareholders

Corporate Meeting Demands

Corporate Record Keeping
Violations

Actions Against Limited
Partnerships

section 36

Section 37

Section 38

Section 39

Section 40

Section 41

Section 46

Section 47

Section 48

Section 49

Section 57

Section 60

Section 65

Section 66

Section 67

Section 68

section 71

section 89

Section 92

ORS 74.A3050 Action Against Bank for Delayed
Transfer

ORS 74A.4040 Bank Payments

ORS 79.5070 Consumer Goods

ORS 83.650 Consumer Purchases

ORS 86.260 Lender's Consumer Trust Accounts

ORS 86.265 Mortgage Lender Liability

ORS 87.725 Agriculture Produce Liens

ORS 87.772 Grain Producer's Lien

ORS 87.865 Employee Benefit Plans

ORS 90.710 Landlord Tenant

ORS 192.590 Public Record Act Violations

ORS 307.525 Low Income Housing

ORS 346.630 Rental Discrimination - Blind
People

ORS 346.687 Theft or Injury to Assistance
Animal

ORS 346.690 Rental Discrimination - Blind
People

ORS 431.905 Toxic Household Substance

ORS 462.110 Premises Liability - Racetracks

ORS 618.516 Consumer Protection Seals

ORS 646.140 Consumer Protection UTPA

8



Section 93 ORS 646.240 Consumer Protection UTPA

Section 94 ORS 646.359 Consumer Protection UTPA

Section 95 ORS 646.632 Consumer Protection UTPA

Section 96 ORS 646.638 Consumer Protection UTPA

Section 97 ORS 646.641 Unlawful Debt Collections

Section 98 ORS 646.642 Consumer Protection

Section 100 ORS 646.770 Consumer Protection

Section 101 ORS 646.775 Consumer Protection

section 102 ORS 646.780 Consumer Protection

Section 103 ORS 646.865 Consumer Protection Debt

Section 104 ORS 646.876 Consumer Protection

Section 105 ORS 648.135 Consumer Protection

Section 106 ORS 650.020 Consumer Protection Franchises

section 109 ORS 652.200 Wage Claims

Section 110 ORS 652.230 Wage Claims

Section 111 ORS 653.055 Wage Claims

section 112 ORS 653.285 Employee's Equipment

Section 113 ORS 656.052 Employment

Section 114 ORS 658.220 Farm Labor

Section 115 ORS 658.415 Farm Labor

Section 116 ORS 659.160 Discrimination in Education

Section 117 ORS 659.165 Discrimination

section 119 ORS 671.578 Consumer Protection/Professional
Licenses

Section 120 ORS 671.705 Consumer Protection/Professional
Licenses

9



Section 121

Section 123

Section 124

Section 125

Section 126

Section 127

Section 128

Section 129

Section 130

Section 131

Section 132

Section 133

Section 134

Section 135

Section 136

Section 137

Section 138

ORS 692.180 Consumer Protection/Funeral
Parlors

ORS 697.792 Debt Consolidation

ORS 701.067 Licensed Contractors

ORS 722.116 Inspection of Financial Records

ORS 722.118 Inspection of Financial Records

ORS 731.314 Consumer Protection/Insurance

ORS 731.737 Consumer Protection/Insurance

ORS 746.300 Consumer Protection/Insurance

ORS 746.350 Consumer Protection/Insurance

ORS 746.680 Consumer Protection/Insurance

ORS 756.185 Consumer Protection Public
Utilities

ORS 759.720 Consumer Protection
Communications Companies

ORS 759.900 Consumer Protection
Communications Companies

ORS 760.540 Consumer Protection
Communications Companies

ORS 774.210 Consumer Protection Public
Utilities

ORS 815.410 Consumer Protection Odometer
Tampering

ORS 815.415 Consumer Protection Odometer
Tampering

Finally, the Section notes that SB 385 as currently
drafted does not propose an amendment to ORS 742.061, which
provides reasonable attorneys' fees to an insured claimant
suing his/her insurance carrier for failure to pay a claim
within six months. This is also clearly a consumer protection
statute, and the Section would oppose a "loser pays" amendment.

GRM/dlc

PDX3-93114.1 99870 0080 10
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MEMORANDUM

SB 385 Work Group Participants

M. Max Williams II ~~
Counsel, Senate Judiciary COOlOlilt;~

Draft Memo to Legislative Counsel

February 28, 1995

M*mbers
Sen:.llvr Ken Uak.:r
Senator Jeannette Hamby
SenatorPeter Screnson
Sc:nalor Dick Sprinser
Scnalnr Shirlt:y SUit!

Thank you again for your participation at the work group meeting on Friday

I have attached for your review a draft memo to Legislative Counsel, asking them to
prepare, tor discussion purposes, amendments to sa 385. I appreciate those of you who provided me
with your notes.

Please feci free to edit this if you think there is something that is unclear or incorrect. On
several issues, we were not able to discuss them in detail, or we failed to bring them to closure with the
work group. On these 1 made a judgment call for purposes of keeping things rolling.

Ifyou have comments, feel free to jot them on the draft and lax it back. I'd prefer a
written note, but if you don't have time to do that, always feel free to call me to discuss. My plan is to
provide this to l.C tomorrow afternoon, so they can begin work (In the amendments.

Until we have a final "concept" memo to go to J.,C, I'd appreciate it ifyou would keep this
draft to yourselves. No reason to get people all excited over something that may be my drafting error.
Oil behalf' of myself, and Senator Bryant, thank you again for your assistance.

cc: Senator Bryant



TO

FROM

RE

DATE

MEMORANDUM

MAX WILLIAMS

ROBERT J. NEUBERGER

POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS FOR SB 385 BASED UPON THE WORK
GROUP MEETING OF 2-24-95

3-1-95

Max, I have your draft memorandum of 2-28-95. I offer the

following comments:

Section I, Previously Dismissed Actions

The words "for costs and disbursements" should be stricken

from page two, line 44 of the bill.

Section I, English Rule. ORCP 54D

There was no agreement regarding alternative #1 or

alternative #2. In fact, all of the participants except for

Mr. DiLorenzo are opposed to loser pays. Therefore, the first

alternative should be an amendment striking any language regarding

proposed 54Z out of SB 385.

One additional limiting factor that was considered was the

provision from the contract with America that would provide that no

party receiving fees under an offer of compromise could receive

more than the other party pays in attorney fees.

with respect to the second paragraph on the top of page three

of your memorandum, in addition to the Alaska factors, legislative

counsel should also add the factors listed in the Practice and

Procedure Committee's report: the factors set forth in UTCR; the

1



parties' conduct that gave rise to the subject of the litigation;

and the conduct of the parties with respect to the litigation, both

before and after suit was filed. Also, caps along the lines of

those contained in Alaska Rule 82 need to be included as part of

this alternative.

with regard to alternative #2, the proposal was not

"objectively unreasonable," but a higher standard. The proposal

was that attorney fees would only be awarded where the offending

party's conduct is clearly unreasonable, constituting conscious

indifference and disregard of the rights of others.

At the top of page two of your memorandum, you state, "leave

ORCP 54E as it is." My notes reflect that, while we agreed to have

a separate section for the offensive use of attorney fees (54Z),

the existing Rule 54E would be amended to make it reciprocal so

that a plaintiff could cut off a defendant's rights to costs and

disbursements and attorney fees under a statute or contract.

section II Regarding eRS 20.105

We agreed to the proposal to substitute "shall" for "may, in

its discretion" as proposed by the bill. However, we agreed to not

delete the current language of the statute "appropriate in the

circumstances." In other words, that language would remain in the

statute.

with respect to overruling Mattiza v. Foster, one suggestion

was to delete from page three, line 42, "or solely for oppressive

reasons." Also, the word "and" would be added so that line 42

would read "bad faith and wantonly."

2



Section IV Regarding ORCP 17

I disagree with your statement regarding section C(l). Lines

33 and 34 on page four of the bill should be replaced with the

following language: "The person's reasonable knowledge,

information and belief, formed after making a reasonable inquiry

under the circumstances."

The importing of the language from ORS 30.895(2) should

probably be accompanied by a provision that the court may shorten

or lengthen the time.

The joint liability language of proposed D(l) [page five,

lines 13-15] should be stricken.

Your discussion of the 21-day safe harbor provision of D(3)

needs to make it clear that the particular facts and specific

points must be set forth in detail.

Section V Regarding Summary JUdgment

We seem to be in agreement that all of proposed 471 would be

deleted. There was no agreement that SB 608 could simply be

imported in its place. You fail to mention that the consensus was

that the matter should be referred by the legislature to the

Council on Court Procedures for the Council's thorough

consideration. There was some discussion about amending ORCP 47 at

this time to simply make it clear that, in determining whether a

material question of fact exists, should be decided using Oregon's

directed verdict standard. There was no agreement that the

remainder of SB 608 would be enacted at this time.

xc: Members of the Work Group

3
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TO; SB 385 Work Group Participants

FROM: M. Max Williams II
Co-Counsel, Senate Judiciary Committe

SUBJECT: Memo reProposed Amendments

DATE: March I. 1995

Thank you again for your assistance and comments. There have been several revisions to
the memorandum, based on comments on the last draft. I realize that this may not include every concept
which we discussed in the work group meeting. However, 1have tried to include those concepts where I
believe a consensus was reached that we should submit the concept to Legislative Counsel for proposed
amendments.

The fact that there may have been consensus on a proposed amendment in no way means
that the parties have agreed to these amendments in final form, or that anycompromisewas reached. I
know that some of you are concerned thaI this document, or the work product of Friday's meeting. might
be described as such.

Please call me if you have anyquestions or comments. Thank you again. I look forward
to discussing the actual language of the amendments with you in the near future.

cc: Senator Bryant
Representative Parks
Ms. Holly Robinson
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TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

MEMORANDUM

David Heyndrickx
Legislative Counsel

M. Max Williams II 'Y\ n
Counsel, SenateJUdiciaryC~e

Amendments for S8 385

February 28, 1995

The following outlines proposed amendments for SB385. I am requesting
that legislative counsel preparethese amendments. The amendments are the product of a
work group which met to examine SB 385. I am asking that you prepare a separate
amendment (-I, -2, etc.) for eachof the sections, so they may treated individually. On
several of the concepts, more than one possibility was discussed by the work group. In
order to further facilitate the decision making process, I am askingyou to prepare
amendments for both possibilities. You will note that some ofthe amendments are quite
specific, whileothers are moregeneral. On the "concept'; amendments, I am asking for
your drafting assistance in helping determine the most appropriate language to accomplish
the task. Please don't hesitate to call me with anyquestions or suggestions.

Thank you in advance for your assistance.

1. Section I, beginning on page 3, line 2 (dealing with ORCP 54(d)(2»:

o Make the section party neutral (change plaintiffto party).

o Change the "shall" to "may"

o Change the attorney fees award to the attorney fees expended in the second
action (getting the first action dismissed)

o Provide that the court may enter an order requiring a payment ofany unsatisfied
portion ofa judgment in the action previously dismissed.

o Make sure language includes "counterclaim" or "crossclaim" from previously
dismissed action.

o Provide that this section does not, in any way, allow for the revival of a claim.

1
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2. Section I, Page 3. beginning at line 6 (relating to offers of compromise):

o Leave ORCP 54E as it is.

o Create new ORCP S4 section (54Z) with the following provisions.

o Make the rule reciprocal (party neutral)

o Offer cannot be made until 120 days after service of the complaint.

o Offer must be proceeded by a _ (14) day notice of intent to make a Rule 54Z
offer.

o Offer must be accompanied by a disclosure packet containing a list of the
material evidence to be presented at trial (Material witnesses and a witness
statement). Such disclosure in not a waiver of privilege or work product or to be
used for discovery purposes. Subject to protection of settlement discussions

o Offer to remain open for 30 days, unless extended by court order.

o Parties may make multiple offers under the rule, but the last offer controls for
purposes of calculating attorney fees.

o The attorney fees accrue from the date of the last offer.

o Last offer under the rule must be at least 30 days before trial.

o Would not apply to domestic relations cases or to class action cases or eminent
domain cases.

o ALTERNATIVE #1 (offer method): 54Z triggers a settlement conference
requirement. A party would at the time a settlement conference demand, indicate
that it is a S4Z conference. This would give the non-offering party a chance to
prepare. The parties in counties of less than 75,000 people would not be required
to do it this way·· allow local rule to determine the method.

o ALTERNATIVE #1 (Attorney Fees): 54Z creates a strict liability standard
This means that ifa party does not improve his or her position relative to the offer,
after there has been this "full disclosure", that party would be liable for the
attorney fees of the offering party.

o Fees under this scenario would include the following caps:

o No net recovery against a losing plaintiff (If plaintiff got $0 from the jury,
there would be no attorney fees.

2
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a Attorney fees would be limited to difference between a party's final offer
and the final judgment. (Offered $125,000 -. jut)' awarded $100,000, so
fees would be capped at actual fees, not to exceed the $25,000 gap).

o The court could review other factors in determining the reasonable
amount of the fees. See Alaska Rule 82 (3) for the factors the court
should consider in determining the amount of the fee. (Attached).

o ALTERNATIVE #2 (Attorney Fees): 54Z would only awarded if the court
found the conduct of the party that rejected the better offer was "objectively
unreasonable" in the settlement negotiations. There would be no capping of the
fees in this case.

NOTE: There was a discussion about the standard being a "notch above
unreasonableness" in order to trigger the fees. I'm not sure how you define this
"notch above" standard. Its something less than bad faith -- does not require an
"evil" or "malicious" purpose, but is worse than being objectively unreasonable.
If you would like to discuss this with me, I'd be happy to try and explain it,
However, for drafting purposes, please go ahead and prepare the amendments with
the "objectively unreasonable" standard.

o ALTERNATIVE # 3 (Attorney Fees) (See above). Please draft a version of the
amendment which would follow alternative # 2 but would include this "notch
above reasonableness" standard See "gross negligence" as it is defined in DRS
30.11 S for possible usage.

3. Section I, beginning on page 3, line 29 (dealing with mandatory settlement
conferences):

Strike [Upon the request ofthejudge ora party, a different judge shall preside at
the c01!ference.]

Insert "If 1\ settlement conference is requested, a judge other than the trilll
judge shall preside at the settlement conference."

4. Section 2, beginning on page 3, line 35 (dealing with ORS 20.105):

Language which would overrule Mattiza v. Foster. 311 Or I (1990) (attached).
Eliminating the requirement that a judge must find "the party taking the meritless
position has done so with an improper purpose". Mattiza at 10. Allowing for the
court to provide attorney fees if the position taken is rneritless.

Page 3, line 42 delete [orsolelyfor oppressive reasons.]

3
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S. Section 3, page 4, beginning on line 7, after "fees incurred" insert "as II

result of the misconduct".

6. Section 4. beginning on page 4, line to(dealing with ORCP 17):

o On page .4. line 33, delete [best knowledge, information and belief.formed after
making £III inquiries that are reasonable under the circumstances.) and insert
.. reasonable knowledge, information and belief, formed after making 1I

reasonable inquiry under the circumstances"

o On page 4. delete from line 42 through line 2 on page 5. In its place. incorporate
the language from DRS 30,895(2) 10 accomplish this task

o Provide Ihal the loserof a sanctions motions will be required to pay the winners
attorney fees for the sanctions motion,

a Make sure (looking at Federal Rule II) that the 21 day safeharbor requires that
the party moving for sanctions is required to serve the motion. with supporting
pointsand authorities. on the non-moving party. The facts and specific points
must be set forth in detail. It should be only on the issues raised that a party be
awarded sanctions •• and attorney fees,

7. Section 5, Page 7 (relating to summary judgment):

a Delete all new text from line I1 through line 22.

a NOTE: The work group discussed SB 608 (dealing with summary judgment)
beingreferred to the Council on Court Procedures for further study. One
recommendation has beenthat the Committee adopt S6 608 with its current
language. with an effective date of January I, 1998. This would ensure that [he
Council was prepared to make recommendations 10 the next legislature. If you
have another recommendation for effecting this, please advise.

8. . Section 6 (dealing with Attorney Fee Awards in Small Actions):

Strike all of Section 6.

Prepare amendments which reflect the following:

o Require mandatory arbitration tor all claims $25,000 or under. (See DRS
36,400)

.4
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o Require that an appellant from mandatory arbitration which does not improve its
position in a trial de novo is required to pay the attorney fees of the opposing
party.

o The attorney fees which may be awarded are:

If the defendant is an unsuccessful appellant the plaintiff shall be awarded
reasonable attorneyfees. not to exceed 20% of the plaintiff's recovery at
the trial de novo, but not lessthan $500.

If the plaintiff is the unsuccessful appellant, the defendant shall be awarded
reasonable attorney fees, not to exceed 10% of the prayer at the
commencement at the trial de novo. but not less than $500.

o If either party is otherwise entitled to attorney fees bycontract. or statute, those
provisions will prevail over this provision.

o Allow that a parties, by agreement, with a claim in excess of$25,000 may "opt
in" to the provision above. but will be bound to the attorney fees provisions.

o The court may look to "all of the attorneyfees" incurred by a party. not just
those after the arbitration award or the appeal.

9. Prevailing Party Statutes: These will be dealt with in a later amendment
request.

5



MEMORANDUM
TO: MAX WILLIAMS
FROM: DON CORSON
RE: YOUR 2/28 DRAFT MEMORANDUM ON AMENDMENTS FOR SB 385
DATE: 3/2/95

I appreciated your circulating a copy of your draft memo. I
had hoped to talk with you personally yesterday in Salem, but the
timing didn't work out. A few thoughts are offered below. Also,
yesterday I was told that there may be another work group meeting
on SB 385 next week. I regret that my trial schedule will prevent
me from attending. I have briefed OTLA President Michael Adler on
the previous discussion, and he would be available if there is
another work session.

Regarding your memo on possible SB 385 amendments (aside from
my opposition to a number of them):

#2: section 1, page 3, beginning at line 6 (relating to offers of
compromise) :

It was my impression that the strongest view of the work group
was to tie the 54Z offers to settlement conferences (except
allowing smaller population counties to do otherwise, by local
rule). I respectfully suggest that this should be in the draft
amendments, and not be considered an "alternative." Also, I
believe the work group was unanimous in concluding that there
should be no Rule 54Z offer before 120 days after the filing of the
complaint.

My notes also indicate that Rule 54Z should not be applicable
to condemnation cases; I trust you could check with Greg Mowe about
that.

Additionally, my notes indicate that there would be other
factors besides those set forth in the Alaska rule that should be
considered (under that alternative).

Finally, on this section, my notes indicate that the
discussion on "alternative #2" on attorney fees was for a standard
higher than unreasonableness. I don't know if there was ever
consensus on the formulation, but "grossly neqLi gent" was one
suggestion put forward.

#4. section 2, beginning on page 3, line 35 (dealing with ORS
20.105):

One specific suggestion I thought the work group agreed to was
to have lines 38-39 read in relevant part: "the court shall award
reasonable attorney fees appropriate in the circumstances .. . • "



#7. section 5, page 7 (relating to summary jUdgment)

I was uncomfortable with the suggestion that SB 608 be
enacted, effective January 1, 1998. It was my sense that although
the work group was open to some changes in Rule 47, that the group
preferred to have the entire matter sent to the Council on Court
Procedures, and that the way to do this was to provide direction to
the Council to incorporate a directed verdict standard in
determining if there was a genuine issue of material fact.

#8. section 6 (dealing with Attorney Fee Awards in Small Actions)

There was a suggestion that a party should be able to
separately appeal an award ot attorney fees in arbitration, or
their amount, without the loser-pay elements.

cc: work group participants
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TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DATE:
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" ,.-

SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
S401 State Capitol

Salem Oregon 97310
(503) 986·1640

MEMORANDUM

sa 385 WorkGroup Participants

M. Max Williams II ""~
Co-Counsel, Senate Judiciary Committee fiJJ
Work Group Meeting - Tuesday, March 7, 1995 at 2:30 PM

March 3. 1995

Mfilmb.rs
Senator Ken ii.kef
S~n"'ur JCIlMCIlC HCUllby
Senator P~ti!r SOr~tbull

StRDlor OilJk Springer
SenalorShirlt)'Stull

Do to some scheduling conflicts we have had to move the meeting on Tuesdayfrom II :00
AM to 2:30 PM. I will notify you on Monday as to location of the meeting Sorry for any inconvenience
that this has caused. Pleasecall me if you have anyquestions.

cc: Senator Bryant
Representative Parks
Ms. Holly Robinson
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TO:
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SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

S40I State Capitol
SalemOregon 97310

(503) 986·1640

MEMORANDUM

SB 385 Work Group Participants

M. Max. Williams II ~'0)
Co-Counsel, Senate Judiciary Commii9J.-1U'

Work Group Meeting - Tuesday, March 7, 1995 at 11:00 AM.

March 3, 1995

Member!l
Sl!llMtlt 'K.:'I)13akilr
&'I'Ul{ur )l."l',mwlw ll:un")'
S~ml'vr l'cl,er Svn:ll~mn
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There has been some discussion about reconvening the work group to further discuss SB
385 amendments. As of this time, I still do not have amendments back from legislative counsel relating10

our previous meeting. I hope to have those Monday morning. They may, however, not be complete. 1
thinkthe first work sessionon 385 will be a higher level discussion among the committee members.
Sincethis if the first time they have to discussthis matter among themselves, and on the record, I do not
believe there will be much "detail." Thus, 1think it maybe premature to meet further regarding the areas
we covered in our last meeting. That meeting might better take place the following week.

My recommendation would be for those interested members of the work group to come
together on Tuesday, March 7,1995 at 11:00 AM to discuss the Sections 8 through l:l2 of the bill
(relating to the "prevailing party" attorney fees on those individual statutes.) 1would like to think we
could complete the task by 3:00 PM. We should plan 011 working through the lunch hour. (Bring your
own brown bag.)

Please call me to confirm your attendance. 1will hope to have arranged a location for the
meeting sometime Monday morning. We may end up doing it at the capitol. I understand that the press
of businessmay not allow for each of you to attend. If you can't attend, please feel tree to submit any
additional thoughts you have not already shared.

cc: Senator Bryant
Representative Parks
Ms. Holly Robinson

669t 986 €0S 'CX
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DRAFT MEMORANDUM

R""97%

March 8, 1995

TO: OREGON STATE BAR PROCEDURE & PRACTICE COMMITrEE

FROM: Vivian Raits Solomon

RE:SENATE BILL 608

FILE: 14056-36

Senate Bill 608 would amend ORCP 47C by adding a second clause,',
providing that in the alternative to the existinqprocedure for
granting sUllllI1ary judgment, the court shall grant swnmary judgment
if:

"* * * the opposing affidavits arid
supporting documentation submitted by the
adverse party fail to set forth specific facts
supported by admissible evidence adequate to
avoid the granting of a motion for. directed
verdict in a trial of the matter."

For the reasons set forth below, this proposed amendment to ORCP
47C is unnecessary, and it potentially conflicts, with other
sections of ORCP 47.

1. Improperly Allows Discovery

The proposed amendment could be used by the movinCJ party to conduct'
discovery whiCh is otnerwise not allowed under oregon la~. A party
could file a poorly supported motion for summary judgment, which
would prevail under this alternative clause unless the opposing
party's response came up to the new standard. Motions, for sU1IIIlIary
jUdgment are specifically not intended to be used as discovery
devices. ORCP 47E (first sentence). '

2. Changes Existing Law Regarding Burgan Of· Proof

CUrrently, an oppOsinq affidavit is only required if, the moving
party's motion is supported with affidavits. Bevan y •. Gmett, 284
Or 293, 586 P2d 1119 (1978). The proposed alternative clause could
have the effect of modifying the burden of prOOf , whiCh is.
currently on the moving party to show the absence of a genuine

,issue of material fact. If the movant fails to meet the burden of
showing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact~ no defense
is required. The alternative clauseoould shift the, burden on the '
respondent to show that a fact issue exists before the moving party
has established the absence of material fact issues. '

03-08-95 10'OOAM P002 ~18
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3. Conflict~ with CRep 47E

OReP 47E allows an attorney affidavit in lieu of expert'opinion.
such an attorney affidavit would not be sufficient to avoid the
granting of a motion for directed verdict at trial.

4. Clause is Potentially Unnecessary

oregon law already provides that "* * * a party against whom an
adequately supported motion for summary judgment is made must, to
defeat it, specify some evidenoe which could be produced if the
case were to go to trial." Engelking y, Boyce, 278 Or 237, 241
242, 563 P2d 703 (1977). An opposing party cannot d4!lfeat a,
properly supported motion for summary judgment merely by making
"bare assertions." Millspaugh v. Port of Portland, 65 Or App 389,
394, 6n P2d 743 '(1984) pet rev den 296 Or 411 (1984).

5. ORep 47 Model~4 after Fed R eiy E 56

There are only two differences between ORCP 47 and'Fed R Civ P 56:
OReP 47E allows attorney affidavits in lieu of expert opinion, and,
the Oregon rule omits a provision requiring federal courts to enter
an order specifying facts deemed es~ablished at trial,' Fed R eiv
p 56 (d) • Because the Oregon rule was patterned on the federal
rule, oregon courts will give "considerable weiqht" to federal
decisions under Fed R eiv P 56. Garrison v. cook, 280 Or 205, 209,
570 p2d 646 (1977). The purpose of enac~ing the federal rule was
to overrule the doctrine that well-pleaded claims and defenses were'
invulnerable to attack by :motion for sum:mary j,udginent;. wright,.,
Hi ller & Kane, Fgderal Pragt.ice and Procedure: CiVil Se<;pnd, § 2739.
(1983) • Under federal law, the party opposing summary judgment.
does no~ have the right to withhold evidence until trial. Walker
Y. Hoftman, 583 F2d 1073, 1075 (9th cir 1978), cert denied, 439 US
1127 (1979). There is no reason peculiar to oregon law why Oregon
litigants and courts should be deprived of this substantial body of
federal decisional law,

6. AlternatiVE Suggestign

I do not know What prompted the proposed amendment, in:my view"
t4e rUle is appropriate as written and no alternative clause is
necessary, Bill Sillle suggested that the new language in Senate
Bill 608 be deleted and that instead the follow-ing language 'be
added:

"Far the purpose of this rule, a'genuine
issue of :material fact exists Wben the
evidence is such that a reasonable jury could
return a verdict for the non-moving party,"

This langua<1El does not presen~ any of the probllilllllS ,se~ f,orth a,bove,
other than to probably preclude ,c.2.t1ng federal law as authorita~ive
precedent.

R=97%

2

TOTAL P.03
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SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
S401 State Capitol

Salem Oregon 97310
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MEMORANnlJM

M(tmbt:r,\'
S~nlltl)r K\"1I,II"kl:l
S.."ah11'Jeannette lllunh:v
S..'1';IIl/~ )I.:t':I' S"NllS1111

S\lllahir Dick SpringeI'
S..:nahlJ' Sltill.:y ~11I1i

TO: SB 385 Worl( Group Members

fROM; M. Max Williams II
Co-Counsel, Senate Judiciary Committee

SUB.JECT: Meeting -- Monday, March 13. 1995 at 10:00 AM.

I>ATF:: March 9. 19'.1;

We have scheduled a work group meeting for I():()() AM on Monday. March 13. 1995.
Please come prepared to discuss. the drali amendments to SI3 385 that were prepared by legislative
counsel. (-2 through -12 amendments). I would like your assistance in catching any technical problems in
the amendments. along with making any substantive changes necessary to give the amendments their
intended effect.

Ifyou call, please review the language of H.R. 988 which passed the US House of
Representatives. and includes a very similar reciprocal offer proposal to the one we have proposed as
Rule 54F. I'd like to discuss their approach and see if there is anything that we can learn from it.
(Information is available on LEXIS).

Additionally. I am asking each of the participants in the work group to make a list of those
130 statutory sections that you really arc interested in, and conversely. those that you don't really care
about. I looking for a method to focus the group on those key statutes which should be object of our
attention. I am not sure we are going to get to those statutes on Monday, but if time allows. we will try
to get to these issues.

As always. thanks again fill' your assistance in this process, Please call me if you have any
questions.

cc. Senator Bryant
Representative Parks
Ms. Holly Robinson
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SB 385-13

PROPOSED 1\MENDMENTS TO
SENATE BJ:LL 385

On page 73 of the printed bill, insert:

section 142.

(1) In determining whether to award attorney fees to a party
pursuant to any statute or rule that gives the oourt discretion
Whether to award attorney fees to such party, the court shall
oonsider the following faotors:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(h)

the nature of the parties' conduct inoluding whether any
of the parties engaged in reckless, willful, malicious,
bad faith, or illegal 'conduct in conneotion with the
transactions or occurrences that form the basis of the
litigation;

the reasonableness of the claims and defenses asserted by
the parties I .

the extent to Which an award or denial of attorney fees
would deter others from asserting good faith claims or
defenses in similar oases; .~ hM~ o'\J."....g~

~ -r,...u.... l-u~ )"l#\-~ &....~_.
the reasonableness of the conduct of the parties "and
their attorneys after commenoement of the aotion;

the reasonableness of the parties' conduct regarding
settlement;

the extent to Which the award or denial of attorney's
fees would further the purpose of the statute or rule
that confirms the right of attorney's fees;

the ability of the opposing party to satisfY an award of
attorney fees; and

such other fact.ors as the court may deem~priate
under the circumstances of the case. .

(2) If t.he court makes a determination to award attorney fees
to a party pursuant to a statute or rule that gives the court
discretion whether to award attorney fees, the court may award all
or part of the attorney fees claimed by the requesting party, bUt
in determining the amount of the award of attorney fees, the court
shall consider the factors in section (1) of this statute, and in
addition, the court shall consider the following faotors:

-1-
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(a) the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty
of the questions involved, and the skill requisite to
perform the legal service properly:

that the
preclude

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(3)
the court
in excess

the likelihood, if apparent to the Client,
acceptance of the particular employment will
other employment by the lawyer:

the fee customarily charged in the locality for similar
leg-al services;

the amount involved and the results obtained;

the time limitations imposed by the Client or by the
circumstances;

the nature and length of the professional relationship
with the client;

the experience, reputation, and ability of the lawyer or
lawyers performing the services; and

Whether the fee is fixed or contingent.

Nothing in section (2) of this statute shall authorize
to entar an award of attorney fees in an amount that is
of a reasonable fee.

(4) In the review of a judgment or order granting or denyinq
a claim for attorney fees based on any statute that gives the court
the discretion Whether to award attorney fees, the standard of
reView is abuse of discretion.w. yPI ~ fflIb .

(5) In the review of the amount of any award of attorney
fees, the standard of review is abuse of discretion.

-2-
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MEMORANDUM

SB 385 Work Group

RJN

March 15, 1995

Proposed Addition to ORCP 47C

============================~====================================

The court shall grant summary judgment if, based upon the

record properly before it viewed in the light most favorable to the

non-moving party, a reasonable person could not return a verdict

for the non-moving party.



Proposed Amendment ofORCP 47 C to Incorporate "Directed Verdict Standard"

C. Motion and Proceedings Thereon. The motion and all supporting documents shall

be served and filed at least 45 days before the date set for trial. The adverse party shall have 20

days in which to serve and file opposing affidavits and supporting documents. The moving party

shall have five days to reply. The court shall have discretion to modify these stated times. III

lij!lill~IIII!IIII'llllmllllllillllllllllll'': IMil1 Summa 'ud. ent shall be rendered forthwith if 1~1111~llllllrllllllllllll'IIII~llmlllllllll~!III"II!Imlll~II~I'.I~II~11J"".I, I.i~![ ryJ gm ] ~11"lm".I,.1I"lh ,1~,i1" ,n~

Illillllllllllllill!I~II,1'III'I~III1II~I!I!II!~IIII,IIlIllllllllllllllrlllllll~I.I,IiI!1,il'l1I!lilll~~I!~'llIIIIMI!I' I1!11I'1'1'111'1~!I.!llill!~IIIIII''. 'ill~I!IIII!llllllilll~ I"ii Iii 111!111!1~llill~I'J'mil~IlIl~III!li~lllllilll!IIIIIII!III~I!11!lIill'I~lill"I~IIIIIIII~IIII~II~
.~.I~ " I,m~ll~ijl, tl~M, I~II ,m ~. ,. ,~! 1.~llrm., , .11, ".,,,II ,I,!y'~ IlL ,,I_~I.I...,. I ,1..I.rg1rD,I~, .~lllil~~ m~I.Ii~~~.!m~,1 !lllltM

Ili~IIII"!II'IIIII.'I 1~~I~I~"II'lllIllllllll~llllllm!lllllIllllllll~I~IIIMlill!IIIIIIII'I!illII,.WI"II'IIIIIIII~I'IIII!IIIIII[IIII~IM'I,II'I!III!III!1l11'111111~1111l11I1111" Ii II i,l.illllllli"'I,I~"~IIII~IIII"i ~lllllllm~'llllmlll~II'!II~1I111 on
~I. " "11.,, " i1fI~I~ ~~~.,_,ifl.l<i~~ltl, ,I 1.1' >" - ." ~i.~~..~illll~llli~lI, II~I. , ., "I.. _1~.llr". ,1~~INi 11~1. IB, [,

the state ofthe evidence disclosed by any depositions, admissions, and affidavits on file, the

movingparty would at trial be entitled to a directed verdict.] 111111 'I,'i,. ,., I !::I~IIIIII~I

I~III~~II~I I~I I~IIIII ill:III'Iii illll~IIIIIIIlIIHlI~II~llIlllmllli~ililllli !,I'iIll,'III~llllllmmilllllllliiliilllllmll~11111 i!illllll'III~llill~IIlllIIlI"IIIIII!Illllllli'TI'lllllllillllll''II,111!1~lill~lllllill'III!I!IIIIIIIlI'I~ill!II~!II'III~II'1!1l11
B~~I" ",1<, II!lUlllm_~.I~~iI, ,r" ,11111._1., "mml.ll< ,.,.l,il~mli~~~1 "" ~il!l" r "tie" ,~1HIIII.~IJI1~I.I,,~rI

1'1 1111,11 !1i1"IIIIII!llllllllIlllllilrlill!I'!lillllllllilllillll!"IH1I~111'lIi!l'lil"II':iI'M!II'lil!IlIII~IIII,II''I' illlillll~I~llillll Partial summa iud. ent shall likewise be" ,1iII1.l!lIlII, ,,, ~II, ,.. ,1~1II111 .,I.. , , ,~.IiI'~11II "" .11IIl1I1! ..1,[ ry) wn

rendered as to any material issue respecting which, on the state ofthe evidence thus disclosed,

the movingparty would at trial be entitled to have such issue withdrawn from the jury.]
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C. Motion and Proceedings Thereon. The motion and all supporting documents shall
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TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

SENATEJUD.COMMI1TEE
540I Stale Capitol

Salem Oregon 97310
(503) 986-1640

r/./"X 'It

MEMORANDUM

S8 385 Work Group Partlcipants

M, Max Williams II -"".1~
Counsel, SenateJudiciary commillp~

Draft Memo to Legislative Counsel

February 28, 1995

M~mbf:fJ'

Scnal'lr Ken Uak.t:r
Sennlor Jeanncnc Hamhy
Senator Pt.."ter Sor-:I1~t}l\

Scnatuf Dick Springer
Senator ShIrl.:)' Sl11U

Thank you again for your participation at the work group meeting on Friday,

I have attached for your review a draft memo to Legislative Counsel, asking them to
prepare, tor discussion purposes, amendments to SB 385, I appreciate those of you who provided me
withyour notes,

Please feel free to edit this if you think there is something that is unclear or incorrect. On
several issues, we were not able to discuss themin detail, or we failed to bring them to closure with the
work group, On these I made a judgment call for purposes of keeping things rolling,

If you havecomments, feel tree to jot them on the draft and fax il back. I'd prefer a
written note, but if you don't have timeto do that, always feel free to call me to discuss, My plan is to
provide this to l.C tomorrow afternoon, so they canbegin work em the amendmcms.

Until we havea final "concept" memo to go to Le, I'd appreciate it if you would keep this
draft to yourselves. No reason to get people all excited over something that may be my drafting error,
On behalfof myself and SenatorBryant, thankyou again for your assistance.

cc: Senator Bryant
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TO: DavidHendrickx
Legislative Counsel

MEMORANDUM

FROM: M. Max Williams II
Counsel, SenateJudiciary Committee

SUBJECT: Amendments for SB 385

DATE: February 28,1995

The following outlines proposed amendments for S9 385. I am requesting
that legislative counsel prepare these amendments. The amendments arc the product of a
work group which met to examine SB 385. I am asking that you prepare a separate
amendment (-I, -2, etc.) for each of the sections, so they may treated individually. On
several of the concepts, morethan one possibility was discussed by the work group. In
order to further facilitate the decision making process, I am asking you to prepare
amendments for both possibilities. You will note that someof the amendments are quite
specific, while others are moregeneral. On the "concept"amendments, I am asking for
your draftingassistance in helping determine the mostappropriate language to accomplish
the task. Please don't hesitate to call mewith any questions or suggestions.

Thank you in advance for yourassistance.

I. Section I, beginning on page 3, line 2 (dealing with ORO' 54(d)(2»:

o Make the section party neutral (change plaintiff to party).

o Change the"shall" to "may"

o Change the attorney fees award to the attorney fees expended in the second
action (getting the first action dismissed)

o Provide that the court may enter an order requiring a payment of any unsatisfied
portion ofa judgment in the action previously dismissed.

o Make sure language includes "counterclaim" or "crossclaim' from previously
dismissed action.

o Provide that this section docs not, in any way, allow for the revival ofa claim.
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2. Section 1. Page 3, beginning at line 6 (relating to olTers of cempromise):

o LeaveORCP 54E as it is.

o Create newORCP 54 section (54Z) with the following provisions:

o Make the rule reciprocal (party neutral)

o Offer must be proceeded bya _ (14) day notice ofintent to makea Rule 54Z
offer.

o Offer must be accompanied by a disclosure packet containing a list of the
material evidence to be presented at trial (Material witnesses and a witness
statement). Such disclosure in not a waiver of privilege or work product or 1.0be
used for discovery purposes. Subject to protection of settlement discussions.

o Offer to remain open for 30 days, unless extended by court order.

o Parties may make multiple offers under the rule, but the last offer controls for
purposes of calculating attorney fees.

o The attorney fees accrue from the date of the last offer.

o Last offer under the rule mustbe at least 30 days before trial.

o Would not apply to domestic relations cases or to classaction cases.

o AI:fERNATIVE #1 (offer method): 54Ztriggers a settlement conference
requirement. A party would at the time a settlement conference demand, indicate
that it is a 54Z conference. This would give the non-offering party a chance to
prepare. The parties in counties of less than 75,000 people would not be required
to do it this way _. allow local ruleto determine the method.

o ALTERNATIVE #1 (Attorney Fees): 542 creates a strict liability standard.
This means that if a party does not improve hisor her position relative to the offer,
after there hasbeen this"full disclosure". that partywould be liable for the
attorney fees of the offering party.

o Fees under this scenario would include the following caps:

o No net recovery against a losing plaintiff (If plaintiffgot $0 from the jury,
there would be no attorney lees.

2
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DRAFT
o Attorney fees would be limited to difference between a party's final offer
and the final judgment. (Offered $125,000 •• jury awarded $100,000. so
fees would be capped at actual fees. not to exceed Ihc$25,OOO gap).

o The court could review other factors in determining the reasonable
amount of the fees. See Alaska Rule 82 (3) for the factors the court
should consider in determining the amount of the fee. (Attached).

o ALTERNATIVE #2 (Attorney Fees): S4Z would only awarded if the court
found the conduct of the party that rejected the better offer was "objectively
unreasonable" in the settlement negotiations. There would be no capping of the
fees in this case.

NOTE: There was a discussion about the standard being a "notch above
unreasonableness" in order to trigger the fees. I'm not sure how you define this
"notch above" standard. Its something less than bad faith -- does not require an
"evil" or "malicious" purpose, but is worse than being objectively unreasonable,
If you would like to discuss this with me. I'd be happy to try and explain it.
However. for drafting purposes, please go ahead and prepare the amendments with
the "objectively unreasonable" standard.

3, Section I, beginning on page 3, line 29 (dealing with mandatory settlement
conferences):

Strike [( /pOI1 the request ofthe judge or CIparty, a differentjudge shall preside at
the conference.)

Insert "If a settlement conference is requested, II judge other than the trial
judge shall preside at the settlement conference."

4. Section 2, beginning on pllge 3, line 35 (dealing with ORS 20.105):

Language which would overrule Mattiza v. FQs\~J,. 311 Or I (199(» (attached).
Eliminating the requirement that a judge must find "the party taking the meritless
position has done so with an improper purpose". Mattiza at 10. Allowing for the
court to provide attorney fees if the position taken is meritless.

5. Section 3, !luge 4, beginning on line 7, lifter "fees incurred" insert "as II

result of the misconduct".

6. Section 4, beginning on pllge 4, line 10 (dealing with ORCP 17):

() On page 4, line 33, delete [best] and insert "reasonable".

3
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o On page 4, delete from line 42 through line 2 on page 5. In its .place, incorporate
the language from DRS 30895(2) to accomplish this task.

o Provide that the loser of a sanctions motions will be required to pay the winners
attorney fees for the sanctions motion.

o Make sure (looking at Federal Rule II) that the 21 day safe harbor requires that
the party moving for sanctions is required to serve the motion, with supporting
points and authorities, on the non-moving party, It should be only on the issues
raised that a party be awarded sanctions _. andattorney fees,

7. Section 5, Page 7 (relating to summary judgment):

o Delete all new text from line II through line 22,

o NOTE: The work group discussed SB 608 (dealing with summary judgment)
being referred to the Council on Court Procedures tor further study. One
recommendation hasbeen that the Committee adopt S8 608 with its current
language, with an effective date of January I, 1998. This would ensure that the
Council was prepared to make recommendations to the next legislature. If you
have another recommendation for effecting this, please advise.

8. Section 6 (dealing with Attorney Fee Awards in Small Actious):

Strike all of Section 6.

Prepare amendments which reflect the following:

o Require mandatory arbitration for all claims $25,000 or under, (See ORS
36400)

o Require that an appellant from mandatory arbitration which does not improve its
position in a trial de novo is required 10 pay the attorney fees of the opposing
party.

o The attorney fees which may be awarded are:

If the defendant is an unsuccessful appellant the plaintiff' shall be awarded
reasonable attorney fees, not to exceed 20% of the plaintiff"s recoveryat
the trial de novo, but not less than $500,

If the plaintiff is the unsuccessful appellant, the defendant shall be awarded
reasonable attorney fees, not to exceed 10% of the prayer at the
commencement at the trial de novo, but not less than $500.

4
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o If either party is otherwise entitledto attorney fees by contract, or statute, those
provisions will prevail over this provision.

o Allow that a parties, by agreement, with a claim in excess of$25,000 may "opt
in" to the provision above, but will be bound to the attorney fees provisions.

o The court may look to "all of the attorney fees" incurred by a party, not just
those after the arbitration award or the appeal.

9. Prevalling.Party Statutes: These will be dealt with in II later amendment
request.

\
)

5



January 19, 1995

BY FAX (503-986-1699)

Mr. M. Max Williams, II, Co-Counsel
SenateJudiciary Committee
Capitol
Salem,Oregon

DearMr.Williams:

I have leamed fromBob Oleson that the SenateJudiciary Committee will fairly
soon begin consideration of a packageof proposed statutory amendments along with some
relatedamendments to the OregonRules of CivilProcedure (ORCP). I have not yet been
able to contact John Hart, Chair of the Councilon Court Procedures, but am confident that
he wouldlike the Council to have an opportunity to reviewany proposed ORCP
amendments, if that wouldbe agreeable to SenatorBryant,and presumably prepare
comments upon them for submission to the Judiciary Committee throughyour good
offices.

When these proposals are in the bill formin whichthe Committee will consider
them, I would very much appreciate your forwarding a copy of the proposedamendments
to me so that I can make promptdistribution of themto Councilmembers and workwith
John on the logisticsof developing comments withinwhat I understand fromBob will
likelybe a rather short tum-aroundtime. Although the Council's comments are likely to be
limitedto proposedORCP amendments, I suggestthat thesecouldbe more usefully
prepared if membersalso have before themthe relatedproposed statutory amendments
which, according to my information, are part of an integrated package. These materialscan
be either faxed to me at 503-346-1564 or mailed to me at the address shown below.

With thanks for your anticipated assistance,

Sincerelyyours,

bi¥
Executive Director

Councilon Court Procedures
University of Oregon Schoolof Law
Eugene, OR 97403-1221
(Tel. 503-346-3834)

bee: John Hart
Bob Oleson

/,



TO:

FROM:

RE:

January 25, 1995

CHAIR AND MEMBERS, COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES

Maury Holland, Executive Director f1.St!.
Important Legislative Update

PLEASE NOTE REQUEST FOR RESPONSE ON PAGE 2

John Hart has directed me to get the enclosed two items out
to all members as soon as possible. One of them, the January 20
letter to John from Tom Tongue, speaks for itself. Note in
particular the statement: " [t]he future of the Council may be at
stake here."

I received the two enclosed items under covering letter from
John in which he asks that I canvass the Council's members as to
their willingness to attend a special meeting for the purpose of
formulating the council's position on, or recommendations
regarding, a legislative package that is reported to include some
pretty major proposed ORCP amendments. (I have asked for copies
of the proposed ORCP amendments, as well as related statutory
amendments, but have not yet received them, as they are
apparently not yet in formal "bill form.")

Late on the afternoon of January 24, I learned some
additional facts from the ever vigilant Bob Oleson. Two hearings
have been schedUled on the bill that will combine proposed
statutory and ORCP amendments before the Senate JUdiciary
committee, for February 2 and February 9. The time has not yet
been set, but the likelihood is in the afternoons. Fortunately,
my teaching schedule permits me to "cover" both of these
hearings, and will do so, if for no other reason than to show the
flag. John will have to decide whether he can attend either or
both of these hearings, or designate one or more other members to
attend in his place.

The obvious problem is that, of course, I cannot speak on
behalf of the Council at either of these hearings until the
Council decides on what response it wishes to make, if any, and I
suppose the same thing goes even for John. John will presumably
decide fairly soon on whether to call a special meeting, when and
where, and so forth, and Gilma and I will help with the
logistics. When and if the Council formUlates a collegial
response, it would be far more effective if the reSUlting
testimony before Senate JUdiciary were presented by John or some
member designated by him, rather than by me, although I' 11 be on
hand to render all possible assistance to whoever appears.



Memo to Council on Court Procedures 1/25/95
Page Two

In addition to the hearings scheduled for February 2 and 9,
Senator Bryant, Chair of the Senate JUdiciary committee, has said
that he would be willing to hold a third hearing a bit later,
probably on February 16, "if that should be necessary," by which
I assume is meant necessary for the council to have time to get
its act together and then place formal testimony into the record.
Furthermore, and this is critically important to note, he has
indicated that he, along with committee staff, would be willing
to take time out of a bUSy legislative session to attend a
special meeting of the Council if one were held. This special
meeting would presumably be in addition to the hearing at which
the committee would hear formal testimony on the Council's
behalf. Bob Oleson told me that Sen. Bryant would be willing to
come to OSB headquarters for this purpose, although Bob also
suggested that it might be more appropriate and considerate on
the Council' s part if those members who can attend the meeting
were willing to hold it in the State Capitol.

I wish I had the text of the proposals to include with this
mailing, but don't, and didn't want to hold up on letting all of
you know what seems to be going on. Naturally, I'll get the text
out as soon as I can get my hands on it.

In the meantime, so that I can gather the information John
has asked for, please let me know as soon as possible:
1) whether you favor or oppose a special meeting of the Council
for this purpose, 2) whether you are willing to do your best to
attend (I realize I cannot fairly ask for anything more definite
than that at this stage), 3) whether you have a strong preference
as between meeting at OSB headquarters or at the State Capitol if
the latter would better accommodate the legislative people, and
4) what dates and times would be possible or best for you during
the period February 10 through 27, and in particular, is your
preference for a Saturday morning meeting on February II, 18, or
25?

Kindly phone your response to Gilma at 346-3990 (you may
leave a detailed message on her voice mail if she is temporarily
unavailable) or to me at 346-3834, or fax it to either of us at
346-1564. It goes without saying that you can contact John
directly if you prefer to, but I believe he is in the midst of
some trials just now and would like Gilma and me to provide the
collection point.

Encs.
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the Council may he at stake here. If the Council is
unwilling to take up these matters for the limited
pu~pose of commenting on them during this session,
then the Le~i$lature will proceed to deal with them.
In other wor~, I think the Council needs to de~ide
whether it wants to aboard the train or be lert at
the station.

The OADC Board helieves the Council should he
the entUy thrOUih wbi.oh all procedural rule changes
are funneled. We are hopeful that you will
recognize the extra-ordinary circumstances that
presently exist and poll your committee members on
their willingness to participate. I expect that the
level of participation will be re(l.uced to comment.ing
on proposals. You may wish to tal~ direetly to Max
Willh1l!s re~.a;r;ding. the exp~Qt;Cl.t:ions.o,f ..the ,.Sena·te
JUdi~iai';y CO,mmittee on a j;ime fo.ra r.es,f;l911l:le. ..: !
underst.and fr()m 1:a.lk;Lnq::,tohim th'at he would like',a
response Within t~o weeks of submission of bills. !
pointed out to him that the 15·tlltute requires two
~eeks' notice of agendas fOr meetings and a two week
response would be not possible. Hr. Williams'
telephone number is 986-1476 and his fax number is
.986-1699.

At an OADC Board meeting earlier thisweliilk,
D.ave Miller aSS\lred t:he Board that he eouldpersu...de
you to ask the Council to provide comments on these
proposals. We hope that you will do 130 and that the
Council will agree to participate.

Again, it' is the' OADC's goal to provicie a
prece.dent under which the Council is the vehicle
through which these measure$ must pass, not just in
this session, but in future Sessions. The Oregon
Trial Lawyers have agreed to t:hat principle :by their
participati('l~ in 1::.he<jointst:a:t.em~~t.. -~-.. ....: .. , .:"

'; ." , . . ..

.vp,' t:rpyo~rs, "
(U.-tu (~

Thomas H. ~nque

THT/kno

Enclosures

cc e Fratl~ 11. Lagesen
DADe Soard Members

c· ..•· ...,..
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OATE: January 19, 1995

TO: Oregon state Ba~

Board o~ Governors
Public Affairs Committee

The OTLA and the OADe, throug-h their members, represent

opposit:.e sid.es in civil disputes. 80th ag-ree that the present

Oregon system ~or dispute resolut,ion based, ,on c.i.vil jury er1,&11il.

works well and shculd not, be fun<1amentally changed. The much

pub1ici.ed pro:blems of courts in other states do ace- exist in

Oregon. Oregon dockets are kept current by the combined efforts of

trial lawyers and the :!ud:i.ciary. This eO¢perative effo2:1:. is

reflected in the Council on Court PrOCedures which reviews,

comments on a.nd makes reCOllll1le.ncied chang-as in the Rules of Civil

Proced.ure. Both t'.he OTLA and. the CADe support processing all

proposed rule changes through the Council. Proeed.ural rules

interrelate and a :balanced loIorkable set of procedural rules is

necessary for the efficient resolution of disputes.

Soth the OTLA and the OADC are in fa.vor of constructive

dialogue on ways to improve the present system, as long as any

changes do not impair: the right of alloitizens to ha.ve their civil

disputes brought before a jury for resolution .in a. fair and

efficient manner.



January 26, 1995

TO:

FROM:

RE:

Maury Holland

Gilma Henthorne

HB 2335

Milt Jones with the HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE called you
to find out whether or not you have any opinion or position
on HB 2335, which would sUDstitute an affidavit or a
statement signed under penalty of perjury for the usual
notary statement in civil proceedings.

He said that a hearing is coming up very shortly regarding
this bill (he did not give a date) .

Milt Jones's phone number is 986-1489.
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January 27, 1995
BY FAX

To: John Hart, Chair, Councilon Court Procedures

From: Maury HOlland-!if4+

Re: HB 2335

This is written and will be faxed out about9:00 a.m., Monday, Jan. 30 as backup
in case we cannot make telephone contact over the weekend. Milt Jones, stafferof House
Judiciary, called to find out what "the Council" position wouldbe on HB 2335, whichis
sponsored by Chair of House Judiciary, Rep. Del Parks. The gist of HB 2335 is that it
would amend ORCPat every point, suchas R. 47, wherethey requireor permit
submission of an affidavit, so that in lieuof a notarlized affidavit, the document could be
submitted in the form of a "certification" or "verification," by whichis meanta recitation
that the signatory signssubject to painsand penalties for perjury, but with no jurat or other
notorial attestation. Jones says that Rep. Parks is sponsoring this bill becausehe thinks
there are occasions "in the field" wherea notary is not available and this leadsto delay and
inconvenience.

Naturally, I told Jonesthat I couldnot givehim the Council's position on this bill
becauseit had not formulated one, indeedhadn't even been informedof this proposal. I
also told him that I would contact the Council's leadership pronto to see if it thought this
was importantenough issue for Council to try to formulate some collegial opinionabout in
time for the hearing on this bill, now scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 1 at 10:00a.m.
(Incidentally, while writingthis I wasjust interrupted by a call from Bill Gaylord about the
"special meeting, " which he favors with reservations, I asked for his off-the-cuffreaction
to HB 2335. He said he thought it is prettybad and probably importantenough for the
Council to oppose,at leaston the merits and leaving asidethe politics, if the logistical
problems of eliciting a collective view this quickly can be solved.

I guess the questions are these:

1. In your quickjudgment, is this important enough for us to try to obtain a
collective Council opinion?

2. Sincea special meeting seems out of the question before the Feb. 1
hearing, do you want Gilmaand me to try to contact as manyCouncil members as possible
by phoneor fax in the hopesof eliciting a collective opinion?

3. Will you present whatever the Council's opinion turns out to be in
testimony at the Feb. 1 hearing, designate another member to do so, or assign me to do it.
I have a classto teachon Wed. morning, but am willing to reschedule and testify in Salem
if: 1. you think the issue is important enough, 2. a Council positioncan be developed in
time, with Gilma and me manningthe phones, faxes, etc., 3. you are unableor prefer not
to testify and do not deputizea Council member in your stead.

P.S: As I finished this I reachedMike Phillips by phone. His initial reaction was that this is
at leasta moderately questionable proposal that he couldalmostcertainly opposewere it to
comebefore the Councilin the ordinary course. He said he was undecided about whether
the Council as a body shouldtry to formulate a viewand present it in testimony on
Wednesday, but added he would give the matter morethought over the weekend.

cc: MikePhillips (by fax)



BY FAX January 30, 1995

To:

Fm:

Re:

John Hart :tv.
Maury HOllandl1· ~ .

Telling the Legislature to "Stuff It"

Gilma recalled and retrieved from the files the attached letterthat RonMarceau sent
to the 1989 legislature, askingin effect that it respect the roleof the Council by insisting
that all proposed ORCPamendments be first referred to the latterbeforethe legislature
agrees to consider any such amendments. My guess, from talking with Bob Olesonand
Tom Tongue, is that a letter from you along theselinesto the currentlegislature would be
politically very unwise. For one thing, my recollection is that the leadership of the '89
legislature was much more inclinedto be friendly toward the Council than IS the present
one. Nonetheless, perhapsthe theme of Ron's letter should be wovenin discreetly to any
testimony that mightbe presentedby you or otherson the Council's behalf.
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March 9, 1989

MARCEAU, KARNO??, PETERSEN, NOTEBOOM & HUBEL
ATIORNEYS AT LAW

835 NW. BOND STREET. BEND, OREGON 97701-2799
(503) 382-3011

LYMAN C. JOHNSON
'951- 1006

TELECOPIER
(503) 3M·5410

The Honorable John Kitzhaber
President of the Senate
State Capitol
Salem, OR 97310

The Honorable Vera Katz
Speaker of the House
State Capitol
Salem, OR 97310

RE: Council on Court Procedures

The Council on Court Procedures is aware that about 10
bills have been submitted to the legislature by various
groups to revise the Oregon Rules of civil Procedure in one
way or another. This is reminiscent of the situation prior
to the establishment of the Council in 1978 by the 1977
legislature, i.e. competing groups were pushing and pUlling
on the legislature to revise Oregon civil court rules to
suit their particular interest. The Council has directed
that I write to remind of the Council's role lest the bad
old days return.

The Council was established in 1978 because procedural
revision was becoming bogged down in legislative tugs of
war between groups with different axes to grind. In
establishing the Council, the legislature made the follow
ing findings:

Prompt and efficient administration of justice in
the state courts required civil procedure laws
which met the needs of litigants and the court
system, and

There wasn't any coordinated system for reviewing
civil procedure laws, and
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The Honorable John Kitzhaber and
The Honorable Vera Katz
March 9, 1989
Page 2

P.3

The Council on Court Procedures was
to review civil procedure laws, and

established

The Council on Court Procedures would review
civil procedure laws and proposals advanced by
all interested persons. (ORS 1.725)

The Council is a 23-person body created by statute and
comprised of jUdges, lawyers, one law teacher and one
pUblic member. . The la~er members on the council are
representative of the civ~l trial practice in oregon, i.e.
both plaintiffs personal injury attorneys and insurance
defense attorneys are members of the Council.

The Council has
dure rules each
the legislative
rule changes to

statutory authority to enact civil proce
biennium which become law unless changed by

assembly. The Council has submitted 11
the legislative assembly this biennium.

Most of the ten bills which propose changes to the oivil
procedure rules have not been first submitted to the
Council on Court Prooedures. The Council's very strong
experience and belief is that revision of civil procedure
rules oan be a very oomplioated process. Individual rule
ohanges often have ramifications beyond the change itself
which are not immediately foreseen. The hustle and bustle
of a legislative session is definitely not the best envi
ronment for ohanging Oregon civil court procedures. The
Counoil cannot effectively fulfill its statutory role if
civil prooedure changes are not first presented to it.

Accordingly, the Council suggests that the best way for the
legislature to respond to proposed civil procedure changes
is to first ask whether the proposal has been submitted to
the Council on Court Procedures. If it has and if the
Council has not reaoted in the way desired by the proposer,
then the legislature should act as it sees fit on the
proposal.

But if the proposal has not been submitted first to the
Council on Court Prooedures and if there are no circum
stances that require immediate legislative action, the
legislature should not consider the proposal. To consider
the proposal would simply encourage special interest groups
to bypass the legislatively established process for civil
procedure revision.

Please understand that the council is not trying to suggest
that civil procedure is the exclusive turf of the Council
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on Court Procedures. The Council is only suggesting that
the role and function of the Council as established by the
1977 legislature is the best way to handle civil procedure
revision.

lJ
COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES

RLM:dlh

cc: Senator Joyce E. Cohen, Senate Judiciary Chair
Representative Tom L. Mason, House JUdiciary Chair
Representative Judith Bauman, House JUdiciary Civil

Subcommittee Chair
Catherine Webber, Counsel, Senate JUdiciary

Committee
Bill Taylor, Counsel, House JUdiciary Committee
Members of the Council on Court Procedures
Bob Oleson, Oregon State Bar



COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES

University of Oregon
School of Law
'Eugene, Oregon 97403-1221

January 31, 1995

Telephone: (503) 346-3990
Facsimile: (503) 346-1564

To:

From:

Re:

CHAIR AND MEMBERS, COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
. tM /C' 1+.
Maury Holland, Executive Director 1'(- j.

Legislative Update #2; 1. LC 1892 2.LC 117

1. The "Tort Reform" Package/LC 1892. Enclosed are pages 1
12 of LC 1892 that would amend ORCP 17, 47 and 54. The remaining
88 pages of this draft bill would amend the ORS at several
places, mostly having to do with attorney fees awards. After a
hasty and preliminary look at them, I don't see anything In the
proposed ORS amendments that would impact upon or damage the
ORCP.

John Hart has appointed a small, ad hoc subcommittee of
-members to help him deal with LC 1892 and any other matters that
might come up during this session, with Gilma and me providing;
staff support. No decision has yet been made by John concerning
special meetings of the Council with Sen. Bryant and his staff.
John might or might not decide upon some method, other than a
special meeting, for garnering viewsana-~gestionsof all
members regarding LC 1892, and possibly other matters. I am
providing you with the ORCP portion of LC 1892 because I believe
it likely that, at some point and in some manner, John or the ad
hoc committee will want to give all 90uncil members the chance to
provide their views.

2. LC 117. The text of this draft bill arrived under the
enclosed covering letter from Rep. Kate Brown this afternoon. I
have replied that the Council does not submit bills, although it
does sometimes offer testimony or other commentary on bills
sponsored or sUbmitted by others. I suggested to her, as one
possibility, that she defer action in this session and allow the
Council to take her proposed OR~6 D under consideration in the
coming biennium with a view toward promulgating an appropriate
amendment should it conclude it would represent sound procedural
policy. My hunch, however, is that, since the Council obviously
will not be submitting a bill along these lines in this or any
session, she will go ahead and sponsor something on the order of
LC 117.

Time
on filing
find out.

is short'because of, among other things, the deadline
bills, the date of which I d9n't yet know but will soon

My letter to Rep. Brown stated that I would do my best
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to gather comments from as many Council members as possible,
perhaps along with suggested alternative language~ and forward to
her whatever I could gather. Time is so pressing that I have not
even cleared this request to you with John Hart, who is really

.~ emersed in trials, but have assumed this is how he would want
\ this handled.

I have no opinion on whether proposed 36 D represents good
public policy or sound procedural policy in the narrower sense.
The council's concern is presumably with the latter only.
Generally speaking, I hate to see the ORCP getting cluttered with

special provisions applicable only to specific, relatively narrow
substantive contexts. But if enough legislators are convinced
this protection is important and urgent enough, they will
probably enact something like LC-117 regardless of what the
Council thinks, and rightly so I suppose.

In the narrower senses of draftsmanship and sound procedure,
LC-117 seems to me pretty bad and in need of a lot of work. The
mini-trial it calls for, with its requirement that certain
"specific facts" be "proved," strikes me as a nightmare. Also,
why would any plaintiff informally agree to provide protected
information if it could not be discovered without a court order
that presumably would not be readily granted? This seems to me
far different from Rule 44 physical or mental exams, where my
understanding is that orders are most often stipulated, in large
part because lawyers know they are routinely granted or would be
if they were not stipulated.

But enough of what I think! If any reactions, suggestions
or possible alternative language occur to you, please mail or fax
the same to me as soon as possible (FAX 503-346-1564). I realize
this is not the best way for the Council to perform its assigned
function, but being consulted in t»is way is better than having
legislators plunge ahead and the Council being afforded no
opportunity to be heard at all. Please trust me to synthesize
whatever I receive from Council members (unless John prefers to
designate some member to do it) for forwarding to Rep. Brown, so
that any damage to Rule 36 can be prevented or at least
minimized. Naturally, I shall distribute copies of what is sent
to her to all Council members.
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LC 1892
1/25/95 (0 H/hl)

DRAFT
SUMMARY

Requires plaintiff who previously dismissed action with prejudice and who
refiles action to pay all attorney fees incurred by defendants in dismissed
action. Allows defendant to recover certain attorney fees and expert witness
expenses from plaintiff .if defendant offers to allow judgment be taken against
defendant and plaintiff fails to obtain more favorable judgment than offered.
Allows settlement conference at any time.

Requires award of attorney fees for certain misconduct, including causing
mistrial. Requires sanctions for certain false certifications in pleadings,
motions, papers and arguments to court.

Requires award of attorney fees to party who prevails on motion for
summary judgment if summary judgment adjudicates all claims or defenses
of party against whom judgment is entered.

Authorizes award of attorney fees to prevailing party in any action based
on contract or common law tort if amount claimed is $20,000 or less.

Amends statutes allowing or requiring award of attorney fees to prevail
ing plaintiff to allow or require award of attorney fees to prevailing party.

1 A BILL FOR AN ACT

2 Relating to civil procedure; creating new provisions; amending ORS 20.090,

3 20.094, 20.096, 20.105, 20.107, 20.125, 30.075, 30.184, 30.190, 30.680, 30.820,

4 30.822, 30.825, 30.860, 30.862, 30.864, 30.866, 30.960, 59.115, 59.127, 59.255,

5 59.670, 59.890, 59.925, 62.335, 62.440, 65.207, 65.224, 65.781, 70.415, 74A.3050,

6- 74A.4040, 79.5070, 83.650, 86.260, 86.265, 86.720, 86.742, 87.076, 87.585, 87.725,

7 87.772, 87.865, 90.710, 92.018, 96.030, 97.760, 105.831, 110.378, 133.739,

8 166.725, 180.510, 192.590, 223.615, 279.365, 307.525, 311.673, 311.679, 311.711,

9 311.771, 346.630, 346.687, 346.690, 431.905, 455.440, 460.165, 462.110, 469.421,

10 474.085, 478.965, 479.265, 480.600, 527.665, 540.120, 540.250, 545.104, 545.502,

11 ',548.620, 548.660, 553.560, 554.140, 583.126, 583.146, 585.150, 618.516, 621.246,

12 645.225, 646.140, 646.240, 646.359, 646.632, 646.638, 646.641, 646.642, 646.760,

13 646.770, 646.775::'646.780, 646.865, 646.876, 648.135, 650.020, 650.065, 650.250,

14 652.200, 652.230, 653.055, 653.285, 656.052, 658.220, 658.415, 659.160, 659.165,

. NOTE: ;\111u<:r III 1...lclra4~(~d lY{lt' 1/1 ,:l!l <:I1I\(:lul,:1I !>(:<;llflh is lI(~W; matter Ii/alie and l,rQ.ckr.tr.dl is CSlsllllg law to he emitted,
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1 661.280,671.578,671.705,692.180,697.762,697.792, 701.067,722.116,722.118,

2 731.314, 731.737, 746.300, 746.350, 746.680, 756.185, 759.720, 759.900, 760.540,

3 774.210, 815.410 and 815.415 and ORCP 17, 47 and 54; and repealing ORS

4 20.080 and 20.098.

5 Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

6

7 OFFERS OF COMPROMISE, SETTLEMENT AND PREVIOUSLY

8 DISMISSED ACTIONS

9

10 SECTION 1. ORCP 54 is amended to read:

11 A. Voluntary dismissal; effect thereof.

12 A(l) By plaintiff; by stipulation. Subject to the provisions of Rule 32 D

13 and of any statute of this state, an action may be dismissed by the" plaintiff

14 without order of court (a) by filing a notice of dismissal with the court and

15 serving such notice on the defendant not less than five days prior to the day

16 of trial if no counterclaim has been pleaded, or (b) by filing a stipulation of

17 dismissal signed by all adverse parties who have appeared in the action.

18 Unless otherwise stated in the notice of dismissal or stipulation, the dis

19 missal is without prejudice, except that a notice of dismissal operates as an

20 adjudication upon the merits when filed by a plaintiff who has once dis

21 missed in any court of the United States or of any state an action against

22 the same parties on or including the same claim unless the court directs that

23 the dismissal shall be without prejudice. Upon notice of dismissal or stipu

24 lation under this subsection, the court shall enter a judgment of dismissal.

25 A(2) By order of court. Except as provided in subsection (1) of this sec

26 t ion, an action shall not be dismissed at the plaintiffs instance save upon

27 judgment of dismissal ordered by the court and upon such terms and condi

28 tions as the court deems proper. If a counterclaim has been pleaded by a

29 defendant prior to the service upon the defendant of the plaintiffs motion

30 to dismiss, the defendant may proceed with the counterclaim. Unless other-
..~ ". .. -

3"1' wisespecified in the judgment of dismissal, a dismissal under this subsection

[2]
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1 is without prejudice.

2 A(3) Costs and disbursements. When an action is dismissed under this

3 section, the judgment may include any costs and disbursements, including

4 attorney fees, provided by rule or statute. Unless the circumstances indicate

5 otherwise, the dismissed party shall be considered the prevailing party.

6 B. Involuntary dismissal.

7 BO) Failure to comply with rule or order. For failure of the plaintiff to

8 prosecute or to comply with these rules or any order of court, a defendant

9 may move for a judgment of dismissal of an action or of any claim against

10 such defendant.

11 B(2) Insufficiency of evidence. After the plaintiff in an action tried by the

12 court without a jury has completed the presentation of plaintiffs evidence,

13 the defendant, without waiving the right to offer evidence in the event the

14 motion is not granted, may move for a judgment of dismissal on the ground

15 that upon the facts and the law the plaintiff has shown no right to relief.

16 The court as trier of the facts may then determine them and render judgment

17 of dismissal against the plaintiff or may decline to render any judgment until

18 the close of all the evidence. If the court renders judgment of dismissal with

19 prejudice against the plaintiff, the court shall make findings as provided in

20 Rule 62.

21 B(3) Dismissal for want of prosecution; notice. Not less than 60 days prior

22 to the first regular motion day in each calendar year, unless the court has

23 sent an earlier notice on its own initiative, the clerk of the court shall mail

24 notice to the attorneys of record in each pending case in which no action

25 has been taken for one year immediately prior to the mailing of such notice,

26 that a judgment of dismissal will be entered in each such case by the court

27 for want of prosecution, unless on or before such first regular motion day,

28 application, either oral or written, is made to the court and good cause

29 sh6wn why it should be continued as a pending case. If such application is

30 not made or good ~ause shown, the court shall enter a judgment of dismissal

3t' in e~ch such case.' Nothing contained in this subsection shall prevent the

[3]
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1 dismissal by the court at any time, for want of prosecution of any action

2 upon motion of any party thereto.

3 B(4) Effect of judgment of dismissal. Unless the court in its judgment of

4 dismissal otherwise specifies, a dismissal under this section operates as an

5 adjudication without prejudice.

6 C. Dismissal of counterclaim, cross-claim. or third party claim. The pro-

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 .

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

visions of this rule apply to the dismissal of any counterclaim, cross-claim,

or third party claim.

D. Costs of previously dismissed action.

D(l) If a plaintiff who has once dismissed an action in any court com

mences an action based upon or including the same claim against the same

defendant, the court may make such order for the payment of any unpaid

judgment for costs and disbursements against plaintiff in the action previ-

ously dismissed as it may deem proper and may stay the proceedings in the .•.s
action until the plaintiff has complied with the order. ,,~~

D(2) If a plaintiff who previously filed an action that was gisYlissed~
with pre;upice subsequently commences an action based upon or in.{~

cluding the same claim against the same defendant, the court shall.IW~
enter an order requiring the payment of all attorney fees incurred by~'~
the defendant in the action previously dismissed. <-::f'::;:!;,..:t:: ~~V:,

E. Compromise; effect of acceptance or rejection. Except as provided in ;.~
ORS 17.065 through 17.085, the party against whom a claim is asserted may.

at any time up to [10] 30 days prior to trial, serve upon the party asserting

the claim an offer to allow judgment to be given against the party making

the offer fo~e sum, or the property, or to the effect therein specified. The

party asserting the claim may accept the offer in the manner specified

by this section at any time within 30 days after the offer is made. The

court may extend the period during which an offer under this section

nray be accepted by an additional 30 days if the court determines that

the party against whom the claim is made has unreasonably resisted
~~ ~:.

efforts to obtain discovery during the 30.day period following the

[4]
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making of the offer. If the party asserting the claim accepts the offer, the

party asserting the claim or such party's attorney shall endorse such ac

ceptance thereon, and file the same with the clerk before trial, and within

three days from the time it was served upon such party asserting the claim;

and thereupon judgment shall be given accordingly, as a stipulated judgment.

Unless agreed upon otherwise by the parties. costs, disbursements, and at

torney fees shall be entered in addition as part of such judgment as provided

in Rule 68. If the offer is not accepted and filed within the time prescribed,

it shall be deemed withdrawn, and shall not be given in evidence on the trial;

and if the party asserting the claim fails to obtain a more favorable judg

ment, the party asserting the claim shall not recover costs, disbursements,

and attorney fees incurred after the date of the offer, but the party against

whom the claim was asserted shall recover of the party asserting the claim

reasonable attorney fees, reasonable expert witness fees, and costs and

disbursements from the time of the service of the offer. For the purpose

of determining whether the party asserting the claim failed to obtain
/

a more favorable judgment, the court shall disregard any award of

attorney fees made to the claimant. ~ ~"-~..J,...

F. Settlement Conferences. A settlement conference may be ordered

by the court at any time at the request of~ party or upon the ~ ~~

court's own motion. Upon the~t of the JUdge~ a party, a dif-~/
ferent judge shall preside at the conference. ~~

24 AWARD OF ATTORNEY FEES AS SANCTION FOR FALSE OR

25 FRIVOLOUS

26 PLEADINGS AND OTHER MISCONDUCT

27

28

29

30

if

SECTION 2. ORS 20.105 is amended to read:

;'20.105. (1) In any civil action, suit or other proceeding in a district court,

a circuit court or the Oregon Tax Court, or in any civil appeal to or review
,;;, -.--.

by the Court of Appeals or Supreme Court, the court [may, in its

[5]
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1 discretion,] shall award reasonable attorney fees [appropriate in the circum

2 stances] to a party against whom a claim, defense or ground for appeal or

3 review is asserted, if that party is a prevailing party in the proceeding and

4 to be paid by the party asserting the claim, defense or ground, upon a finding

5 by the court that the party willfully disobeyed a court order or acted in bad

6 faith, wantonly or solely for oppressive reasons.

7 (2) All attorney fees paid to any agency of the state under this section

8 shall be deposited to the credit of the agency's appropriation or cash account

9 from which the costs and expenses of the proceeding were paid or incurred.

10 If the agency obtained an Emergency Board allocation to pay costs and ex-

11 penses of the proceeding, to that extent the attorney fees shall be deposited

12 in the General Fund available for general governmental expenses.

13 SECTION 3. ORS 20.125 is amended to read:

14 20.125. In the case of a mistrial in a civil or criminal action, if the court

15 determines that the mistrial was caused by the deliberate misconduct of an

16 attorney, the court, upon motion by the opposing party or upon motion of

17 the court, (may] shall assess costs and disbursements, as defined in ORCP

18 68, [of] and reasonable attorney fees incurred by the opposing party

19 against the attorney causing the mistrial. Those costs and disbursements

20 (may] and attorney fees shall be ~ssessed against the attorney for the trial

21 that ended in the mistrial.

22 SECTION 4. ORCP 17 is amended to read:

23 A. Signing by party or attorney; certificate. Every pleading, motion and

24 other paper of a party represented by an attorney shall be signed by at least

25 one attorney of record who is an active member of the Oregon State Bar. A

26 party who is not represented by an attorney shall sign the pleading, motion

27 or other paper and state the address of the party. Pleadings need not be

28 verified or accompanied by affidavit. (The signature constitutes a certificate

29 thlit the person has read the pleading, motion or other paper, that to the best

30 of the knowledge, information and belief of the person formed after reasonable

31' inqu';ry it is well ~;ollnded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a good

[6]
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faith argument for the extension, modification or reversal of existing law, and

that it is not interposed for any improper purpose, sucti as to harass or to cause

unnecessary de/a)' or needless increase in the cost of litigation.]

B. Pleadings. motions and other papers not signed. If a pleading, motion

or other paper is not signed, it shall be stricken unless it is signed promptly

after the omission is called to the attention of the pleader or movant.

[C. Sanctions. If a pleading, motion or other paper is signed in violation

of this rule, the court upon motion or upon its own initiative shall impose upon

the person who signed it, a represented party, or both, an appropriate sanction,

which 1110)' include an order to pay to the other party or parties the amount

of the reasonable expenses incurred because of the filing of the pleading, mo

tion or other paper, including a reasonable attorney fee.]

C. Certifications to court.

CU) An attorney or party who signs, files or otherwise submits an

~gulllent in support of a pleading, motion or other paper, makes the

certifications to the court identified in subsections (2) to (5) of this

section, and further certifies that the certifications are based on the

person's best knowledge, information and belief, formed after making

all inquiries that are reasonable under the circumstances.
\ CA)

C(2) A party or attorney certifies that the pleading, motion or other

paper is not being presented for any improper purpose, such as to

harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost

of lit.igation.
ni»

C(3) An attorney certifies that the claims, defenses, and other legal

positions taken in the pleading, motion or other paper are warranted

by existing law or by a nonfrivolous argument for the extension,

modification or reversal of existing law or the establishment of new

law. \ l,,\
.... CU) A party or attorney certifies that the allegations and other

factual assertions in the pleading, motion or other paper are supported

by ~ividence. An;.:.altegut.ion or other factual assertion that the party----
[7]
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or attorney does not wish to certify to be supported by evidence must

be specifically identified. The attorney or party certifies that the at

torney or party believes that an allegation or other factual assertion

so identified will be supported by evidence after further investigation

and discovery.
l t~\

C(5) The party or attorney certifies that any denials of factual as-

sertion are supported by evidence. Any denial of factual assertion that

the party or attorney does not wish to certify to be supported by evi

dence 'm ust be specifically identified. The attorney or party certifies

that the attorney or party believes that a denial of a factual assertion

so identified is reasonably based on a lack of information or belief.

D. Sanctions.

Dt I) The court may j)!lpOSe sanctions against a person or party who
---is found to have made a false certification under section C of this rule,

or who is found to be responsible for a false certification under section

C of this rule. A sanction may be imposed under this section only after

notice and an opportunity to be heard are provided to the party or

attorney. A law firm is jointly liable for any sanction imposed against

a partner, associate or employee of the firm, unless the court deter

mines that joint liability would be unjust under the circumstances.

D(2) Sanctions may be imposed under this section upon motion of.,---

a party or upon the court's own motion. If the court seeks to impose

sanctions on its own motion, the court shall direct the party or at

torney to appear before the court and show cause why the sanctions

should not be imposed. The court may not issue an order to appear

and show cause under this subsection at any time after the filing of

a voluntary dismissal, compromise or settlement of the action with

respect to the party or attorney against whom sanctions are sought

to-be imposed.

D(3) A motion by a party to the proceeding for imposition of sane-
i ::

tions under this section must be made separately from other motions

[8]
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and pleadings, and must describe with specificity the alleged false

ccrtification. Sanctions may not be imposed against a party until at

least 21 days after the party is served with the motion in the manner

provided by Rule 9. Notwithstanding any other provision of this sec-

tion, the court may not impose sanctions against a party if within 21

days after the motion is served on the party, the party amends or

otherwise withdraws the pleading, motion, paper, or argument in a r
manner that corrects the false certification specified in the motion. ~~

D(4) Sanctions under this section must be limited to amounts suf-~

ficient to reimburse the moving party for attorney fees and other ex-~~~
penses incurred by reason of the false certification, including c>tF
reasonable attorney fees and expenses incurred by reason of the mo-

tion for sanctions, and amounts sufficient to deter future false certif-

ication by the party or attorney and by other parties and attorneys.

The sanction may include nonmonetary penalties and monetary pen-

alties payable to the court. The sanction must include an order re-

quiring payment of reasonable attorney fees and expenses incurred by

the moving party by reason of the false certification.

D(5) An order imposing sanctions under this section must specif

ically describe the false certification and the grounds for determining

that the certification was false. The order ·Illust explain the grounds

for the imposition of the specific sanction that is ordered.

E. Rule not applicable to discovery. This rule does not apply to any

motions, pleading or conduct that is subject to. sanction under Rule

46.

27 ASSESSMENT OF AITORNEY FEES UPON ENTRY OF SUMMARY

28 JUDGMENT

29

30 SECTION 5. ORCP 47 is amended to read:

310 k. For claimant: A party seeking to recover upon a claim, counterclaim,

[9]
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1 or cross-claim or to obtain a declaratory judgment may, at any time after the

2 expiration of 20 days from the commencement of the action or after service

3 of a motion for summary judgment by the adverse party, move, with or

4 without supporting affidavits, for a summary judgment in that party's favor

5 upon all or any part thereof.

6 B. For defending party. A party against whom a claim, counterclaim, or

7 cross-claim is asserted or a declaratory judgment is sought may, at any time,

8 move, with or without supporting affidavits, for a summary judgment in that

9 party's favor as to all or any part thereof.

10 C. Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion and all supporting docu

11 merits shall be served and filed at least 45 days before the date set for triaL

12 The adverse party shall have 20 days in which to serve and file opposing

13 affidavits and supporting documents. The moving party shall have five days

14 to reply. The court shall have discretion to modify these stated times. The

15 judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions,

16 and admissions on file. together with the affidavits, if any, show that there

17 is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is

18 entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. A summary judgment,

19 interlocutory in character, may be rendered on the issue of liability alone

20 although there is a genuine issue as to the amount of damages.

21 D. Form of affidavits; defense required. Except as provided by section E

22 of this rule, supporting and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal

23 knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and

24 . shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the mat

25 ters stated therein. Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts thereof

26 referred to in an affidavit shall be attached thereto or served therewith. The

27 court may permit affidavits to be supplemented or opposed by depositions or

28 further affidavits. When a motion for summary judgment is made and sup

29 ported as provided in this rule an adverse party may not rest upon the mere

30 allegations or denials of that party's pleading, but the adverse party's re

3f' spouse, by affidavit~- or as otherwise provided in this section, must set forth

[10]
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1 specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue as to any material fact

2 for trial. If the adverse party does not so respond, .summary judgment, if

3 appropriate, shall be entered against such party.

4 E. Affidavit of attorney when expert opinion required. Motions under

5 this rule are not designed to be used as discovery devices to obtain the

6 names of potential expert witnesses or to obtain their facts or opinions. If

7 a party, in opposing a motion for summary judgment, is required to provide

8 the opinion of an expert to establish a genuine issue of material fact, an

9 affidavit of the party's attorney stating that an unnamed qualified expert has

10 been retained who is available and willing to testify to admissible facts or

11 opinions creating a question of fact, will be deemed sufficient to controvert

12 the allegations of the moving party and an adequate basis for the court to

13 deny the motion. The affidavit shall be made in good faith based on admis

14 sible facts or opinions obtained from a qualified expert who has actually

15 been retained by the attorney who is available and willing to testify and who

16 has actually rendered an opinion or provided facts which, if revealed by af

17 fidavit, would be a sufficient basis for denying the motion for summary

18 judgment.

19 F. When affidavits are unavailable. Should it appear from the affidavits

20 of a party opposing the motion that such party cannot, for reasons stated,

21 present by affidavit facts essential to justify the opposition of that party, the

22 court may refuse the application for judgment, or may order a continuance

23 to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery

24 to be had, or may make such other order as is just.

25 G. Affidavits made in bad faith. Should it appear to the satisfaction of the

26 court at any time that any of the affidavits presented pursuant to this rule

27 are presented in bad faith or solely for the purpose of delay, the court shall

28 forthwith order the party employing them to pay to the other party the

29 amount of the reasonable expenses which the filing of the affidavits caused

30 the other party to incur, including reasonable attorney fees, and any of

3't fending party or attorney may be subject to sanctions for contempt.

[11]
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H. Multiple parties or claims; final judgment. In any action involving

multiple parties or multiple claims, a summary judgment which is not en

tered in compliance with Rule 67 B shall not constitute a final judgment.

I. Summary judgment that adjuclicates all claims and defenses of a

party. alwh
I(l) If summary judgment is entered in favor of any party other ~t~""

than the state or a political subdivision of the state, and the summary~

judgment adjudicates all claims and defenses of the party in favor of JPy
the party, the court shall enter judgment against the party who did~

not prevail for reasonable attorney fees, expert witness fees and all /~

costs attributable to discovery in the action. Attorney fees shall be

awarded in the manner provided by ORCP 68. ),~.

1(2) If a party to an action other than the state or a political sub-:,,"

division of the state files a motion for summary judgment as to one ~Jt<>

or more claims or defenses of another party, and within 20 days before ~~...)

the scheduled hearing on the motion the other party repleads or oth- II»"" 1''1
erwise takes action to voluntarily dismiss one or more of the claims

or defenses that are challenged in the motion for summary judgment,

the court shall not award to the party filing the motion all reasonable

attorney fees and expert witness fees incurred by the moving party

that are attributable to the abandoned claim or defense.

ATTORNEY FEE AWARDS IN SMALL ACTIONS

25 SECTION 6. (1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section,

26 in any action based on contract or common law tort in which the

27 amount claimed is $20,000 or less, the court shall award reasonable

28 attorney fees to the prevailing party.

29 ',(2) The court shall not award attorney fees to a prevailing plaintiff

30 in a civil action subject to subsection (1) of this section unless the

31 plai~ntiff served acopy of the complaint asserting the claim on all de-

[12]



"KATE BROWN
MULTNOMAH COUNTY
DISTRICT 13

REPLY TO ADDRESS INDICATED

o House of Representatives
Salem, OR 97310

o PO Box 82699
Portland, OR 97282

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SALEM, OREGON

97310

January 26, 1995

Professor Maurice Holland
University of Oregon Law School
Eugene, Oregon 97403

Dear Professor Holland,

You will find enclosed a draft of legislation that I am prepared to submit this session.
However, I first want you to see it as I understand that the Oregon Council on Court
Procedures may also be interested in submitting such a bill. If this is the case, please
let me know. I am happy to defer.

Please call my office in Salem at 986-1413 with your response. I look forward to
hearing from you.

Thank you for your time.

Si\p(

Representative Kate Brown
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DRAFT
SUMMARY

Limits discovery of information on sexual conduct of alleged victim in
certain civil cases. Allows discovery after motion and hearing in specified
circumstances. Requires sanction against person who makes or opposes mo
tion in bad faith.

1 A BILL FOR AN ACT

2 Relating to discovery; creating new provisions; and amending ORCP 36.

3 Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

4 SECTION 1. ORCP 36 is amended to read:

5 A. Discovery methods. Parties may obtain discovery by one or more of the

6 following methods: depositions upon oral examination or written questions;

7 production of documents or things or permission to enter upon land or other

8 property, for inspection and other purposes; physical and mental examina

9 tions; and requests for admission.

10 B. Scope of discovery. Unless otherwise limited by order of the court In

11 accordance with these rules, the scope of discovery is as follows:

12 B(l) In general. For all forms of discovery, parties may inquire regarding

13 any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the claim or defense of the

14 party seeking discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party, in

15 cluding the existence, description, nature, custody, condition, and location

16 of any books, documents, or other tangible things, and the identity and 10

17 cation of persons having knowledge of any discoverable matter. It is not

18 ground for objection that the information sought will be inadmissible at the

19 trial if the information sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the

20 discovery of admissible evidence.

21 B(2) Insurance agreements or policies.

22 B(2)(a) A party, upon the request of an adverse party, shall disclose the

NOTE: .\\;ll,I.,:r ill 1101,11"11(:(:,1 type ill <Ill amcudcd sectinu is new; Hlilttcr li//!lic and lJf(u:hdl:dl is {,xisting law to be emitted,
Nc:w S(:Cl.iOIIS /In, ill !Joldbu:(:d type.
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1 existence and contents of any insurance agreement or policy under which a

2 person transacting insurance may be liable to satisfy part or all of a judg

3 ment which may be entered in the action or to indemnify or reimburse for

4 payments made to satisfy the judgment.

5 B(2)(b) The obligation to disclose under this subsection shall be performed

6 as soon as practicable following the filing of the complaint and the request

7 to disclose. The court may supervise the exercise of disclosure to the extent

8 necessary to insure that it proceeds properly and expeditiously. However, the

9 court may limit the extent of disclosure under this subsection as provided

10 in section C of this rule.

11 B(2)(c) Information concerning the insurance agreement or policy is not

12 by reason of disclosure admissible in evidence at trial. For purposes of this

13 subsection, an application for insurance shall not be treated as part of an

14 insurance agreement or policy.

15 B(2)(d) As used in this subsection, "disclose" means to afford the adverse

16 party an opportunity to inspect or copy the insurance agreement or policy.

17 B(3) Trial preparation materials. Subject to the provisions of Rule 44, a

18 party may obtain discovery of documents and tangible things otherwise

19 discoverable under subsection B(l) of this rule and prepared in anticipation

20 of litigation or for trial by or for another party or by or for that other par

21 ty's representative (including an attorney, consultant, surety, indemnitor,

22 insurer, or agent) only upon a showing that the party seeking discovery has

23 substantial need of the materials in the preparation of such party's case and

24 is unable without undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the

25 materials by other means. In ordering discovery of such materials when the

26 required showing has been made, the court shall protect against disclosure

27 of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an at

28 torney or other representative of a party concerning the litigation.

29 A party may obtain, without the required showing, a statement concern

30 ing the action or its subject matter previously made by that party. Upon

31,. request, a person Who is not a party may obtain, without the required

[2]
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1 showing, a statement concerning the action or its subject matter previously

2 made by that person. If the request is refused, the person or party requesting

3 the statement may move for a court order. The provisions of Rule 46 A(4)

4 apply to the award of expenses incurred in relation to the motion. For pur

5 poses of this subsection, a statement previously made is (a) a written state

6 ment signed or otherwise adopted or approved by the person making it, or

7 (b) a stenographic, mechanical, electrical, or other recording, or a tran

8 scription thereof, which is a substantially verbatim recital of an oral state

9 ment by the person making it and contemporaneously recorded.

10 C. Court order limiting extent of disclosure. Upon motion by a party or

11 by the person from whom discovery is sought, and for good cause shown, the

12 court in which the action is pending may make any order which justice re

13 quires to protect a party or person from annoyance, embarrassment, op

14 pression, or undue burden or expense, including one or more of the following:

15 (1) that the discovery not be had; (2) that the discovery may be had only on

16 specified terms and conditions, including a designation of the time or place;

17 (3) that the discovery may be had only by a method of discovery other than

18 that selected by the party seeking discovery; (4) that certain matters not be

19 inquired into, or that the scope of the discovery be limited to certain mat

20 tel's; (5) that discovery be conducted with no one present except persons

21 designated by the court; (6) that a deposition after being sealed be opened

22 only by order of the court; (7) that a trade secret or other confidential re

23 search, development, or commercial information not be disclosed or be dis

24 closed only in a designated way; (8) that the parties simultaneously file

25 specified documents or information enclosed in sealed envelopes to be opened

26 as directed by the court; or (9) that to prevent hardship the party requesting

27 discovery pay to the other party reasonable expenses incurred in attending

28 the deposition or otherwise responding to the request for discovery.

29 If the motion for a protective order is denied in whole or in part, the

30 court may, on such terms and conditions as are just, order that any party

31. or person provide or permit discovery. The provisions of Rule 46 A(4) apply

[3]
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if

the motion,

rat a person did not

[4]

1 to the award of expenses incurred in relation to the motion.

2 D. Discovery of sexual conduct of alleged victim in certain cases.

3 DO) Limitation on discovery. In any action in which sexual

4 harassment is alleged, or conduct that would constitute a crime under

5 ORS 163.355 to 163.427 is alleged, a party seeking discovery of infor

6 mation relating to the sexual conduct of the alleged victim with per

7 sons other than the alleged perpetrator of the harassment or conduct

8 must prove specific facts that establish that there is good cause for

9 seeking discovery, that the information is relevant to the subject

10 matter of the action, and that the information is admissible as evi

11 deuce or is reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

12 evidence.

13 D(2) Order for discovery. A court may allow discovery of informa

14 tion relating to the sexual conduct of a victim in an action subject to

15 this section only after a motion for discovery and a hearing on the

16 motion. The hearing on the motion may be held only after notice is

17 provided to the victim and may not be conducted ex parte. A motion

18 under this section may not be granted unless the party seeking the

19 discovery attaches to the motion. an affidavit stating facts showing a

20 good faith attempt by the moving party to informally resolve the is

21 sues presented by the motion.

22

23 act in

24

25

26

27

28 SECTION 2. The amendments to ORCP 36 by section 1 of this Act

29 apply only to actions commenced on or after the effective date of this

30 Act.

31·
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University of Oregon
School of law
Eugene.Oregon 974D3-1221
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January 30, 1995

Representative Kate Brown
House of Representatives
Salem, OR 97310

Telephone: (503) 346-3990
Facsimile: (503) 346-1564

Dear Representative Brown: Re: LC 117

Thank you for your January 26 letter regarding LC 117,
concerning which I replied by phone call to one of your staff
people whose name I unfortunately neglected to get. This letter is
merely to confirm what I told that person on behalf of the Council.

First, the Council very much appreciates being notified about
any propo~ed legislation that would amend the ORep, something many
legislato~s do not take the trouble to do.

Secondly, the Council does not submit legislation, although
when permitted, it often expresses its views on legislation
sponsored or sUbmitted by others that would amend the ORCP, by
testimony or otherwise. By statute, the Council must "promulgate"
any ORCP amendments it generates during a given biennium prior to
the convening of the legislative session. One possible option
would be for the Council, if you would like it to, to take the
policy decision embodied in LC 117 under consideration during the
coming 1995-97 biennium and possibly promulgate an appropriate ORCP
amendment in December 1996. Such an amendment would, unless
overridden by the 1997 legislature, take effect Jan. 1, 1998.

However, my guess is that a delay of such duration would not
be agreeable to you and that you will decide to introduce a bill
this session. Obviously, the Council cannot put itself in the
position of telling, or even asking, legislators not to legislate.
On the assumption that you will want to move forward this session,
I would then respectfully request you to give the Council two or
three weeks from now to develop some comments, and possibly some
suggested alternative language, for forwarding to you for your
consideration. I realize there is a deadline on filing bills. We
will "try to respond as quickly as possible, but if a filing
deadline problem arises, perhaps it could be finessed by filing LC
117 and then amending it in committee if, and to the extent, you
q~e per$uaded by the Council's comments and suggested alternative
language.
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Allow me to point out one or two things that trouble me a bit
with the present language of LC 117. Proposed 0(1) provides that
a party seeking the protected information "must prove specific
facts that establish that there is good cause "This
standard is so rigorous that it might require jUdges to hold mini
trials in order to find "specific facts," but these would
presumably be something other than the facts sought to be
discovered about the plaintiff's asserted or suspected sexual
conduct with persons other than the defendant. This sort of
evidentiary hearing might itself require some preliminary
discovery, plus live testimony and the like, to the point where the
protected information would itself be disclosed.

Trial and motion judges are pretty good and well experienced
at determining "good cause" without a full blown evidentiary
hearing of the kind the present language would seem to require.
You might want something along the lines of what ORCP 44 A now
provides regarding physical and mental examinations: "The order
[for a physical or mental examination] may be made only on motion
for good cause shown and upon notice to the person to be examined
and to all parties . . • ."

Another difficulty I have has to do with 0(2). The latter
provides that a court may allow discovery of protected information
only upon motion and after hearing, presumably by order. But the
final sentence of 0(2) provides that a motion under this proposed
section must be accompanied by affidavits showing efforts to
resolve the issues informally. However, why, if discovery is
permitted only pursuant to an order accompanied by specific
findings, etc., would a plaintiff ever informally agree to provide
the protected information?

Finally, one more thought. I have great difficulty imagining
situations where a jUdge would be justified, in the civil context,
in ordering a sexual harassment plaintiff to provide discovery
about sexual conduct with persons other than the alleged harasser.
This might be justified in lout of 100 cases. To deal with that
very rare instance, LC 117 would set in place a rather cumbersome,
time-consuming, expensive and often nasty hearing procedure that
itself might defeat the underlying policy even when the motion for
discovery is denied. Might it not make more sense to amend the
oregon Evidence Code to provide that, at least in civil contexts,
the information LC 117 seeks to protect is sUbject to an
evidentiary privilege, in which case of course it would never be
discoverable? Another advantage of going the evidentiary privilege
route is that it would also make this information inadmissible at
trial, so that a defendant's lawyer would be barred from asking the
plaintiff about this, something that m.i.qht; be attempted even
without the benefit of having had prior discovery. Just a thought!
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Unless I hear from your office to the contrary, I shall assume
that you are going forward to introduce LC 117, and will gather as
much input as I can from the Council as promptly as possible, in an
effort to avoid filing deadline problems. I shall then forward to
your office whatever I can gather at the earliest possible date so
that you can give it whatever weight you conclude it merits.

sincerely yours,

~~~
Maurice J. Holland
Executive Director

P.S: Should you decide to go the evidentiary privilege route, you
could not do better than consult my colleague, Prof. Laird
Kirkpatrick (tel. 503-346-3854).



KATE BROWN
MULTNOMAH COUNTY
DISTRICT 13

REPLY TO ADDRESS INDICATED:
o House of Representatives

Salem, OR 97310

o PO Box 82699
Portland, OR 97282

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SALEM, OREGON

97310

February 6, 1995

Professor Maurice Holland
University of Oregon Law School
Eugene, Oregon 97402

Dear Professor Holland,

Thank you for your response to my letter.

I want you to know that I have decided to introduce the bill in question this session,
although I do not expect it to gather any support now. It is important, however, to raise
the issue.

I would like to work with the Counsel and Court Process Committee to further address
this issue during the interim with the expectation that we may be able to pass it next
session.

Thank you for your ntinuing interest and I look forward to working with you.

,
Repres tative Kate Brown
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\Maurice Holland
J. Michael Alexander
Hon. Jack Billings
Marianne Bottini
Hon. Sid Brockley
Patricia Crain
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Hon. Susan Graber
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RE: Senate Bill 385

Dear Council Members:

GAVLORD & EVERMAN, P. C.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

1400 S.W. MONTGOMERY
POATt.ANO, OREGON 97201 ~ 6093

Hon. Nely Johnson
Bernard Jolles
Hon. John Kelly
Rudy Lachenmeier
Hon. Michael Marcus
John McMillan
Michael Phillips
Hon. Milo pope
Hon. Charles Sam
Stephan J.R. Shepard
Nancy Tauman

TELEPHONE

{503} 222.~3526

FA<
(50S) 22e~S628

The Council on Courts Procedure is scheduled for a special
meeting by telephone conference at 9:30 am on Saturday,
February 18, 1995. I am writing to propose, and frankly to lobby
for, a position to be taken by the Council at that time.
Recognizing that we are only being offered one brief opportunity
to consider and respond to several profound changes in important
ORCPs, and mindful of the difficulties of discussion by a large
group in teleconference, I will describe in this letter the
Motions I plan to make at that time, and my reasons for them.'

I refer you to sections 1, 4, and 5 of Senate Bill 385,
containing all of its proposed amendments to ORCP, copies
attached, for your convenience.

'There are several observations I could make about the process
that is being employed by legislative committee leaders which
places unprecedented time constraint on any effort of ours (or
theirs) to act thoughtfully on behalf of our (or their)
constituents in dealing with potentially huge changes in
fundamental rules. I will limit myself to this comment: if these
ideas are so good, and so widely supported by voters, why not let
them be discussed in daylight, through normal channels, without
special limitations placed on opportunities for citizens to express
opposition, and without the announcement, prior to public hearings,
that opponents cannot stop this bill no matter what they establish
about its merits?
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The Problem

The Problem, as I see it, is not really what is right or wrong
with the ORCP as much as it is the threat of drastic and
unnecessary changes being foisted on us by and for a narrow and
unknowledgeable special interest group. For those who may not
know, this legislation has been drafted by a small group of
lobbyists at the request of e.g., Mark Hemstreet, the owner of
Shilo Inns (see 1/25/95 Willamette Week front page story for
discussion of his spending $400,000 on state campaigns this
election, apparently for purposes of promoting his legal "reform"
agenda) •

I am writing because I am concerned about the Council's role in
this issue, both from a procedural standpoint, and on the merits.
Procedurally, I am troubled that proponents have decided to
ignore the established routes for new civil procedures in our
state, and instead pursue drastically restrictive rules in
legislative committee which have never been aired before the
Council. This probably reflects the fact that these restrictions
are not being proposed by or for any knowledgeable group in the
bar or the judiciary, but by outsiders to our system, venting
resentment for their own unhappy experiences as litigants. That
does not, in my view, justify this end-run around the Council's
authority. Under ordinary circumstances, I would prefer to
refuse participation in the issue unless it was referred to the
Council for its usual careful treatment during the off
legislative year, with ample public hearing and notice to
interest groups of all ilks.

Therefore, my First Motion is that we resolve that these changes
are within our jurisdiction, that they portend major impacts on
the way our system works, that there is serious question whether
they are needed or useful, and that we ask the legislature to
refer them to the Council, as a standing interim committee, to be
studied and returned to the 1997 legislature with our
recommendations.

However, as I will explain below about the merits of this issue,
what is proposed is too serious and too likely to pass through
the legislative committees to let it happen without the Council's
input. Whether anything the Council says on these issues will
make any difference or not, I believe we must vote on them and
announce our position, or else our ability to effect future
important rule changes will be doubtful.
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My Second Motion will be that the Council adopt a resolution
opposing, and asking the legislature to reject, sections 1, 4,
and 5 of Senate Bill 385. 2 If necessary these can be separated
into multiple motions without hurting my feelings. And, if there
are strong feelings in favor of statewide mandatory settlement
conferences, I am willing to except part F of section 1 of the
bill from my motions. See footnote 4 below.

My Third Motion will be a simple alternative to my second motion,
in case some members are not prepared to be as specifically
judgmental as I am.

SB 385 is a bad idea

overview:
Senate Bill 385 is a massive bill with a small-minded theme. It
proposes to amend most provisions throughout the ORS which
provide for attorney fee awards, so that they become reciprocal
and require courts to award fees against virtually every
unsuccessful litigant. The great majority of provisions in the
bill represent misguided alterations of ORS sections which
promote the use of the courts to remedy various socially
unacceptable conduct, but they do not effect, ORCP sections.
Specific provisions would amend ORCP 54 (section 1 of the bill),
ORCP 17 (section 4 of the bill), and ORCP 47 (section 5 of the
bill) •

2After drafting this letter, I received Maury's memo and
materials dated February 8, 1995, causing me to add the following
commentary in response to Senator Bryant's "friendly" advice that
we not waste our time opposing the provisions of this bill because
it will pass anyway: 1) what else would anyone say, who is a prime
mover of legislation, regardless of its political or social
merits?; and 2) the comments attributed to the Senator by Maury
were made before the first opportunity was allowed by the Senator's
committee for any public comment except by the proponents of the
bill. On February 9, 1995, the committee hearing room, and an
additional room for overflow were packed by citizens there to plead
for preserving individual rights against the special interests
behind this bill. Five Circuit Court judges and two respected law
professors spoke eloquently against changing to this "loser pays"
system. If the promoters of this idea still say it cannot be
defeated, then it was never going to be about the merits of the
bill anyway, and there is nothing to lose by our taking a
principled position for its defeat.
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ORCP 54E, offer of compromise amendment

My greatest fear and strongest opposition to this bill, arises
from its first section, which would amend ORCP 54 E so that an
offer of compromise has the effect of shifting onto every
plaintiff the obligation to pay the defendants' attorneys fees
and expert witness fees, unless the plaintiff wins an award in
excess of the offer. Proponents of this bill have claimed to the
press and the judiciary committee that it is not a "loser pays"
bill, because of the offer of compromise condition, and that it
is only fair that losers should pay, in any event. 34

chilling effect on exercise of rights

The intent and effect of this change would be to restrict access
to the courts to only those litigants who can afford to risk
thousands (sometimes hundreds of thousands) of dollars in order
to have their day in court, and those who have no assets and
therefore, nothing to lose if a large judgement is entered
against them under this provision. The bill is disguised as
something other than "loser pays" by the use of the offer of
compromise to trigger that effect, but in fact makes it even
worse: i.e., even "winners" will pay the other side's costs, if
the judge or jury should find in their favor but not measure

3The bill also effects ORCP 54 by adding part D(2), requ~r~ng

payment of previously ordered attorney fees before one can refile
after dismissal with prejudice of the same claim. Part D(2)
baffles me. I am not aware of any provision in law allowing
pursuit of the same claim again after dismissal with prejudice, so
I am struggling to understand the reason for conditioning the
exercise of this non-existing right on anything.

4The bill also effects ORCP 54 by adding part F permitting
court ordered settlement conferences at the request of any party or
the court. I have no resistance to this proposal. However, while
I served on the Uniform Trial Court Rules Committee, the same idea
was rejected on more than one occasion, in favor of UTCR 6,200
which reserves a local option to adopt mandatory settlement
conferences by Supplemental Local Rule. I also note that UTCR
6.010 already empowers any court to call the parties to a
conference to consider, inter alia, "( g) the possible settlement of
the case;".
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their damages or comparative fault as favorably as they
expect.ed ,"

impact: likely on every case

No one has explained to me any reason Why a defendant would ever
fail to make an offer of compromise of some amount under this
rule, just to make sure they have evoked the leverage effect this
threat would have. Moreover, most meritorious cases for
deserving middle-class citizens would never get started, in view
of the threat of losing everything they have if they should fail
to convince the jury they are right about both the liability for
their claim AND the proper award of damages to compensate for it.

Claims by the proponents of this change ring hollow in part
because of the deception used in conveying to the legislature the
intent and effect of the bill: ego in materials circulated to us
with Maury'S recent memo, John DiLorenzo (principle draftsperson
of the bill apparently for Mr. Hemstreet) tells the legislative
committee:

"The purposes of this provision [offer of
compromise triggering loser pays] is twofold:
(1) It encourages defendants to make real
offers of settlement (there is no tactical
advantage to make a low-ball offer), and (2)
It encourages plaintiffs to focus upon their
case at earlier stages prior to trial and to
take a hard look at offers which are so
made." [emphasis added]

If he intended to suggest that the ability to shift the potential
burden of all of the defendants' legal fees and costs onto the

S One lawyer testified at the Joint Senate-House Judiciary
Committee Hearing on this bill on February 9, about a drug products
liability case in which an estimated 1 million dollars had been
spent by more than one corporate defendant. As that lawyer
observed, one or more of multiple defendants can often become
prevailing parties by being let out of litigation as discovery and
tactics become more focused. I have personal knowledge of an
expert witness for an all terrain manufacturer who charged over
$600,000 for his pre-trial preparation work on a single case. A
plaintiff could win a very large verdict against the main or
remaining defendant, and under this rule, still collect nothing.
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plaintiff by making any offer above zero is not a "tactical
advantage", I think we need some new definitions of terms. If he
meant to say plaintiffs are "encouraged" toward earlier analysis
of their cases, his skill at understatement is admirable, because
any plaintiff with anything of value to lose will be "encouraged"
to run away and hide rather than to ever file any lawsuit of any
kind, no matter what has been done to harm them, once the
prospects of this provision are explained by their lawyer.

a bludgeon against the middle class

I personally would feel compelled to advise every client prior to
starting litigation that they are likely to require bankruptcy if
we do not win enough to overcome the effects of this bill. On
the chance that I am imperfect in advising them how to respond to
an offer of settlement at any point during their representation,
I will have to notify the PLF that my client may have incurred
huge liability in reliance on my advise. Numerous witnesses in
the legislative hearings on February 9, including all five
circuit court judges, told the committee there is no serious
problem of frivolous lawsuits in our court system, no over
crowded docket demanding relief, and no reason to treat
plaintiffs who do not prevail as per se frivolous litigants. As
Judge RP Jones said, the playing field is reasonably well
balanced. Don't fix it when it ain't broke.

No valid argument exists to support this restriction on the
rights of ordinary citizens to be treated equally in court.
Proponents take out radio ads attacking juries for perceived
errors based on grossly inaccurate summaries of the facts of
notorious cases." Those of us working in the courts know there
is no flood of frivolous litigation (or any other kind - civil
case filings have dropped steadily for several years), and no
major broken part of the system that needs drastic fixing. My
perception (but they will have to speak for themselves) is that
my colleagues in the defense bar do not clamor for this
restriction of individual rights, and do not overlook the fact

" Such as the recent award against McDonalds for the woman who
suffered third degree burns over her entire groin area because of
corporate policy to keep coffee 50 degrees hotter than most home
coffee makers can make it (despite over 700 hundred prior burn
injuries caused, including some very similar to plaintiff's), none
of which facts are reported in the current radio ad harangue about
the case.
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that it would seriously disrupt the balance of power and
opportunity between aggrieved individuals and insured or wealthy
corporate interests.

~he English Rule

Proponents point to England as the model for restricting access
to the courts. However, most observers (including judges who
testified on February 9 against this bill) notice that the
English system is based on the assumption that trade unions will
pay any judgments allowed against unsuccessful injured members
who lose under their loser pays rule. Other sources recognize
that the English rule works better in a country built on economic
class distinctions than it would where we take pride in equal
opportunity regardless of station. As a columnist in The
Oregonian wrote for Sunday, February 5, 1995, quoting from the
conservative English magazine, The Economist: "'Enormous numbers
of mostly middle-class people' simply cannot use the courts •••
because they must pay the other side's lawyers if they lose.
'For most people this means that they are risking financial
ruin.'" Anthony Lewis, 'Tort Reform' Shelters the Rich, The
Oregonian, p. D3, 2/5/95. [See the economist excerpt in
materials sent out by Maury].

viola~ion of s~a~e cons~i~u~ional Remedies clause

Constitutional law Professor David Schuman told the Joint
Judiciary Committee on Thursday, February 9, 1995, that the
effects of this bill of denying access to the courts for a class
of citizens is likely to be found unconstitutional under the
Remedies clause of the state constitution. It should be no
surprise that constitutional protections would be offended by
legislation that has as its avowed purpose the prevention of
ordinary legal causes for ordinary people against businesses. It
cannot be overstated that this provision makes no attempt to
limit the restriction of citizen's rights to situations of
frivolous litigation.

basic unfairness

I can offer anecdotal evidence to support my vision of how this
bill would restrict people's options and work very unfairly
against righteous claims. Mr Lewis' column quotes a government
executive from Utah to the effect that this bill does not just
stop frivolous lawsuits, it stops them all. I recently tried a
case for a retired railroad machinist who underwent successful
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heart valve surgery, but became permanently paraplegic when his
physicians failed to diagnose a hemorrhage in his spine caused by
medication they gave him after surgery. Several respected
physicians testified for my client's case, but a jury in Lane
County found for the local doctors. If this bill had been law
(and assuming I and my client had the guts to proceed at all), he
and his wife would probably have lost their savings and their
house, for not winning their non-frivolous, but unsuccessful
legal action. I can describe a dozen other persons with
catastrophic injuries who would have been inhibited or prevented
from pursuing their ultimately successful claims by this onerous
provision.

the Summary Judgment Hammer

Section 5 of SB 385 adds a section to ORCP 47 so that losing a
summary judgment motion will have the same terrible effect as
failing to exceed an offer of compromise: the losing party will
pay the winning party's attorneys and expert witnesses. Of
course this could theoretically effect either plaintiffs or
defendants, except that there are very few situations where
summary judgment is even sought, let alone granted, in favor of a
plaintiff. Business litigants (who, relatively speaking, can
afford the costs and risks of litigation) may get equal advantage
and detriment from this change whether they are plaintiffs or
defendants. For injury plaintiffs, it would again put a premium
on being perfect or wealthy, or otherwise never venturing near
the court system.

I represented a quadriplegic man who lost the only usable
extremity he had due to medical negligence, and sued a treating
doctor for his damages. A pro tem judge granted summary judgment
against all claims on the basis of a mis-reading of the statute
of limitations discovery rule. We were successful appealing this
outcome to the Court of Appeals, and the State Supreme Court,
after which the case was settled for the policy limits of the
doctor's insurance coverage. There could be no doubt about the
meritorious nature of the case. But under the restrictions
sought in SB 385, it is doubtful my client could have risked
filing the case in the first place, and especially whether he
could have continued the contest into the appellate courts after
being ordered to pay attorney fees and witness fees for losing
summary judgment.
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Conclusions

Please join me in voting to take an official position for the
Council against these changes. I would be glad to discuss the
merits of the proposed restrictions either before or at the time
of our telephone meeting. Thanks for your indulgence of this
over-long message.

Very truly yours,

GAYLORD & EYERMAN, P.C.

WAG: jki

Enclosures

P.S. I am also enclosing a Draft Bill which I just received,
scheduled for hearing soon, and modifying ORCP 47 summary
judgment procedures profoundly. It would require granting
summary judgment either if the moving party met the usual burden
for such a motion ~ [new language] the respondent failed to set
forth "admissible evidence" to avoid the granting of the motion.
This not only would return us to the days of summary jUdgment
motions used to discover expert witnesses, it would reverse our
traditions that provide trials as the means of resolving facts
unless a moving party can meets its burden to establish that
trial is unnecessary. We all know of situations in which summary
judgment is inappropriate on its face without any opposition to
the motion being filed at all, or with strictly legal argument
opposing it. I will move a resolution to refer this bill to the
council, or oppose it on the merits in this legislature, at the
time of our teleconference.



Council On CourtsProcedure--

teleconference meeting for 2/18/95

Motions Proposed by Bill Gaylord

1. Resolved that the Council on Courts Procedure delegates its
chair, or one or more members if he is not available, to attend the
hearing of the combined Senate and House Judiciary Committee on
Senate Bill 385 (as of the time this motion is written, SCheduled
for February 20, 1995) and to convey on behalf of the Council the
following position:

that the Council on Courts Procedure finds the portions
of Senate Bill 385 which would amend certain Oregon Rules
of Civil Procedure, to wit, sections 1, 4, and 5 of the
bill, to be directly within the statutory, historical,
and appropriate authority of the Council on Courts
Procedure;

that the Council on Courts Procedure is best equipped to
study the problems raised and addressed by these
provisions, to take input from interest groups effected
by them, and to craft solutions consistent with law,
constitutional fundamentals, and societal interests, and
to advise the legislature on these matters;

that the subjects of these sections of the bill have
never been brought before the Council on Courts Procedure
for consideration or action;

that the sections in question have potential for
significant change in the procedure by which disputes are
resolved, including the practice of law, the conduct of
courts, and the rights of citizens;

that there is no apparent emergency requ~r~ng hasty
legislative action without the benefit of Council input;

that therefore, these sections (1,4, and 5) of Senate
Bill 385 should be submitted to the Council on Courts
Procedure, along with whatever guidance or instruction
the legislature wishes to provide, for consideration and
action during the next annual interim term of the
Council, to be returned with recommendations to the 1997
legislative session.

2. Resolved that, if Motion 1 above is not adopted by the Council,
or if it is adopted, is not followed by the legislature, then the
Council on Courts Procedure delegates its chair, or one or more
members if he is not available, to attend the hearing of the
combined Senate and House Judiciary Committee on Senate Bill 385



(as of the time this motion is written,scheduledfor February 20,
1995) and to convey on behalf of the Council the following
position:

based on the merits of the propose changes to ORCP embodied in
sections 1, 4, and 5 of Senate Bill 385, (and without an
opportunity to fully perform its quasi-legislative role of
fact-finding, including pUblic hearings, debate, and reasoned
consideration over time), the Council finds these proposed
changes to be:

unnecessary because the present system provides
reasonable and effective deterrence against frivolous
litigation (as evidenced by the lack of crowding of our
court dockets and the rarity of truly frivolous actions);

unfair because they would place undue burdens and risks
on the plaintiffs who seek civil justice under that
system;

inappropriate because of the sanctions they create
against good faith exercise of rights of citizenship by
individuals to the special detriment of the middle class;

therefore, the Council on Courts Procedure opposes the
adoption of sections 1, 4, and 5 of SB 385.

3. [In alternative to both 1 and 2 above] Resolved that the
Council on Courts Procedure opposes the adoption of sections 1, 4,
and 5 of SB 385, and authorizes the Chair, or his delegee, to
convey that position to the legislature.
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1

Requires granting of summary judgment unless opposing affidavits and
supporting documentation set forth specific facts supported by admissible
evidence adequate to avoid granting of motion for directed verdict in trial
of matter.

A BILL FOR AN ACT

2. Relating to summary judgment; amending ORCP 47 C.

3 Be It Enacted by thc People of the State of Oregon:

4, SECTION 1. ORCP 47 C is amended to read:
I .,..

5 C. Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion and all supporting docu

(; ments shall be served and filed at least 45 days before the date set for trial.

7 The adverse party shall have 20 days in which to serve and file opposing

8 affidavits and supporting documents. The moving party shall have five days

9 to reply. The court shall have discretion to modify these stated times. The

10 judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if: (1) the pleadings, depo

11. sitions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that

12 there is no genuine issue as to any material, fact and that the moving party

13 is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law; or (2) the opposing affidavits

14 and supporting documentation submitted by the adverse party fail to

15 set Io rth specific facts supported by admissible evidence adequate to

16 avoid the granting of a motion for a directed verdict in a trial of the

IT mutter. A summary judgment, interlocutory in character, may be rendered

13 on the .issue of liability alone although there is a genuine issue as to the

19 amount of damages.

20
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68th OREGON LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY-1995 Regular Session

Senate Bill 385
Sponsored by COMMlTI'EE ON JUDICIARY

SUMMARY

The following summary is not prepared by the sponsors of the measure and is not a part of the body thereof subject
to consideration by the Legislative Assembly, It is an editor's brief statement of the essential features of the
measure as introduced.

Requires plaintiff who previously dismissed action with prejudice and who refiles action to pay
all attorney fees incurred by defendants in dismissed action. Allows defendant to recover certain
attorney fees and expert witness expenses from plaintiff if defendant offers to allow judgment be
taken against defendant and plaintiff fails to obtain more favorable judgment than offered. Allows
settlement conference at any time.

Requires award of attorney fees for certain misconduct, including causing mistrial. Requires
sanctions for certain false certifications in pleadings, motions, papers and arguments to court.

Requires award of attorney fees to party who prevails on motion for summary judgment if sum
mary judgment adjudicates all claims or defenses of party against whom judgment is entered.

Authorizes award of attorney fees to prevailing party in any action based on contract or com-
mon law tort if amount claimed is $20,000 or less. .

Amends statntes allowing or requiring award of attorney fees to prevailing plaintiff to allow or
require ·award of attorney fees to prevailing party.

1 A BILL FOR AN ACT

2 Relating to civil procedure; creating new provisions; amending ORS 20.090, 20.094, 20.096, 20.105,

3 20.107, 20.125, 30.075, 30.184, 30.190, 30.680, 30.820, 30.822, 30.825, 30.860, 30.862, 30.864, 30.866,

4 30.960, 59.115, 59.127, 59.255, 59.670, 59.890, 59.925, 62.335, 62.440, 65.207, 65.224, 65.781, 70.415,

5 74A.3050, 74A.4040, 79.5070, 83.650, 86.260, 86.265, 86.720, 86.742, 87.076, 87.585, 87.725, 87.772,

6 87.865, 90.710, 92.018, 96.030, 97.760, 105.831, 110.378, 133.739, 166.725, 180.510, 192.590, 223.615,

7 279.365, 307.525, 311.673, 311.679, 311.711, 311.771, 346.630, 346.687, 346.690, 431.905, 455.440,

8 460.165, 462.110, 469.421, 474.085, 478.965, 479.265, 480.600, 527.665, 540.120, 540.250, 545.104,

9 545.502, 548.620, 548.660, 553.560, 554.140, 583.126, 583.146, 585.150, 618.516, 621.246, 645.225,

10 646.140, 646.240, 646.359, 646.632, 646.638, 646.641, 646.642, 646.760, 646.770, 646.775, 646.780,

11 646.865, 646.876, 648.135, 650.020, 650.065, 650.250, 652.200, 652.230, 653.055, 653.285, 656.052,

12 658.220, 658.415, 659.160, 659.165, 661.280, 671.578, 671.705, 692.180, 697.762, 697.792, 701.067,

13 722.116, 722.118, 731.314, 731.737, 746.300,'746.350, 746.680, 756.185, 759.720, 759.900, 760.540,

14 774.210,815.410 and 815.415 and ORCP 17,47 and 54; and repealing ORS 20.080 and 20.098.

15 Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

16

17 OFFERS OF COMPROMISE, SETTLE:MENT AND PREVIOUSLY

18 DISMISSED ACTIONS

19

20 SECTION 1. ORCP 54 is amended to read:

21 A. Voluntary dismissal; effect thereof.

22 A(l) By plaintiff; by stipulation. Subject to the provisions of Ruie 32 D and of any statute of this

23 state, an action may be dismissed by the plaintiff without order of court (a) by filing a notice of

24 dismissal with the court and serving such notice on the defendant not less than five days prior to

25 the day of trial if no counterclaim has been pleaded, or (b) by filing a stipulation of dismissal signed

l
NOTE: Matter in boldfaced type in an amended section is new; matter (italic and bracketed] is existing law to be omitted.
New sections are in boldfaced type.
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SB 385

by all adverse parties who have appeared in the action. Unless. otherwise .stated in the notice of

dismissal or stipnlation, the dismissal is without prejudice, except that a '~litice of dismissal operates

as an adjudication upon the merits when filed by a plaintiff who has once dismissed in any court

of the Unlted States or of any state an action against the same parties on or including the same

claim unless the court directs that the dismissal shall be without prejudice. Upon notice of dismissal

or stipulation under this subsection, the court shall enter a judgment of dismissal.

A(2) By order of court. Except as provided in subsection (1) of this section, an action shall not

be dismissed at the plaintiffs instance save upon judgment of dismissal ordered by the court and

upon such terms and conditions as the court deems proper. If a counterclaim has been pleaded by

a defendant prior to the service upon the defendant of the plaintiff's motion to dismiss, the defendant

may proceed with the counterclaim. Unless otherwise specified in the judgment of dismissal, a dis

missal under this subsection is without prejudice.

A(3) Costs and disbursements. When an action is dismissed under this section, the judgment may

include any costs and disbursements, including attorney fees, provided by rule or statute. Unless the

circumstances indicate otherwise, the dismissed party shall be considered the prevailing party.

B. Involuntary dismissal.

B(l) Failure to comply with rule or order. For failure of the plaintiff to prosecute or to comply

with these rules or any order of court, a defendant may move for a judgment of dismissal of an

action or of any claim against such defendant.

B(2) Insufficiency of evidence. After the plaintiff in an action tried by the court without a jury

has completed the presentation of plaintiffs evidence, the defendant, without waiving the right to

offer evidence in the event the motion is not granted, may move for a judgment of dismissal on the

. ground that upon the facts and the law the plaintiff has shown no right to relief. The court as trier

of the facts may then determine them and render judgment of dismissal against the plaintiff or may

decline to render any judgment until the close of all the evidence. If the court renders judgment of

dismissal with prejudice against the plaintiff, the court shall make findings as provided in Rule 62.

B(3) Dismissal for want of prosecution; notice. Not less than 60 days prior to the first regular

motion day in each calendar year, unless the court has sent an earlier notice on its own initiative,

the clerk of the court shall mall notice to the attorneys of record in each pending case in which

no action has been taken for one year immediately prior to the mailing of such notice, that a judg

ment of dismissal will be entered in each such case by the court for want of prosecution, unless on

or before such first regular motion day, application, either oral or written, is made to the court and

good cause shown why it should be continued as a pending case. If such application is not made or

good cause shown, the court shall enter a judgment of dismissal in each such case. Nothing con

tained in this subsection shall prevent the. dismissal by the court at any time, for want of prose

cution of any action upon motion of any party thereto.

B(4) Effect of judgment of dismissal. Uuless the court in its judgment of dismissal otherwise

specifies, a dismissal under this section operates as an adjudication without prejudice.

C. Dismissal of counterclaim, cross-claim, or third party claim. The provisions of this rule apply

to the dismissal of any counterclaim, cross-claim, or third party claim.

D. Costs of previously dismissed action.

D(I) If a plaintiff who has once dismissed an action in any court commences an action based

upon or including the same claim against the same defendant, the court may make such order for

.the payment of any unpaid judgment for costs and disbursements against plaintiff in the action

previously dismissed as it may deem proper and may stay the proceedings in the action until the
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1 plaintiff bas complied with the order.

2 D(2) If a plaintiff who previously filed an action that w~ dismissed with prejudice sub

3 sequent!y commences an action based upon or in~uding the. .same claim against the same

4 defendant, the court shall enter an order requiring the payment of all attorney fees incurred

5 by the defendant in the action previously dismissed.

5 E. Compromise; effect of acceptance or rejection. Except as provided in ORS 17.065 through

7 17.085, the party against whom a claim is asserted may, at any time up to [10l 30 days prior to trial,

8 serve upon the party asserting the claim an offer to allow judgment to be given against the party

9 making the offer for the sum, or the property, or to the effect therein specified. The party asserting

10 the claim may accept the offer in the manner specified by this section at any time within

11 30 days after the offer is made. The court may extend the period during which an offer under

12 this section may be accepted by an additional 30 days if the court determines that the party

13 against whom the claim is made has unreasonably resisted efforts to obtain discovery during

14 the 30-day period following the making of the offer. If the party asserting the claim accepts the

15 offer, the party asserting the claim or such party's attorney shall endorse such acceptance thereon,

16 and file the same with the clerk before trial, and within three days from the time it was served upon

17 such party asserting the claim; and thereupon judgment shall be given accordingly, as a stipulated

18 judgment. Uuless agreed upon otherwise by the parties, costs, disbursements, and attorney fees shall

19 be entered in addition as part of such judgment as provided in Rule 68. If the offer is not accepted

20 and filed within the time prescribed, it shall be deemed withdrawn, and shall uot be given in evi·

21 dence on the trial; and if the party asserting the claim fails to obtain a more favorable judgment,

22 the party asserting the claim shall not recover costs, disbursements, and attorney fees incurred after

23 the date of the offer, but the party against whom the claim was asserted shall recover of the party

24 asserting the claim reasonable attorney fees, reasonable expert witness fees, and costs and

25 disbursements from the time of the service of the offer. For the purpose of determining whether

26 the party asserting the claim failed to obtain a more favorable judgment, the court shall

27 disregard any award of attorney fees made to the claimant.

23 F. Settlement conferences. A settlement conference may be ordered by the court at any

29 time at the request of any party or upon the court's own motion. Upon the request of the

30 judge or a party, a different judge shall preside at the conference.

31

32 AWARD OF ATTORNEY FEES AS SANCTION FOR FALSE OR FRIVOLOUS

33 PLEADINGS AND OTHER MISCONDUCT

34

25 SECTION 2. ORS 20.105 is amended to read:

36 20.105. (1) In any civil action, suit or other proceeding in a district court, a circuit court or the

37 , Oregon Tax Court, or in any civil appeal to or review by the Court of Appeals or Supreme Court,

33 the court [may, in its discretion,] shall award reasonable attorney fees [appropriate in the circum

39 stances] to a party against whom a claim, defense or ground for appeal or review is asserted, if that

40 party is a prevailing party in the proceeding and to be paid by the party asserting the claim, defense

41 or ground, upon a finding by the court that the party willfully disobeyed a court order or acted in

42 bad faith, wantonly or solely for oppressive reasons.

43 (2) All attorney fees paid to any agency of the state under this section shall be deposited to the

44 credit of the agency's appropriation or cash account from which the costs and expenses of the pro

45 ceeding were paid or incurred. If the agency obtained an Emergency Board allocation to pay costs

[3]
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1 and expenses of the proceeding, to that extent the attorney fees shall be deposited in the General

2 Fund available for general governmental expenses.

3 SECTION 3. ORS 20.125 is amended to read:

4 20.125. In the case of a mistrial in a civil or criminal action, if the court determines that the

5 mistrial was caused by the deliberate misconduct of an attorney, the court, upon motion by the op

6 posing party .or upon motion ofthe court, [may] shall assess costs and disbursements, as defined in

7 ORCP 68, [of} and reasonable attorney fees incurred by the opposing party against the attorney

8 causing the mistrial. Those costs and disbursements [may] and attorney fees shall be assessed

9 against the attorney for the trial that ended in the mistrial.

10 SECTION 4. ORCP 17 is amended to read:

U A. Signing by party or attorneYi certificate. Every pleading, motion and other paper of a party

12 represented by an attorney shall be signed by at least one attorney of record who is an active

13 member of the Oregon State Bar. A party who is not represented by an attorney shall sign the

14 pleading, motion or other paper and state the address of the party. Pleadings need not be verified

13 or accompanied by affidavit. [The signature constitutes a certificate that the person has read the

16 pleading, motion or other paper, that to the best of the knowledge, information and belief of the person

17 formed after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a good

18 faith argument for the extension, modification or reoersal of existing law, and that it is not interposed

19 for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to caUSe unnecessary delay or needless increase in the

20 cost of litigation.]

21 B. Pleadings. motions and other papers not signed. If a pleading, motion or other paper is not

22 signed, it shall be stricken unless it is signed promptly after the omission is called to the attention

22 of the pleader or movant.

24 [C. Sanctions. If a pleading, motion or other paper is signed in violation of this rule, the court upon

25 motion or upon its own initiative shall impose upon the person who signed it, a represented party, or

26 both, an appropriate sanction, which may include an order to pay to the other party or parties the

27 amount of the reasonable expenses incurred because of the filing of the pleading, motion or other paper,

26 including a reasonable attorney fee.]

29 C. Certifications to court.

30 C(l) An attorney or party who signs, files or otherwise submits an argument in support

31 of a pleading, motion or other paper makes the certifications to the court identified in sub

32 sections (2) to (5) of this section, and further certifies that the certifications are based on

33 the person's best knowledge, information and belief, formed after making all inquiries that

34 are reasonable under the circumstances.

85 C(2) A party or attorney certifies that the pleading, motion or other paper is not being

36 presented for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or

37 needless increase in. the cost of litigation.

38 C(3) An attorney certifies that the claims, defenses, and other legal positions taken in

39 the pleading, motion or other paper are warranted by existing law or by a nonfrivolous ar

40 gument for the extension, modification or reversal of existing law or the establishment of

41 new law.

42 C(4) A party or attorney certifies that the allegations and other factual assertions in the

43 .pleading, motion or other paper are supported by evidence. Any allegation or other factual

44 assertion that the party or attorney does not wish to certify to be supported by evidence

45 must be specifically identified. The attorney or party certifies that the attorney or party

[4]
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1 believes that an allegation or other factual assertion so identified will be supported by evi

2 dence after further investigation and discovery•

3 C(5) The party or attorney certifies that any denials of factual assertion are supported

4 by evidence. Any denial of factual assertion that the party or attorney does not wish to

5 certify to be supported by evidence must be specifically identified. The attorney or party

6 certifies that the attorney or party believes that a denial of a factual assertion so identified

7 is reasonably based on a lack of information or belief.

8 D. Sanctions.

9 D(ll The court may impose sanctions against a person or party who is found to have

10 made a false certification under section C of this rule, or who is found to be responsible for

11 a false certification under section C of this rule. A sanction may be imposed under this Sec

12 tion only after notice and an opportunity to be heard are provided to the party or attorney.

13 A law firm is jointly liable for any sanction imposed against a partner, associate or employee

14 of the firm, unless the court determines that joint liability would be unjust under the eir

15 cumstances.

16 D(2) Sanctions may be imposed under this section upon motion of a party or upon the

17 court' 5 own motion. If the court seeks to impose sanctions on its own motion, the court shall

18 direct the party or attorney to appear before the court and show cause why the sanctions

19 should not be imposed. The court may not issue an order to appear and show cause under

20 this subsection at any time after the filing of a voluntary dismissal, compromise or settle

21 ment of the action with respect to the party or attorney against whom sanctions are sought

22 to be imposed.

23 D(3) A motion by a party to the proceeding for imposition of sanctions under this section

24 must be made separately from other motions and pleadings, and must describe with

23 specificity the alleged false certification. Sanctions may not be imposed against a party until

26 at least 21 days after tbe party is served with the motion in the manner provided by Rule

27 9. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the court may not impose sanctions

28 against a party if within 21 days after the motion is served on the party, the party amends

29 or otherwise withdraws the pleading, motion, paper, or argument in a manner that corrects

30 the false certification specified in the motion.

31 D(4) Sanctions under this section must be limited to amounts sufficient to reimburse the

32 moving party for attorney fees and other expenses incurred by reason "f the false certif

33 ication, including reasonable attorney fees and expenses incurred by reason of the motion for

34 sanctions, and amounts sufficient to deter future false certification by the party or attorney

35 and by other parties and attorneys. The sanction may include nonmonetary penalties and

36 monetary penalties payable to the oourt. The sanction must include an order requlring pay

37 ment of reasonable attorney fees and expenses incurred by the moving party by reason of

33 the false certification.

39 D(5) An order imposing sanctions under this section must specifically describe the false

40 certification and the grounds for determining that the certification was false. The order

41 must explain the grounds for the imposition of the specific sanction that is ordered.

42 E. Rule not applicable to discovery. This rule does not apply to any motion, pleading or

43 conduct that is subject to sanction under Rule 46.

44

45 ASSESSMENT OF ATTORNEY FEES UPON ENTRY OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT

[5J
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1 SECTION 5. ORCP 47 is amended to read:

2 A. For claimant. A party seeking to recover upon a claim, counterclaim, or cross-claim or to

3 obtain a declaratory judgment may, at any time after the expiration of 20 days from the com

4 mencement of the action or after service of a motion for summary judgment by the adverse party,

5 move, with or without supporting affidavits, for a summary judgment in that party's favor upon all

6 or any part thereof.

7 B. For defending party. A party against whom a claim, counterclaim, or cross-claim is asserted

8 or a declaratory judgment is sought may, at any time, move, with or without supporting affidavits,

9 for a summary judgment in that party's favor as to all or any part thereof.

10 C. Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion and all supporting documents shall be served

11 and filed at least 45 days before the date set for trial. The adverse party shall have 20 days in which

12 to serve and file opposing affidavits and supporting documents. The moving party shall have five

12 days to reply. The court shall have discretion to modify these stated times. The judgment sought

14 shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the

15 affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving

16 party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. A summary judgment, interlocutory in character,

17 may be rendered on the issue of liability alone although there is a genuine issue as to the amount

18 of damages.

19 D. Form of affidavits: defense required. Except as provided by section E of this rule, supporting

20 and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be

21 admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the

22 matters stated therein. Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts thereof referred to in an

23 affidavit shall be attached thereto or served therewith. The court may permit affidavits to be sup

24 plemented or opposed by depositions or further affidavits. When a motion for summary judgment is

25 mada and supported as provided in this rule an adverse party may not rest upon the mere

26 allegations or denials of that party's pleading, but the adverse party's response, by affidavits or as

27 otherwise provided in this section, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue

23 as to any material fact for trial. If the adverse party does not so respond, summary judgment, if

29 appropriate, shall be entered against such party.

30 E. Affidavit of attorney when expert opinion reguired. Motions under this rule are not designed

31 to be used as discovery devices to obtain the names of potential expert witnesses or to obtain their

32 facts or opinions. If a party, in opposing a motion for summary judgment, is required to provide the

33 opinion of an expert to establish a genuine issue of material fact, an affidavit of the party's attorney

34 stating that an unnamed qualified expert has been retained who is available and willing to testify

33 to admissible facts or opinions creating a question of fact, will be deemed sufficient to controvert

36 the allegations of the moving party and an adequate basis for the court to deny the motion. The

37 affidavit shall be made in good faith based on admissible facts or opinions obtained from a qualified

33 expert who has actually been retained by the attorney who is available and willing to testify and

39 who has actually rendered an opinion or provided facts which, if revealed by affidavit, would be a

40 sufficient basis for denying the motion for summary judgment.

41 F. When affidavits are unavailable. Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the.

42 motion that such party cannot, for reasons stated, present by affidavit facts essential to justify the

43 opposition of that party, the court may refuse the application for judgment, or may order a contin-

44 uance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had, or may

45 make such other order as is just.

[6]
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G. Affidavits made in bad faith. Should it appear to the satisfaction of the court at any time that

any of the affidavits presented pursuant to this rule are,' presented in bad faith or solely for the

purpose of delay, the court shail forthwith order the partY employing them to pay to the other party
j • •

the amount of the reasonable expenses which the filing of the affidavits caused the other party to

'incur, including reasonable attorney fees, and any offending party or attorney may be subject to

sanctions for contempt.

H. Multiple parties or claims; final judgment. In any action involving multiple parties or multiple

claims, a summary judgment which is not entered in compliance with Rule 67 B shall not constitute

a final judgment.

1. Summary judgment that adjudicates all claims and defenses of a party.

1(1) If summary judgment is entered in favor of any party other than the state or a pol

itical subdivision of the state, and the summary judgment adjudicates ail claims and defenses

of the party in favor of the party, the court shall enter judgment against the party who did

not prevail for reasonable attorney fees, expert witness fees and all costs attributable to

discovery in the action. Attorney fees shall be awarded in the manner provided by ORCP 68.

1(2) If a party to an action other than the state or a political subdivision of the state fIles

a motion for summary judgment as to one or more claims or defenses of another party, and

within 20 days before the scheduled hearing on the motion the other party repleadsor oth

erwise takes action to voluntarily dismiss one or more of the claims or defenses that are

challenged in the motion for summary judgment, the court shall not award to the party fIling

the motion all reasonable attorney fees and expert witness fees incurred by the moving party

that are attributable to the abandoned claim or defense.

ATTORNEY FEE AWARDS IN SMALL ACTIONS

RECIPROCITY OF ATTORNEY FEE AWARDS

•

25

28 SECTION 6. (1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, in any action based

27 on contract or common law tart in which the amount claimed is $20,000 or less, the court

28 shall award reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party.

28 (2) The court shall not award attorney fees to a prevailing plaintiff in a civil action sub-

30 ject to subsection (1) of this section unless the plai?tiff served a copy of the complaint as-

31 serting the claim on all defendants against whom the claim was made at least 30 days before

32 filing the complaint with the court. The provisions of this subsection do not apply to

33 counterclaims, cross-claims or third·party claims.

34 SECTION 7. ORS 20.080 and 20.098 are repealed.

25

36

37

33 SECTION 8. ORS 20.090 is amended to read:

39 20.090. [(1) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (2) of this section,] In any action against

40 the maker of any check, draft or order for the payment of money which has been dishonored for lack

41 of funda or credit to pay the same or because payment has been stopped, the court shall [allow]

42 award a reasonable attorney fee at trial and on appeal to the prevailing party, in addition to dis-

43 bursements.

44 [(2) If the plaintiff prevails in an action described in subsection (1) of this section, the court shall

45 not allow a reasonable attorney fee to the plaintiff as provided in subsection (1) of this section unless

[7]
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John Hart
Maurice Rolland
J. Michael Alexander
Ron. Jack Billings
Marianne Bottini
Bon. sid Brockley
Patricia Crain
Hon. Mary Deits
Hon. Stephen Gallagher
Ron. Susan Graber
Bruce Hamlin

RE: Senate Bill 385

Dear Council Members:

GAVLORD & EVERMAN. P.C.
ATTOANeY$ AT LAW

1400 S.W. MONTGOMERy

POA1'\.,AI'IlO. OREGON 97201-6093

Ron. Nely Johnson
Bernard J011es
Han. John Kelly
Rudy Lachenmeier
Han. Michael Marcus
John McMillan
Michael Phillips
Bon. Milo Pope
Hon. Charles Sam
Stephan J.R. Shepard
Nancy Tauman

TeLe~ONE

(503) 222~352B
F..

(503) 229·3628

The Council on Courts Procedure is scheduled for a special
meeting by telephone conference at 9:30 am on Saturday,
February 18, 1995. I am writing to propose, and frankly to lobby
for, a position to be taken by the Council at that time.
Recognizing that we are only being offered one brief opportunity
to consider and respond to several profound changes in important
ORCPs, and mindful of the difficulties of discussion by a large
group in teleconference, I will describe in this letter the
Motions I plan to make at that time, and u!y reasons for them. 1

I refer you to sections 1, 4, and 5 of Senate Bill 385,
containing all of its proposed amendments to ORCP, copies
attached, for your convenience.

'There are several observations I could make about the process
that is being employed by legislative committee leaders which
places unprecedented time constraint on any effort of ours (or
theirs) to act thoughtfully on behalf of our (or their)
constituents in dealing with potentially huge changes in
fundamental rules. I will limit myself to this comment: if these
ideas are so good, and so widely supported by voters, why not let
them be discussed in daylight, through normal channels, without
special limitations placed on opportunities for citizens to express
opposition, and without the announcement, prior to public hearings,
that opponents cannot stop this bill no matter what they establish
about its merits?
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Tbe Problelll

The Problem, as I see it, is not really wha~ is right or wrong
with the ORCP as much as it is the threat of drastic and
unnecessary changes being foisted on us by and for a narrow and
unknowledgeable special interest group. For those who may not
know, this legislation has been drafted by a small group of
lobbyists at the request of e.g., Mark Hemstreet, the owner of
Shilo Inns (see 1/25/95 Willamette Week front page story for
discussion of his spending $400,000 on state campaigns this
election, apparently for purposes of promoting his legal "reform"
agenda).

I am writing because I am concerned about the Council's role in
this issue, both from a procedural standpoint, and on the merits.
Procedurally, I am troubled that proponents have decided to
ignore the established routes for new civil procedures in our
state, and instead pursue drastically restrictive rules in
legislative committee which have never been aired before the
Council. This probably reflects the fact that these restrictions
are not being proposed by or for any knowledgeable group in the
bar or the judiciary, but by outsiders to our system, venting
resentment for their own unhappy experiences as litigants. That
does not, in my view, justify this end-run around the Council's
authority. Under ordinary circumstances, I would prefer to
refuse participation in the issue unless it was referred to the
Council for its usual careful treatment during the off
legislative year, with ample public hearing and notice to
interest groups of all ilks. .

Therefore, my First Motion is that we resolve that these changes
are within our jurisdiction, that they portend major impacts on
the way our system works, that there is serious question whether
they are needed or useful, and that we ask the legislature to
refer them to the Council, as a standing interim committee, to be
stUdied and returned to the 1997 legislature with our
recommendations.

However, as I will explain below about the merits of this issue,
what is proposed is too serious and too likely to pass through
the legislative committees to let it happen without the Council's
input. Whether anything the Council says on these issues will
make any difference or not, I believe we must vote on them and
announCe our position, or else our ability to effect future
important rule changes will be doubtful.
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My Second Motion will be that the Council adopt a resolution
opposing, and asking the legislature to reject, sections 1, 4,
and 5 of Senate aill 385. 2 If necessary these can be separated
into multiple motions without hurting my feelings. And, if there
are strong feelings in favor of statewide mandatory settlement
conferences, I am willing to except part F of section 1 of the
bill from my motions. See footnote 4 below.

My ~hird Motion will be a simple alternative to my second motion,
in case some members are not prepared to be as specifically
jUdgmental as I am.

sa 385 is a bad idea

Overview:
Senate Bill 385 is a massive bill with a small-minded theme. It
proposes to amend most provisions throughout the ORS which
provide for attorney fee awards, so that they become reciprocal
and require courts to award fees against virtually every
unsuccessful litigant. Th~ great majority of provisions in the
bill represent misguided alterations of ORS sections which
promote the use of the courts to remedy various socially
unacceptable conduct, but they do not effect, ORCP sections.
Specific provisions would amend ORCP 54 (section 1 of the bill),
ORCP 17 (section 4 of the billj, and ORCP 47 (section 5 of the
bill).

'After drafting this letter, I received Maury's memo and
materials dated February 8, 1995, causing me to add the following
commentary in response to Senator Bryant's "friendly" advice that
we not waste our time opposing the provisions of this bill because
it will pass anyway: 1) what else would anyone say, who is a prime
mover of legislation, regardless of its political or social
merits?; and 2) the comments attributed to the Senator by Maury
were made before the first opportunity was allowed by the Senator's
committee for any public comment except by the proponents of the
bill. On February 9, 1995, the committee hearing room, and an
additional room for overflow were packed by citizens there to plead
for preserving individual rights against the special interests
behind this bill. Five Circuit Court judges and two respected law
professors spoke eloquently against changing to this "loser pays"
system. If the promoters of this idea still say it cannot be
defeated, then it was never going to be about the merits of the
bill anyway,· and there is nothing to lose by our taking a
principled position for its defeat.
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ORaP 54E, offer of compr~se ameudment

My greatest fear and strongest o~~osition to this bill, arises
from its first section, which would amend ORCP 54 E so that an
offer of compromise has the effect of shifting onto every
plaintiff the obligation to pay the defendants' attorneys fees
and expert witness fees, unless the plaintiff wins an award in
excess of the offer. Proponents of this bill have claimed to the
press and the jUdiciary collllllittee that it is not a "loser pays"
bill, because of the offer of compromise condition, and that it
is only fair that losers should pay, in any event. 3

'

chi.lling effect Oll exercise of rights

The intent and effect of this change would be to restrict access
to the courts to only those litigants who can afford to risk
thousands (sometimes hundreds of thousands) of dollars in order
to have their day in court, and those who have no assets and
therefore, nothing to lose if a large judgement is entered
against them under this provision. The bill is disguised as
something other than "loser pays" by the use of the offer of
compro~se to trigger that effect, but in fact makes it even
Worse: Le., even "winners" will pay the other side's costs, if
the judge or jury should find in their favor but not measure

3The bill also effects ORCP 54 by adding part D(2), requiring
payment of previously ordered attorney fees before one can refile
after dismissal with prejudice of the same claim. Part D(2)
baffles me. ! am not aware of any provision in law allowing
pursuit of the same claim again after dismissal with prejudice, so
I am stru'19'ling to understand the reason for conditioning the
exercise of this non-existing right on anything.

'The bill also ef£ect5 ORCP 54 by adding part F pennitting
court ordered settlement conferenCeS at the request of any party or
the court. I have no resistance to this proposal. However, while
I served on the Uniform Trial Court Rules 'Committee, the same idea
was rejeoted on more than one occasion, in favor of UTCR 6.200
which reServes a local option to adopt mandatory settlement
conferences by Supplemental Local Rule. I' also note that UTCR
6.010 already empowers any court to oall the parties to a
conference to consider, inter alia, "(g) the possible settlement of
the case;". .
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their da.mages or comparative fault as favoral:lly as they
expected. s

impact: likely CD every case

No one has explained to me any reason why a defendant would ever
fail to make an offer of compromise of some amount under this
rUle, just to make sure they have evoked the leverage effect this
threat would have. Moreover, most meritorious cases for
deserving middle-class citizens would never get started, in view
of the threat of losing everything they have if they should fail
to convince the jury they are right about both the liability for
their claim AND the proper award of da.mages to compensate for it.

Claims by the proponents of this change ring hollow in part
because of the deception used in conveying to the legislature the
intent and effect of the bill: ego in materials circulated to us
with Maury's recent memo, John DiLorenzo (principle draftsperson
of the bill apparently for Mr. Hemstreet) tells the legislative
committee:

"The purposes of this provision [offer of
compromise triggering loser pays] is twofold:
(1) It encourages defendants to make real
offers of settlement (there is no tactical
advantage to make a low-ball offer), and (2)
It encourages plaintiffs to focus upon their
case at earlier stages prior to trial and to
take a hard look at offers which are so
made." [emphasis added]

If he intended to suggest that the al:lility to shift the potential
burden of all of the defendants' legal fees and costs onto the

S One lawyer testified at the Joint Senate-House Judiciary
Committee Hearing on this bill on February 9, al:lout a drug products
liability case in which an estimated 1 million dollars had been
spent by more than one corporate defendant. As that lawyer
observed, one or more of multiple defendants can often become
prevailing parties by being let out of litigation as discovery and
tactics become more focused. I hava personal knowledge of an
expert witness for an all terrain manufacturer who charged over
$600,000 for his pre-trial preparation work on a single case. A
plaintiff could win a very large verdict against the main or
remaining defendant, and under this rule, still collect nothing.
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plaintiff by making any offer above zero is not a "tactical
advantage", I think we need some new definitions of terms. If he
meant to say plaintiffs are "encouraged" toward earlier analysis
of their cases, his skill at understatement is admirable, because
any plaintiff with anything of value·to lose will be "encouraqed"
to run away and hide rather than to ever file any lawsuit of any
kind, no matter what has been done to harm them, once the
prospects of this provision are explained by their lawyer.

a bludgeon against the middle clasE

I personally would feel compelled to advise every client prior to
startinq litiqation that they are likely to require bankruptcy if
We do not win enough to overcome the effects of this bill. On
the chance that I am imperfect in advising them how to respond to
an offer of settlement at any point during their representation,
I will have to notify the PLF that my client may have incurred
huge liability in reliance on my advise. Numerous witnesses in
the legislative hearings on February 9, includinq all five
circuit court judqes, told the committee there is no serious
problem of frivolous lawsuits in our court system, no over
crowded docket demanding relief, and no reason to treat
plaintiffs who do not prevail as per se frivolous litigants. As
Judge RP Jones said, the playing field is reasonably well
balanced. Don't fix it when it ain't broke.

No valid argument exists to support this restriction on the
rights of ordinary citizens to be treated equally in court.
Proponents take out radio ads attacking juries for perceived
errors based on ~rosslY inaccurate summaries of the facts of
notorious cases. Those of us working in the courts know there
is no flood of frivolous litigation (or any other kind - civil
case filings have dropped steadily for several years), and no
major broken part of the system that needs drastic fixing. My
perception (but they will have to speak for themselves) is that
my colleagues in the defense bar do not clamor for this
restriction of individual rights, and do not overlook the fact

• Such as the recent award against McDonalds for the woman who
suffered third degree burns over her entire groin area because of
corporate policy to keep coffee 50 degrees hotter than most home
coffee makers can make it (despite over 700 hundred prior burn
injuries caused, including some very similar to plaintiff's), none
of which facts are reported in the current radio ad haranque about
the case.
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that it would seriously disrupt the balance of power and
opportunity between aggrieved individuals and insured or wealthy
corporate interests.

t:he English Rule

Proponents point to England as the model for restricting access
to the courts. However, most observers (including judges who
testified on February 9 against this bill) notice that the
English system is based on the assumption that trade unions will
pay any judgments allowed against unsuccessful injured members
who lose under their loser pays rule. Other sources recognize
that the English rule works better in a country built on economic
class distinctions than it would where we take pride in equal
opportunity regardless of station. As a columnist in The
Oregonian wrote for Sunday, February 5, 1995, quoting from the
conservative English magazine,The Economist: "'Enormous numbers
of mostly middle-class people' simply cannot use the courts, ••
because they must pay the other side's lawyers if they lose.
'For most people this means that they are risking financial
ruin.'" Anthony Lewis, 'Tort Reform' Shelters the Rich. The
Oregonian, p. 03, 2/5/95. [See the economist excerpt in
materials sent out by Maury].

violation of state constitutional Remedies clause

Constitutional law Professor David Schuman told the Joint
Judiciary Committee on Thursday, February 9, 1995, that the
effects of this bill of denying access to the courts for a class
of citi~ens is likely to be found unconstitutional under the
Remedies clause of the state constitution. It should be no
surprise that constitutional protections would be offended by
legislation that has as its avowed purpose the prevention of
ordinary legal causes for ordinary people against businesses. It
cannot be overstated that this provision makes no attempt to
limit the restriction of citizen'S rights to situations of
frivolous litigation.

basic unfairness

I can offer anecdotal evidence to support my V1S10n of how this
bill would restrict people's options and work very unfairly
against righteous cl~ims. Mr Lewis' column quotes a government
executive from Utah to the effect that this bill does not just
stop frivolous lawsuits, it stops them all. I recently tried a
case for a retired railroad ~achinist who underwent successful
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heart valve surgery, but became permanently paraplegic when his
physicians failed to diagnose a hemorrhage in his spine caused by
medication they gave him after surgery. Several respected
physicians testified for my client's case, but a jury in Lane
County found for the local doctors. If this bill had been law
(and assuming I and my client had the guts to proceed at all), he
and his wife would probably have lost their savings and their
house, for not winning their non-frivolous, but unsuccessful
legal action. I can describe a dozen other persons with
catastrophic injuries who would have been inhibited or prevented
from pursuing their ultimately successful claims by this onerous
provision.

the SWlllllazy Judgment HaJ1l11Jer

Section 5 of SB 385 adds a section to ORCP 47 so that losing a
summary judgment motion will have the same terrible effect as
failing to exceed an offer of compromise: the losing party will
pay the winning party's attorneys and expert witnesses. Of
course this could theoretically effect either plaintiffs Or
defendants, except that there are very few situations where
summary judgment is even sought, let alone granted, in favor of a
plaintiff. Business litigants (who, relatively speaking, can
afford the costs and risks of litigation) may get e~al advantage
and detriment from this change whether they are pla1ntiffs or
defendants. For injury plaintiffs, it would again put a premium
on being perfect or wealthy, or otherwise never venturing near
the court system.

I represented a quadriplegic man who lost the only usable
extremity he had due to medical negligence, and sued a treating
doctor for his damages. A pro tem judge granted summary judgment
against all claims on the basis of a mis-reading of the statute
of limitations discovery rule. We were successful appealing this
outcome to the Court of Appeals, and the State Supreme Court,
after which the case was settled for the policy limits of the
doctor's insurance coverage. There could be no doubt about the
meritorious nature of the case. But under the restrictions
sought in SB 385, it is doubtful my client could have risked
filing the case in the first place, and especially whether he
could have continued the contest into the appellate courts after
being ordered to pay attorney fees and witness fees for losing
summary judgment.
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Conclusions

Please join me in voting to take an official position for the
Council against these changes. ! would be glad to discuss the
merits of the proposed restrictions either before or at the time
of our telephone meeting. Thanks for your indulgence of this
over-long message.

Very truly yours,

GAyLORD & EYERMAN, P.C.

<Z~~
Wil1iam-A~~~lord

WAG:jki

Enclosures

p.s. I am also enclosing a Draft Bill which I just received,
scheduled for hearing soon, and modifying ORCP 47 summary
judgment procedures profoundly. It would require granting
summary judgment either if the moving party met the usual burden
for such a motion ~ [new language] the respondent failed to set
forth "admissible evidence" to avoid the granting of the motion.
This not only would return us to .the days of summary judgment
motions used to discover expert witnesses, it would reverse our
traditions that provide trials as the means of resolving facts
unless a moving party can meets its burden to establish that
trial is unnecessary. We all know of situations in which swnmary
judgment is inappropriate on its face without any opposition to
the motion being filed at all, or with strictly legal argument
opposing it. I will move a resolution to refer this bill to the
council, or oppose it on the merits in this legislature, at the
time of our teleconference.
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DRAFT
~ ..'

stft,tMAllY

Requires granting of summary judgment unless opposing affidavits and
supporting documentation set forth specific facts supported by admissible
evidence adequate to avoid granting of motion for directed verdict in trial
of matter.

1 A BILL FOR AN AC1'

• 2. Relating to summary judgment; amending ORCP 47 C.

3 Be It Ellact~ by the Pl'!ople of the Stnte of Oregon;

4 SECTION 1. ORCP 47 C is amended to read:
I •

I..
5 C. Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion and all supporting docu

6 rnents shall be served and filed at Least 45 days before the date set for trial.

7 The adverse party shall have 20 days in which to serve and file opposing

IS affidavits and supporting documents. The m,oving party shall have five days

9 to reply, The court shall have discretion to modify these stated times. The

10 judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if: (1) the pleadings, depo

11 sitions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits. if any. show that

12 there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party

13 is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law; or (2) the opposing affidavits

14 and supporting documentation submitted by the adverse party fail to

15 set forth speeific facts supported by .ndm.issible evidence adequate to

16 avoid the grnnting of a motion fot:' a directed verdict in a trial of the

17' matter. A summary judgment, interlocutory in character, may be rendered

13 on the .issue of liability alone although there is a genuine issue as to the

19 amount of damages.

20

Non:; M",U.l$ m r,"hl(~li,"" "YI'I: m an ilIlrh:alted :ll~CIt, I" fl("W:"'Ot.f"vt ((I.Jt.e tLtttl bt~J ilS e:c.istim; J~ to he (tmtUecl
S'e:w' ~.",,:lJ.lt ..'\' 'U·I: in h..l.rr""'·...,I L.loe.
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•

88th OREGON LE!lJSLATlVE ASSEMBLY-1995 Regal.,. Session

Senate Bill 385
Sponsored by COMMl.'l'TEE ON JUDICIARY

The fOllawlng e""""-""Yia nat prepared by the .p.n.....r th. "'....ure and is n.t a part aC the b.dy thor.af .ubject
to cansid.....ti.n by the Lagialative Ass.",oJy. It ia an edltot. brief .tawnent of th•••••ntial f.ature. of the
m....,." sa introduced.

Requl?es plaintiff who previously dismissed action with prejudice and who refiles action to pay
all attorney Cees incurred by defenilBnts in dismissed action. Allows defendant to recover certain
attorney fees and expert witness expenses from plaintiff if defendant offers to allow judgment be
taken agcinst defendant and plaintifl' fail. to obtain more favorable judgment than offend. Allows
settlement conference at any time.

Requi?es award of attomey fees for certain misconduct, including causing mistrial. Requires
sanctio1lS fo? certain false certifications in pleadings, motions, papers and S?guments to court.

Requi?es award of attorney fees to party who prevails on motion for SUll:l.ll'la:lY judpent if sum
mary judgment alljudicatee all claims. or defenses of party against whom judgment is entered.

Authorizes award of attorney fees to prevailing party in any action based on contract or com-
mon law tort if amount claimed IS $20,000 or less. ,

Alnends statutes allowing or ?qulring award of attorney fees to prevailing plaintiff to allow or
?equ1re 'award of attorney fees to prevailing party.

1 A BlLL FOR.AN ACT

2 Relating t? civil proeedU?e; creating new provisions; amending ORS 20.090, 20,094, 20.096. 20.105,

3 20.107, 20.125, 30.Q75, 30.1M. 30.190, 30.680, 30.820, 30.822, 30.825, 30.860, 30.862, 30.864, 30.868,

4 30.960, 59.115, 59.127, 59.255, 59.670, 59.890, 59.925, 62.S85. 62.440, 65.207, 65.224, 65.781, 70-415,

5 74A.3050, 74A.4040, 79.5070, 83.650, 86.260, 88.265, 86.720, 86.742,87.076, 87.585, 87.725, 87.772,

6 81.865, 90.710, 92.018, 96.030, 97.760, 105.831, 110.378,133.739, 166.725, 180.510, 192.590, 223.615,

1 279.365, 307.525, 311.673, 311.679, 311.711, 31L771, 846.630, 346.687, 346.690, 431.905, 455.440,

8 460.165, 462.110. 469.421, 474.085, 478.965, 479.265, 480.600, 527.665, 540.120, 540.250, 545.104,

9 545.502, 548.620, 548.660, 553.560, 554.140, 583.126, 583.146, 585.150, 618.516, 621.246, 645.225,

10 646.140, 648.240, 646.359, 646.632, 646.638, 646.641, 646.642, 646.760, 646.770, 646.775, 646.780,

11 646.865, 646.876, 646.135, 650.020, 650.065, 650.250, 662.200, 652.230, 653.055, 653.285, 656.052,

12 658.220, 658.415, 659.160, 659.165, 661.280, 671.578, 671.705, 692.180, 697.762, 697.792, 101.067,

13 722.116, 722.118, 73l.314, 731.737, 746.800,'746.350, 746.680, 756.185, 759.720, 759.900, 760.540,

14 774.210, 815.410 and 815.415 and ORCP 17, 47 and 54; and repealing ORS 20.080 and 20,098.

15 Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

16

17 OFFERS OF COMPROMISE, SETTLEMENT AND PREVIOUSLY

18 DISMISSED ACTIONS

19

20 SECTION 1. ORCP 54 is amended to read:

21 A.Voluntary dismissal; effect thereof.

22 A(l) By plaintiff; bv stipulation. Subject to the provisions of Rule 32 D and of any statute of this

23 state, an action may be dismissed by the plaintiff without order of court (a) by tiling a notice of

24 dismissal with the court and serving such notice on the defendant not less than five days prior to

25 the day of triallf no cOTJOterc1aim has been pleaded, Or (b) by filing a stipulation of dismissal signed

NOTE: Malter in boldtaccc1 tYPe ia 81l amended SCd.iClD i.e. new: matter Cilalk " brotker.edl is existing law to be omit.ted.
New auctions fire mboldfacecl typo.
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1 by all adverse parties who have appeared in the action. Unles~. othe~se stated in the notice of

2 dismissal or stipulation. the dismissal is without prejudice, except that a notice of dismissal operates

3 as an adjudication upon the merits when tiled by a plaintiff who has once dismissed in any court

4, of the United States or of any state an action against the same parties on or including the same

5 olaim unless the court directs that the dismissal shall be without prejudice. Upon notice of dismissal

6 or stipulation under this subsection, the court shall enter a judgment of dismissal.

7 1\.(2) BY order of court. Except as provided in subsection (1) of this section. an action shall nat

e be dismissed at the plaintifl"s instanoe save upon judgment of dismissal ordered by the oourt and

9 upon such terms and conditions as the court deems proper. IT a COW1terclaim has been pleaded by

10 a defendant prior to the servloe upon the defendant of the plaintiff's motion to dismiss, the defendant

U may proceed with the counterdailn. Unless otherwise specified in the judgment of dismissal, a dis-

12 missal w>der this subsection is withOllt prejudice.

13 A(S) Costs and disbursements. When an action is dismissed under this section, the judgment may

14 include any costs and disbursements, including attorney fees, provided by role or statute, Unless the

1.5 circumstances indicate otherwise, the dismissed party shall be couaidered the prevailiIlg party.

16 B. Involuntary dismissal.

11 B(l) Failure to complv with rule or order. For failure of the plaintiff to prosecute or to comply

18 with these roles or any order of co11rl, a defendant may move for a judgment of diamissal of an

19 action or of any claim against such defendant.

20 B(2) Insuffioiency of evidence. After the plaintiff in an action tried by the oourt .-ithout a jury

21 has completed the presentation of plaintlfi's evidenoe, the defendant, without waiving the right to

22 offer evidence in the event the motion is not granted, may move for a jUdgment of dismissal on the

22 ground that upon the facts and the law the plaintiff has shown no right to relief. The court as trier

24 of the facts may then detet'Jlline them and render judgment of dismissal against the plaintiff Or may

25 decline to render any judgment until the close of all the evidence. If the court renders judgment of

26 dismissal with prejudice against the plaintiff, the court shall t!1Bke findings as provided in Rule 62.

~ B(3l Dismissal for want of prosecution; notice. Not less than 60 days prior to the first regular

2ll motion day in each calendar year. unless the court has sent an earlier notice on its own initiative.

29 the clerk of the court shall mail notice to the attorneys of record in each pending case in which

30 no action has been taken for one year immediately prior to the mailing of sneh notice, that a judg-

31 ment of dismissal will be entered in each such ease by the court for want of prosecution, unless on

32 or before such first regular motion day, application, either oral or written. is made to the co11rl and

sa good cause shown wby it should be continued as a pending case. IT such application is not made or

54 good came shown, the court shall enter a judgment of dismissal in each such case. Nothing can·

35 tained in this subsection sQ.all prevent the. dismissal by the eeurt at any time. for want of pros..

36 cution of any action upon motion of any party thereto.

37 B(4l Effect of judgment of dismissal. Unless the court in its judgment of dismissal ctherwisa

38 specifies. a dismissal under this section operates as an adjudioation without prejudiee.

59 C. Dismissal of counterclaim, goss-claim. or third party claim. The pro"lisions of this rule apply

40 to the dismissal of any counterclaim. cross-olaim, or third PartY claim.

41 D. Costs of previously dismissed action.

4:l D(l) If a plaintiff' who has onee dismissed an action in any court co=encee an action based

4:l upon or including the same claim against the same def""dant, the court may make such order for

44 the payment of any unpaid judgment for costs and disbunlements against plaintiff in the action

4.5 previously dismissed as it may deem proper and may stay the proceedings in the action until the

i.
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plaintifi' bas complied with the order.

D(2) If a pla.i:Atiffwho previously l5.1ed an action that cas dismissed with prejudice sub-. . .
sequently co_ences an action based upon or including the same claim against the same

defendant, the court shall enter aD order requhing' the paYJllent of all attorney fees irwurred

by the defendant in the action·previously dismissed. '

E. Compromise; effect of acceptance or rejection. Except as provided in ORS 17.065 through

17.085, the party against whom a claim ill asserted may, at any time up to [10J 30 days prior to trial,

serve upon the party asserting the claim an offer to allow judgment to be given against the party

ma.k:ing the offer for the sum, or the property, 01' to the effeet therein specified. The party asserting

the c1aim may accept the ofter in the manner specified by this section at any time within

SO days after the ofter is made, The court may extend the period during which an ofter UDder

this eeotion may be accepted by ....... additional 30 daye if the court determines that the party

apinBt who'D the claim is made has unreasonably resisted eftorts·to obtain discovery during

the 30-day penod following the making of the ofter. If the party asserting the claim accepts the

offer, the party asserting the claim or such psrty's attorney shall endorse such acceptance thereon,

and file the same with the clerk before trial, and within~e days from the time it was served upon

such party asserting the claim; and thereupon judgment shall be given accordingly, as a stipulated

judgment. Unless agreed upon otherwise by the parties, costs, disbursements, and attorney fees shall

be entered in addition as part of such judgment as provided in Rule 68. If the offer is not accepted

and :filed within the time prellCribed, it shall be deemed withdrawn, and shall not be given in evi

dence on the trial; and if the party asserting the claim fails to obtain a more favorable judgment,

the party asserting the claim shall not recover costs, disbursemS1lts. and attorney fees incUlTed after

the date of the offer. but the party against whom the claim was asserted shall recover of the party

asserting the clai.m reasonable attomey fees, reasonable expert witness fees. and costs and

disbursements from the time of the service of the offer. For the purpose of determining wh$ther

the party asserting the claim failed to obtain a more favorable judgment, the court shall

disregard any award of attomey fees made to the clalrnant.

F. Settlement conferences. A settlement conference may be ordered by the court at any

time at the request of any party or upon the court's own motion. Upon the request of the

judge or a party. a difl'erent judge shall preside at the conference,

AWARD OF A'ITORNEY FEES AS SANCTION FOR FALSE OR FRIVOLOUS

P1.EADINGS AND OTHER MISCONDUCT

SECTION 2. ORS 20.105 is amended to read:

20.105. (I) In any civil action. suit or other proceeding in a district court, a circuit court or the

Oregon Tax Court, or in any civil appeal to or review by the Court of Appeals Or Supreme Court,

the court ["".y, in its discretion,] shall award reasonable attorney fees [approprUlt<l in the c,rr:um

sta"'c",] to a party against whom a claim, defense or ground for appeal or review is asserted, if thet

party is a prevailing party in the proceeding and to be paid by the party asserting the claim, defense

or ground. upon a finding by the cou:t that the party willfUlly disobeyed a court order or acted in

'bad faith, wantonly or solely for oppressive reasons.

(2) All attorney fees paid to any agency of the state under this section shall be deposited to the

credit of the agency's appropriation or cash account.trom whicb the costs and expenses of the pro

ceeding were paid or incurred. If the agency obtained all. Emergency Board allocation to pay costs

(3]
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1 and e.cpen.e. of the prooeeding, to that e:<tent the attorney rees shall be deposited in the G$neral

2 Fund available for general governmental upenses,

3 SECTION 3. ORS 20.125 is amended to resd;

4 20.125. In the case of a mistrial in a civil or oriminal aelion, if the court determines that the

5 miserial was caused by the deliberate misconduct of an attorney, the court, upon motion by the op-

6 posing party or upon motion of the court, [=y) shall assess costs and disbursements, as defined in

7 ORCP 68, [0/1 and reasenable attorney fees incurred by the oPPosi:t'g party against the attorney

8 causing the mistrial, Those costs and disbu:rsements [moy1 and attorney feea shall be assessed

9 against the sttomey for the trisl that ended in the mi.trial.

10 SECTION 4. ORCP 17 is amended to raail:

11 A. Signing by party or attorney; certifiCAte. Every pleading, motion and other paper of a PartY

13 represented by an attomey shall be signed by at least one attorIley of record who is an active

13 member of the Oregon State Bar. A party who is not represented by an attomey shall sign the

14 plaading, motlon or other paper and state the address of the party. Pleadings need not be verified

15 or accompanied by affidavit. [The .ignature constitutes 0 certi/kate that the person has read the

16 pleading, motinn or other p"per, that to the best of the knowledge, inform"tion and: belief of the person

17 formed after rea30Mbie inqui", it is well/J1'ound.d in faet aM is warronted by e:zi.sting law or a good

13 faith argument for the extension, modification or reversal of e%isti7IfJ low, OM that it is not interpos.d

19 for a»y improper purpose, such es 10 harass or to cause un"""eessa,,, delay or nesdle•• inereose in. the

20 cost of litigation.J
21 B. Pleadings, motions and other papen not signed. If a pleading, motion or other paper is not

22 signed, it shall be stricken unless it is signed promptly after the omission is called to the attention

22 of the pleader or _vant.

24 fe. Saneti0718. Ifa pleading, motion. or other paper i. s¥med in violation. of this rule, the court upon.

25 motion. or upon. its own initiotiv. shall: impose upon the person who sign.ed it, a represeraed. party, or

25 both, an oppropriate saneiian, which mc.y indude an order to poy to the other party or pc.rties the

Tl amount of the reasonable upenses incurred beco.use of the filing of the pleodi7IfJ' motion. or other paper,

28 including a reasonable (Ittorney f.e.l

2S C. Certifications to court.

30 C(l) An attorney 0,.. party who signs, files or otherwise submits an argument in support

31 of a pleading, motion or other paper makes the certifioations to the court identified in sub-

32 sections (2) to (5) of this seotion, and further oertifies that the certifioatioD.S are based on

33 the person's best knowledge. information and belief, formed after making all inquiries that

34 are reasonable \U1der the oirou:mstances.

35 C(2) A party or attorDey certifies that the pleading, motion or other paper is not being

3G presented for any improper p....-pose, llUoh as to harass or to cause u.nneceseary delay or

37 needless increase in, the cost of litigation.

38 C(3) An attorney certifies that the clai:lns, defenses, and other legal positionS tllken in

39 the pleading, motion or other paper aee wan-anted by exist:ing la.... or by a nonfrivolous ....

40 gum.ent for the extension, modification or reversal of emtine: Iaw or the establishment of

41. new law~

42 C(4) A party or attorney certifies that the aUegatioD.S and other factual assertions in the

43 pleading, motio.. or other paper are supported by evidence, Any allegation or other factual

44 assertion that the party or attorney does not wish to certify to be supported by evidence

46 must be specifically identified. The attorney or party certifies that the attorney or party

,
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1 believes that an allegation or other factual. assertion so identified will be supported by evi·

2 dence after further inveatl.gation and discovery.. . .

3 0(5) The party or attorney certifies that any denials of factual assertion are suppomd

4 by evidence. Any denial of faetual assertion that the party or attorney does not wish to

5 certify to be supported by evidence must be specifically identified. The attorney or party

6 certifies that the attomey or party believes that a denial of a factual assertion so identified

7 is reasonably based on a Lack of iDfornaation or belief.

8 D. Sancl:ions.

9 D(1) The court lIUly impose S811C&118 against a person ot' party who is fOUlla to have

10 made a false certification under section C of this rule, or who is fOWld to be responsible fot'

U a false certi:5.cation Wlder section C of this rule. A sanction may be imposed under this sec

12 tion only after notice and an opportunity to be heard are provided to the party or attorney.

18 A law:firm is jointly liable for any sanction imposed against a partner, associate or employee

14 of the firm, unless the court determines that joint liability would be unjust Wider the cir,

18 culUs1:ancss.

16 D(2) SanctiODS may be imposed under this section upon motiOD of a party ot' upon the

17 court's own motion. If the court seeks to impose sanctions on its own motion, the court shall

18 direct the party or attomey to appear before the court and show cause why the sanctions

19 should not be imposed. The court may not issue an order to appear nnd show cause under

2tl this subsection at any time after the filing of a voluntary dimdssal, compromise or settle.

21 ment of the action with respect to the party or attorney against whom sanctionS are sought

22 to be imposed.

23 D(3) A motion by a party to the proceeding for imposition of sanctions under this section

24 must be made separately from other motions and pleadings, and must describe with

25 specificity the alleged false certification. SanctiOnll may not be imposed agai:l:1st a party Ulltil

23 at least 21 days after the party is served with the motion in the manner pro~ded by Rule

'Zl 9. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the court may not impose sanctions

28 against a party if within 21 days after the motion is served on the party, the party amends

29 or otherwise withmws the pleading, motion, paper, or argument in a manner that corrects

30 the false certlfi....tlo.. specified in the motion.

31 D(4) Sanctions under this section must be limited to amounts sufficient to reimburse the

32 moving party for attonl.ey fees and other expenses incurred by reason <If the false certif·

33 ication, including reasonabie attorney fees and expenses incurred by reason of the motion for

34 sanctions, and amounts sufficient to deter future false certification by the party or attorney

35 and by other parties and attorneys. The sanction may include nonmo..etsry penalties and

35 monetary penalties payable to the court. The sanction must include an order requiring pay·

37 meat of reasonable attorney fees and expenses incurred by the moving party by reason of

3Il the false certification.

39 D(5) An order imposing SllDCtions under this section must specificallY describe the false

4.0 certification and the grounds for dete!'mining that the certification was false. The order

41 must explain the grounds for the imposition of the specific sanction that is ordered.

42 E. Rule not applicable to discovery. This rule does not apply to any motion, pleading or

42 conduct that is subject to sanction under Rule 46•
44

45 ASSESSMENT OF ATIORNEY FEES UPON ENTRY OF SlJMMARY JUDGMENT

[5]
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1 SECTION 5. ORCP 47 is _ended to read:

2 A. For elaiznlUlt. A party seeking to reCOVeT upon a claim, counterclaim. or CZ'Oss-cl.aim or to

3 obtain a declaratory judgment may, at any tlme Afl;et the e:qriration of 20 days from the com- t
4 mencement of the amon or after service oC a motion ror summary judgment by the adverse yll.'lty,

5 move. with or without supporting affidavits. for a S1Ul1ln1\JY judgment in that party"s favor upon all

6 or any part thereof:

7 :e. For deCending party. A party against whom a claim, counterclaim. or cross-claizn is asserted

8 or a declaratory judgment is sought may, at any tinle, mo'll6, with or without supporting affidavits.

9 for a summary judgment in that party"sCavoI' as to all or any part thereof.

].(I C. Motion and !ll'oceedings the...,on. The motion and all supporting documents shall be served

11 and filed at least 45 days before the date set for trill!. The adverse PartY shall have 20 days in which

12 to serve and file opposing affidavits and supporting documents. The moving petty shall have five

13 days to reply. The court sball have <iisoretion to modifY these stated times. The judgment sought

14 shllll be rendered forthwith if the pleadinlls, depositions, and admissiol:1S on lile, together with the

liS affidavits, if any, shew that there is no genuine issue as to any %'laterial fact and that the lllovinil

16 pll.'lty is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. A summary judgment, interlocutory in character,

17 %'lay be rendered on the issue of liability alone although there is a genuine issue as to the a""ount

18 of damages.

19 D. Form of affidavits; defense required. Except as provided by section E of this rule, SUPportiull

20 and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal l\::lo....ledge, shall set forth such facts as would be

21 adxnissible in evid.ence, and shall show afJ'i:nnatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the

2! l%latters stated therein. Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts thereof referred to in an

23 affidavit sball be attached thereto or served therewith. The court may permit affidavits to be sup-

24 plemented or opposed by depositions or further aflid.avits. When a motion tor summary judgment is

25 made and supported as provided in this rUle ll1\ adverse party may not rest upon the mere

26 allegations or denials of that party's pleading, but the adverse party's response, by a\lidavits or as

Z1 otherwise provided in this section, must set forth specific £'acts showing that there is a genuine issue

26 as to any material Cact for trial, If the adverse party <loes not so respond, summary judgment, if

2! appropriate, shall be entered. against suclt pll.'lty.

30 lit.· .A.fi!davit of attorney when expert opinion required. Motions under this rule are not designed

31 to be used. as discove]')' devices to obtain the names of potential expert witnesses or to obtain their

82 facts or opinions. If a party, in opposing a motion for sum:m.ary judgment, is required to provide the

33 opillion of an expert to establish a genuine issue of material fact, an af.ll.davit of the party's attorney

ll4 stating that an unnamed qualified expert hes been retained who is available and W!lling to testify

35 to admissible facts or opinions creating a question of fact, will be deemed sufficient to con!:rovert

56 the allegations of'the moving pll.'lty and an adequate basis for the court to deny the motion. The

37 affidavit shall be made in good faith bued on admissible Cacts or opillions obtained from. a qualified

33 expert ..,ho has actually been retsined by the attcrney who is available and willing to testify and

S9 ....ho has actu&lly rendered an opinion or provided facts which, if revealed by affidavit, would be a

40 sufficient basis for denying the m.otion for S\lJlllllal'Y judgment.

41 F. When afljdavits are unavailable. Should it appear froxn the affidavits of a party opposing the

42 motion that such party carmo;!:, for reasons stated, present by e.fIidavit facts essential to iustlfy the

43 opposition of that party, the eourt may refuse the application for judgment, or may order a contin-

44 uaaee to penllit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had, or IIlay

45 make such other order as is just.
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1 G. Affidavits made in bad falth. Should it appear to the satisfaction of the court at any time that

2 any of the affidavits presented pursu.ant to this rule are 'presented in bad faith or solely for the

3 purpose of delay, the court shall forthwith order the party employing them to pay to th~ other party

." the amount of the reasonable elC\3enses which the filing of the affidavits caused the other party to

5 incur, mcl.uding reasonable attorney fees, and any offending party or attorney may be subject to

6 sanctions for contempt.

7 H. Multiple parties Or claims; final judgment. In any e.ctioninvolving multiple parties or multiple

8 claims, a, summary judgment which is not entered in cOrl'pliance with Rule 67 B shall not constituts

9 a final judgment.

10 L Summary judgment tb!t adiudicates all clai:tDs'lIl1d def......es of a PartY.

U 1(1) If summary judgment is entered in favor of lIJly party other thlU1 the state or a pol-

12 itical ....bdivision of the state, lIl1dthe ....mmll1'Y jUdpent adjudicates all clall11S and defell1Ses

IS of the plU'ty in favor of the plU'ty, the court shall enter judgment against the party who did

14 not prevail for reasouble attorney fees, e:o:pert witness fees and all costs attributable to

:IS discov"ry in the action. Attorney fees shall be a....arded in the ..........er provided by OROP 68.

18 1(2) If a party to an action other than the state or a political suhdivisioJi of the state files

17 a motion for summary judgment /IS to on" or mOre clai:tDs or def"nses of llI10ther plU"ty, and

18 within 20 daye before the sebeduled hearing on the motion the other party repleads or oth

19 erwise takes action to volW1~ dismiss one or more of the claims or defenses that are

2D challenged in the motion for Sllmmll1'Y judgment, the court shall not award to the party fiIlng

21 the motion all reasonable attorney fees and e:zperl witness fees ineuned by the moving party

22 that are attn'butable to the abandoned claim or defense.
llS

24 ATTORNEY FEE AWARDS IN SMALL ACTIONS
25

2S SECTION G. (1) Except as provided ;,. subsectioA (2) of this section, in any action based

27 on contract or common la.... tort in whieb the amount claimed is $20,000 or less, the court

2B shall award reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party.

29 (2) The court shall not award attorney fees to a prevailing plaintiff in a civil action sub-

se ject to subsection (1) of this section unl"ss the plalntiff served a copy of the complaint as

31 serting the claim on all d"fendants against whom the claim was made at least 30 days before

32 fili:zl.g the complalnt with the court. The provisions of this subsection do not apply to
33 counterclaims, cross-elainla or third-party cI&lms.

34 SECTION 7. OBS 20.080 and 20.098 are repealed.
35

36 :RECIPROCITY OF ATTOBNEY FEE AWARJ)S
37

as SECTION 8. ORS 20.090 is amended to read:

39 20.090. ((1) E"",ept "" otherwise proulded in s..bseetiDn (2) of this section,] In any sction against

4Q the maker ofany check, draft Oforder for the payment of money which has been dishonored for lack

4J. of funds or credit to pay the eaxne or because payment haa been stopped. the court shall (ailowl

42 a'WlU'd a reasonable attorney ree at trial and on appeal to the prevailing party, in addition to dis
42 b=ements.

44 ((2) If the pla'nUff prevails in an action: described in subsece/on (I) of this section, the courl shall

42 not allau: a recso""ble a.ttomey fee to the plaintiff as provided In subsection (1) of this section unless



CONFIDENTIAL February 21, 1995

To:

From:

Re:

Members, Council on Court Procedures . if:
Maury Holland, Executive Director1l.~
Legislative Update #5: Council Testimony re SB 385

Attached is a copy of the prepared statement submitted yesterday by JohnHarton
the Council's behalfto the Joint Subcommittees in Civil Process regarding Sections 1,4
and 5 of SB 385that would amend ORCP 54, 17and 47. His testimony wasan effectively
extemporized version of the prepared statement. Given his regnlar line of work, John is
able to do that sortof thing well.

Boththe prepared statement andJohn's testimony accnrately reflected a broad and
essentially unanimous consensus expressed by the 12 Council members whoparticipated in
the Feb. 18teleconference. Whilethereweresome slight differences of opinion among
participating members about howassertive as opposed to deferential the Council's
approach to the legislature should be, John's effort wasto capture the essence of the views
expressed andI believe he succeeded. Our appearance waswell received. Johndrew no
hostile questions, even about the examples he provided of perceived glitches in the
proposed ORCP amendments. The purpose of showcasing thesequitetechnical, but
important, deficiencies wasnaturally to try to impress upon subcommittee members the
damage that canbe doneif the Council is bypassed or given short shrift. Our appearance,
incidentally, followed the much moreaggressive andpolicy-oriented statement of the
Attorney General, whowasreally takingno prisoners, as wellas highly effective
appearances by the Committee on Procedure andPractice, the Section of Litigation, and
OADC.

Everything I heard and sawMonday afternoon, andI believe Johnwould agree
with this, suggests that the Council's first, preferred request--that the sections of SB 385
that would amend the ORCP be excised andthe matters referred to the Council for
processing in the 1995-97 biennium--is unlikely to be granted. Evenif this turnsout to be
so, I thinkit wasimportant that thisrequest andthis strong preference be clearly stated and
placed on the record. What is nearly certain to be granted is our second, lesspreferred
request, that the Council be allowed as much inputas possible beforethe bill is finalized
during this session. What nowappears to be in orderis a series of informal working
sessions in which the Council, alongwith such othergroups as the Procedure and Practice
Committee, the Litigation Section, the Department of Justice, plusI believe OTLA and
DADC, willbe invited to send tworepresentatives each. Johnwill do his best to be one of
thoserepresentatives, andhasaskedmeto accompany himas the other, which I shall do.
If John is unable to participate in any of theseworking sessions, he will do his best to
arrange for somemember whohasthe time andwillingness to substitute for him. I would
feel somewhat uncomfortable about participating on the Council's behalfunaccompanied
by Johnor somemember he hasbeenableto recruit. We have beenalerted to expect the
first of theseworking sessions to be all day Friday, Feb. 24.

What follows in thisparagraph is perhaps a littlebitsenstive,which is why I have
marked this covering memo "Confidential" and askthat, unlike a memo a couple of years
ago that I intended for Council members only, this stay in the family, where I trustit will
not be misunderstood. (This does notof course apply to the attached prepared statement,
which is nowa matter of publicrecord) This sensitivity relates to another impression I
formed yesterday. This impression is that the proponents of SB385,and of the larger
package of which it is a part, havesincemy earlier report to youbeenplaced somewhat on
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the defensive. The attitude of "thistrain is going to leavethe station regardless of what you
think, andyouronly option is to helpclean the passenger car windows," seemed to mefar
less evident yesterday thantwo weeks ago. In fact, at one point, Sen. Bryant stated that
some"compromises" are under discussion and consideration. He mentioned making the
amendment of Rule54 E regarding offersof compromise reciprocal as an example. My
reading of this is that the proponents of "tortreform" havebeensurprised and somewhat
taken aback by the breadth of opposition to theirlegislative package. Certainly they seemed
surprised to seeOADC joining rankswithOTLA to oppose much of it. It hasbeen
interesting how much theirby-passing the Council appears to be costing theproponents.
Thisfact was prominently featured in the Attorney General's statement, as well as virtually
all otherstatements in opposition thatI haveseenor heard. The persuasive statements of
thejudgeswhohavetestified, including JudgeBrockley's (onhis ownbehalf, not thatof
the Council) also seem to haveundercut someof theproponents' momentum.

Pleasedo not interpret thisobservation as implying thatthe Council is, or
necessarily should be, officially opposed to the substance of SB 385,because I am awareit
has taken no suchofficial postion and, in accordance withthe consensus of last Saturday's
teleconference and John's statement yesterday, presumably willnot do so. My point is
simply that the narrow, but important, position the Council hastaken on the matter of
process seems to be attracting widespread reinforcement.

cc: JohnHart (w/o enc.)

CONFIDENTIAL



February 20, 1995

Before the Joint Senate/House Subcommittees on Civil Process

Re: SB 385

Prepared Statement of John E. Hart on Behalf of

The Council on Court Procedures

Co-Chair Bryant, Co-Chair Parks, and members of the joint

subcommittees, for the record, my name is John E. Hart. I have

been in active trial practice for 20 years in Portland, primarily

representing physicians as defendants in civil actions. This

afternoon, however, I appear before you in my capacity as the

current Chair of the Council on Court Procedures, a position I

have held for almost two years, prior to which I served as a

Council member. With me at the witness table is Prof. Maury

Holland, formerly Dean of the University of Oregon School of Law,

and presently a member of its faculty as well as being the

Council's Executive Director. I have provided your counsel with

copies of my prepared statement, and ask that, with your

permission, my statement be entered into the record. Attached to

the statement is a brief description of the Council's history,

its statutory mission and functions, its composition, and the

methods by which it performs its statutory mission.
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At the outset, let me, on behalf of the Council, thank both

Co-Chairs of these joint subcommittees, and the members, for

inviting this testimony concerning what is obviously extremely

important legislation. I shall begin by emphasizing that the

Council's concern with SB 385 is strictly limited to those

provisions of this large bill that are within its statutory

jurisdiction. By this I mean two things, one of which can be

stated simply while the other is a bit more subtle and complex.

The point that can be simply stated is that the Council's concern

is limited to §§1, 4 and 5 of the bill, the sections that would

amend the ORCP. The subtler point is that, even with respect to

the proposed ORCP amendments, the Council's concern is limited to

their technical quality as rules of procedure, and definitely

does not extend to agreement or disagreement with their

substantive, policy goals or effects. To the extent that ORCP

amendments are intended to achieve substantive policy goals, the

Council's position is that these are matters exclusively for you

as the people's elected representatives to determine. This

important limitation is not because Council members, as

individual lawyers, judges and citizens, have no opinions on

matters of public policy, but because the Council's organic

statute limits its authority to "rules governing pleading,

practice and procedure, .. which shall not abridge, enlarge,

or modify the substantive rights of any litigant." [ORS 1.735]

This jurisdictional restriction is something that, in my

observation, the Council has been highly scrupulous about
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strictly observing. On more than one occasion that I can

personally recall, this self-restraint has caused the Council to

reject a proposed ORCP amendment, even when it might otherwise

have obtained the support of the required supermajority of

members, on the sole ground that it would substantially affect

substantive rights and should thus be left solely to our state

legislature.

What, then, is the Council's view concerning the sections of

SB 385 that would amend ORCP 17, 47, and 54? Although the

Council historically completes its biennial cycle of regular

meetings prior to the convening of each legislative session, I

have been able to elicit a solid consensus reaction of members.

That reaction, in which I include myself, is that although the

proposed amendments embody substantive policy judgments that are

outside the scope of the Council's official competence, they also

present some issues of draftsmanship, as weLl, 'as some technical,

non-policy oriented questions as to whether they constitute

soundly conceived rules of civil procedure.

Without prejudging what the full Council might decide

respecting any of the bill's ORCP amendments if it is afforded

the opportunity to subject them to its normal scrutiny and

deliberation, let me suggest a couple of examples of where they

might be regarded as falling short simply as a matter of sound

procedure. One example is proposed new section 54 F [§1,

p. [5]], which would provide for a settlement conference on the

court's own motion or request of a party. This proposal might
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well be, in principle, an excellent idea, and is one that has

attracted widespread support from, among other groups, the

Section of Litigation of the Oregon State Bar. As presently

drafted, however, this proposed section appears to assume the

individual-judge assignment system generally used in federal

court, but not generally used in Oregon trial courts.

Specifically, where the existing language states: "Upon the

request of the judge," it would no doubt occur to the trial

judges or trial lawyers on the Council to ask: "What judge '?"

The vast majority of civil cases pending in Oregon trial courts

normally have no judge assigned to them until just before trial.

Thus, under established Oregon practice, it would be difficult to

imagine what judge would take the initiative to order a

settlement conference. A similar problem arises in connection

with just who would be the "different judge" also referred to in

the present wording of the proposed amendment. This does not

mean that a good rule could not be devised to authorize judge

initiated and supervised settlement conferences, but the proposed

language probably needs some reworking, such as by including

reference to the "presiding judge," in order to mesh with Oregon

practice.

My second example of a procedural proposal that many,

including perhaps the Council, might conclude would be

questionable simply as a matter of sound procedure, has to do

with proposed new subsection 54 D(2) [§1, p. [4]]. The social

purpose of this proposal is presumably to penalize harshly, and
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thus hopefully deter frivolous initiation of civil litigation, a

purpose no sensible person could disagree with. Read literally,

however, the proposed language of this amendment requires the

court in the subsequent proceeding to order the plaintiff to pay

the defendant the full amount of the latter's attorney fees from

the prior proceeding, regardless of whether any amount of

attorney fees might have been already awarded to the defendant in

the prior proceeding, a result I assume everyone would agree

would be unintended overkill. To any who might respond that so

literal a reading would be an absurdity, my counsel is to be

extremely careful about literal readings, since many

conscientious judges will feel bound by them despite an arguably

absurd result, and that is the sort of thing that is productive

of wasteful litigation. At the very least, this proposal should

be reworded to make clear that no double-payment of attorney fees

is intended. Another question, and here I should again emphasize

that I am speaking only for myself, not the Council, in giving

examples of some technical problems I see, is whether this

retroactive award of attorney fees would be in addition to the

sanctions that might also be sought under proposed section l7 D?

More fundamentally, I believe the Council, if given the

chance to take a close look might well conclude that proposed

subsection 54 D(2) would constitute ill-advised procedure judged

by experienced civil practitioners regardless of how determined

one is to deter frivolous litigation. For a plaintiff to refile

a claim already dismissed on the merits should occur in only one
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of three situations: one is a pro se plaintiff who doesn't know

anything about claim preclusion; the second is a plaintiff with a

grossly incompetent lawyer, and the third is the not unknown

situation where whether the subsequently filed claim is indeed

claim-barred by virtue of the prior dismissal is genuinely

doubtful enough so that a competent plaintiff's attorney would be

fully entitled, and might even be obligated, to litigate the

question with a realistic hope the second court will determine

the claim was not barred by the prior proceedings. Should that

realistic, good faith hope not be realized, the court would be

mandated to impose a perhaps devastating fee award on the

plaintiff, possibly in addition to having to pay both his or her

own attorney fees in the subsequent action, plus those of the

defendant should the loser-pays rule become applicable under one

of the proposed ORS amendments. In the case of a pro se

plaintiff, it seems to me at least arguable that the subsequent

court should at least have discretion not to penalize such a

litigant with a potentially devastating fee award, especially

since defendants in these circumstances will normally be able to

obtain a dismissal of the subsequent case at a very early stage.

In the case of the incompetent attorney, if there is to be any

retroactive fee award, it might more appropriately be made

against such attorney, not against the litigant-client who

typically has no understanding of res judicata. Proposed

subsection 54 D(2), however, unlike proposed section 17 D, does

not authorize awards against attorneys, in the absence of which
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judges might determine that they lack such authority. Finally,

in the case of the good faith refiling of a claim which is

arguably barred, but also arguably not barred, by a prior

dismissal, the Council might well determine that any retroactive

fee award should be discretionary, rather than mandatory;

perhaps, upon reflection, a majority of these legislative

subcommittees might agree with the conclusion as well.

If your reaction to these examples I have given--and more

could be given if time permitted--is that these are all matters

of procedural nitpicking and technical detail, your reaction

would largely make the very point I am trying to convey. Sound

and workable rules of procedure require, not only informed

decisions on matters of substantive rights which only you as

legislators can properly make, but also painstaking attention to

matters of fairly intricate detail, matters precisely of the kind

the Council was created to work on, subject of course to

legislative override; matters that can best be attended to by

trial lawyers and judges who work with the rules on a daily

basis, in other words, by members of the Council who volunteer

their time and efforts for this purpose. The wisest and fairest

set of procedural rules will not do much good if they are

ambiguously drafted, internally contradictory, inconsistent with

one another or with other statutory laws.

While I can offer no scientific proof, my sense, based upon

having tried cases in Oregon state courts for 20 years, is that

the vast majority of civil trial lawyers and judges believe our
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procedural rules function remarkably well, certainly on the civil

side. I do not say this for guild-like self-protection. I am

confident our State court Administrator could furnish objective

data which indicate that Oregon state courts do a far better job

of handling civil cases fairly, expeditiously and at minimal cost

to litigants than is true of the courts in most other American

jurisdictions.

Nevertheless, citizens not only in Oregon, but throughout

the United States, have expressed dissatisfaction with the civil

justice system. To the extent you legislators conclude this

dissatisfaction is well grounded, you should improve the law. I

am not here on the Council's behalf to dissuade you from that

task.

What I have come here this afternoon on the Council's behalf

to respectfully suggest is that you allow the Council to perform

the job for which it is created by the 1977 Legislative Assembly.

Experience in this state since the ORCP came into effect in 1980

has been that, with regard to the ongoing process of upgrading

and amending them, the process works best when the Council is

allowed to have, not the last word, which is clearly yours, but

at least the first word. If the Council is accorded this

opportunity, you can be assured that it will give to the ORCP

amendments proposed in SB 385 its typically balanced, careful,

and painstaking consideration, and will also, as it always has in

the past, steer clear of matters that clearly implicate
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substantive policy. The Legislature can then review and, if it

wishes, revise the Council's work product.

There are really only two possible ways in which this

legislature could facilitate the Council's performance of the job

for which it was created by your predecessors. The first way is

the one that is strongly preferred by the Council, and that is to

delete §§1, 4, and 5 from BB 385 and refer those amendments to

the Council for processing during the coming 1995-97 biennium.

Those sections are readily excisable from the bill without

significantly impacting the remaining sections relating to ORB

amendments. Although those sections could readily be excised

from the bill, it is not realistically possible for me this

afternoon to advise you how to separate the purely procedural

aspects of the proposed ORCP amendments set forth in those

sections from those aspects that reflect substantive policy

judgments. That analytical process is .best done initially by the

Council, subject, like everything the Council does, to your

review.

The other way is to ask the Council to simply do its best

during whatever time remains in this session, before the bill

must be finalized, to confer and advise you with our comments and

any suggested changes in language. Obviously, it is entirely

within your authority to insist upon this way, but it is the one

far less preferred by the Council since we do not do our best

work in haste.
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The Council functions best when it adheres to its statutory

procedure, whereby proposed ORCP amendments are discussed and

drafted, with the benefit of testimony, deliberated upon and

refined over the course of the roughly 18 months of its biennial

cycle between legislative sessions. This time frame allows for

the assignment of proposed amendments to a Council subcommittee

for intensive study, drafting and redrafting, and reporting back

to the full Council for debate, and for hearing public testimony

from lawyers and judges not on the Council, as well as from

interested groups and organizations and from the public. Tn;t,

plus the opportunity for legislative review and possible further

revision in the session following the Council's promulgation of

amendments, is the sort of deliberative process that is most

conducive to achieving and maintaining our excellent civil

procedure rules for the trial courts of this state. On behalf of

the Council, it is that process which I most respectfully ask

your subcommittees and this legislature to respect on this

occasion, as your predecessors did some 18 years ago when they

allowed the first Council to prepare the original ORCP in their

entirely before exercising the necessary and proper power of

legislative review and revision.

Thank you for your attention. I'll be happy to try to

respond, Co-Chair Bryant and Co-Chair Parks, to any questions

from you or any members of the subcommittees.
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Attachment to Prepared Statement ofJohn E. Hart to
- -

Joint Senate and House Subcommittees on Civil Process, Feb. 20, 1995

Brief Description of Coon!:!' on Court Procedurl:~

1. History. Fromthe date ofstatehood until the creation ofthe Council on Court
Procedures by the 1977Legislative Assembly, the rulesofcivil procedure applicable in tfi"e trial
courtsofOregonwere contained in a codeofstatutoryenactments, similar to what obtainedin
most otherAmerican states. Beginning in the 1930's, and culminating in the 1970's, a groWing
concern emerged in the part of'largesegments-of'the BenchandBar ofOregon that the time
available to this state'sbiennial, citizenlegislature wasnot adequate to the task ofmodernizing the
civil trialcourt rules andensuring that they kept <:urfentwith changing needs. Althoughthe
procedural rules enactedby the legislature, andfrequently amended, was referredto as a "code,•
they lacked at least one important virtue usually associated with a code, andthat is a higbIy ,
integrated and comprehensive assemblage ofruleswhich couldallbelocatedin the same placein
thestatutebooks. Whether due to legislative inattention or otherwise, Oregon's statutorycode of
civil procedurecameto bewidely regarded as flawed andoutmoded in several respects; One
notable example was its failure to merge law and equity.

The Councilgrew out ofthe work ofa specialcommission onjudicial reformappointed by
Governor TomMcCall. Oneofthe recommendations ofthis Commission was thatthe legislature
createwhat cameto be called the Council on Court Procedures anddelegate to this new entity, on
a limited basis, a portionofits legislative authority overcivil procedure. The possible alternative,
ofthe legislature delegating its rule-making and rule-amending powerto the Oregon Supreme
Court,wasrejected.in part becauseofconcern that suchan arrangement might violate-the '
separation-of-powers provision ofthe Oregon Constitution.

The COuncil wascreatedand given limited authority over rulesofcivil procedureby the
','1977 Legislative Assembly. Theinitial-Council workedon devising the original OregonRulesof
Civil Procedure("ORCpll) throughout 1978, in timeto submit its workproductto the 1979 eo"

Legislative Assembly. Inaccomplishing this task the Council drewheavily upon the FederalRules
ofCivil Procedure,but also incorporated someimportant innovations, suchas including
provisions for "long-arm" jurisdictionover non-resident defendarits as part ofthe rules ofcourt,
andretained somefeatures ofOregan civil practice underthe statutorycode, such as "fact'
pleading'" andsomelimitations uponpre-trial discovery,poth ofwhich wereintended~o~.
the costsoflitigation. The'1979J.£gislaiive Assembly!tppioved theorigiriiilORCP,~$oVl'

;;modifications, and they became effective January 1, 1980. Additional ruleswere formulated by
the Council and reported to the 1981 Legislative Assembly, andthesebecame effective on
January 1, 1982.



2. Composition. The Council consists of23 members, 1 ofwhom is a Justice of the
Oregon Supreme Court appointed bythat Court, 1Judge ofthe OregonCourt ofAppeals
appointedbythat Court, 6 Circuit Courtjudges appointed by the ExecutiveCommittee of the
CircuitJudges Association, 2 DistrictCourt judges appointed by the Executive Committee qt:.t~

DistrictJUdges Association, 1 public member appointed by the Oregon Supreme Court, andJ.£.)
practitionersappointed hythe Board ofGovemors ofthe Oregon State. To ensure geoiJ;raphic ,
diversity, at least 2 practitioner-members mustbe appointed from each ofOregon's five
Congressional districts, and allare typically involved in an active civil trial practice.. Members are
appointed for terms oftwo or fouryears, are eligible for reappointment to One additional term,
and serve without compensation. At the beginning of each biennium the Council elects. its Chair
and other officers. Professional and secretarial staffsupport to the Council is providedby an
ExecutiveDirector andExecutive Assistant, eachofwhom is compensated on a part-time basis.

3. Functioning. Each September following the conclusion ofa legislative session,
following the filling ofvacancies in its membership, the Council beginsa biennial cycleofmonthly
meetings that lead up to the December meetingbeforethe beginning ofa new session. At that
Decembermeeting, ORCPamendments that havebeen studied, discussed, debatedand tentatively
adopted are, after beingpublished to the Bench, Bar andpublic, voted upon for promulgation.
Anyamendment that is promulgated is formerly reported to the Presidentofthe Senate.and
Speaker ofthe House. Unless the Legislature by statute abrogatesor modifies them, ORCP
amendments as thus promulgated become Jaw on January 1 following adjoumment ofthe
legislative session. In addition to disapproving or modityingORCP amendments promulgated by
the Council, theLegislative Assembly mayofcourse initiateand enact its own amendments by
statute.

Somesuggestionsof needed or desirable ORCPamendments emanate from within the
Council; manyothers are suggested to the Council bylawyers, judges, individual citizens, or
variousgroups and organizations. The Council maintains an especially closeworkingrelationship
with the Committee on Practiceand Procedureofthe OregonState Bar, whichover the years as
been a valuable sourceofsuggested amendments. Suggested amendments are normally assigned
bythe Chair to a subcommittee ofthe Council for intensive study, consultation with others having
expert knowledge, and reportingback to the full Council with a preliminary recommendation.
Depending upon the reactionofthe full Council, preliminary recommendations are frequently
referred back for furtherconsideration and drafting work by the subcommittee. Agendasof
Council meetings are published in advance, whichoften results in concerned individuals or groups
appearing .to testifybeforethe Council during oneof'its public meetings. In addition, the Council
makesspecial effortsto keep individuals and organizations known to have a particular interest in,
or expertise concerning, any particular pr-oposed amendment, fully informed about its
deliberations and often invites their testimony.

Proposed amendments typically returnto the full Councilby wayofa secondreport,
recommendation andproposeddraft ofthepertinent subcommittee. Following an opportunityfor
any public testimony or writtencomments to be received and considered, the full Council will
normally vote, in response to a subcommittee's second report and recommendation, whetherto
tentatively adopt the proposed amendment in question. The discussion preceding this vote often



promptsa few further revisions in drafting. A vote for adoption at this point is said to be
tentativebecause any amendment thus adoptedcan be broughtback for further consideration by
the full Councilor the relevant subcommittee untila vote is takenon finalpromulgation at the
Decembermeetingthat ends the Council's biennial cycle. The Council frequently votes not to
promulgate proposed amendments on the ground that, while they mightmakegood sense if
enactedby the legislature, theywouldaffect substantive rights oflitigants andwould thus exceed
the Council's statutory authorityto "promulgate rules governing pleading, practice and procedure,
...whichshall not abridge, enlarge, or modify the substantive rights ofanylitigant." ORS 1.735.

4. Ihe Council's Contribution toQre,gon's Civil Proc~dllre. The Councilcame into
existence against a background and long tradition of legislative supremacy with respect to judicial
procedure. The immediate background ofits creation was an increasing beliefon the part of
manyinformed 'lawyers andjudges that the Legislative Assembly operated under certainbuilt-in
handicaps in beingsolelychargedwith the difficult and time-consuming function of'keepingthis
states civil trial court rules abreastofchanging timesand alteredcircumstances. In particular, it
had becomeclear to manythat the relatively short,and increasingly hectic,biennial sessions ofthe
legislature did not afford adequatetimefur legislators to give careful and sustained thought to the
often highly technicaltask ofcivil rulesamendment.

The creation ofthe Council, and the delegation to it oflimited and provisional authority in
the rules-amending process, appears in retrospectto have beena sensible compromise, a
compromise that takes accountofthe dual characterofcivil procedure. By this is meant that the
Legislative Assembly is able to retainthe final authority that rightfully belongs to it over those
aspectsofcivilprocedurewhich implicate substantive public policy, while beingable to rely upon
the Council to'keep the more technical, though in the longrun no less important, aspects ofthe
ORCP in good repair. 10 this partnership between theLegislative Assembly and the Council,the
former assuredly occupiesthe seniorposition. Thisarrangement works best when the Legislature
allows the full operation ofthe Council's deliberative process to run its courserespecting all
proposedORCP amendments beforeundertaking to exercise the former's ultimate authority.
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William A. Gaylord, Esq.
Gaylord & Eyerman PC
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As things have turned out, I will personally attend the
work session on Senate Bill 385 all day Friday, February 24,
together with Maury Holland. The Council has been accorded two
seats at a roundtable work session; it is interesting since the
OADC, OTLA, and the proponents of the Senate Bill were each only
accorded one seat. We will keep you posted.

Best personal regards,

Hart

JEH:ikw
cc: Maury Holland (via facsimile)
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